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FOREWORD
Another good book by a scholar author-Sardar Gurbachan
Singh. He has already given us some books and this one is a
special gift for the year 2006.
Title of the book is attractive indeed and a perusal of the
Preface tells us about the four pillars-Name, Hukam (Will) Guru
and Sadh Sangat. It reminded me at once of the line of Gurbani : "eko Naam hukam hai Nanak Satgur dia bujhiai jiu." (P. 72)
"~ ()T)-f ~ ~ ()l7)Cf Hf3 <iJ fa ~ ~ ;:ftB-1" (tfor 72)
and these are here in the same order and the congregation, its
utility and importance are in plenty. The word Sat Sangat is changed
into Sadh Sangat ( Wtr fra'rf3") for reasons, best known to the
author, but anyway if one 'ponders over it, we will soon be convinced
that Sat Sangat (tB" HoTf3") ultimately leads to Sadh Sangat-the
body select present.
Already in Sikhism 3 outstanding qualities have been exclusive
to Sikhism and generally accepted, such as Nam japna, kirt kami
and vand chhakna (()T)-f tn.!(')T, fc!3" ~, ~ ~ ) and are
given the seal of the tenth Master; but his emphasis on another set
of three has been accepted viz. Pooja Akal ki, Parcha Shabad ka
and didar khalsai ka. (~ ~ cit, l.RiB' E1R" tT >i8 ~
l:fT"ffit Cff)
The part played by the four pillars selected by the author has
been very extensive indeed and I am sure, will be accepted by all.
Sikhism has many great and precise qualities and mostly are
practised and imbibed, when the higher levels will be reached.
Gurbani clearly has been emphasising again and again : ego
1. "Unchi bani ucha hoiai." (~~ ~ 5"fu) (P. 361)
2. "Gurmat ucho uchi pouri gyan ratan homain mari hai."
(~~~~~037l~HTOT~1)(P. 1050)
but how sad that we seldom act or follow these qualities and
the results are that spectators are disappointed. It is time we heed
7

to the suggestions and act on the same and bring glorious name to
the sikhs. Sikhs need to shine more than anybody else for sikhism
IS supreme.
We are really lucky that we have scholars indeed who have
studied and churned a lot from the vast treasure given to us by the
masters but how it is that results are not adequate. It is so sad but
some reflection on our poor performance. Our holy teachers knew
it so well to have warned us as to lay emphasis on practising the
same in re~l life, not merely sermonising. The Gurbani says :
"Hain virlai nahi ghanai phail phakar sansar." (P-1411).
(~ ~

orJt uR" ~ ~ fu:rra")

"jag meh uttarn kadhiai virlai kaiee kai." (P-517)
(;:roy

Hfu ~ ~ ~ ~ ~)

Talk in nobility is in plenty and very vast indeed but unless the
same is imbibed in ourselves and practised in thought, speech and
action that we will really shine and flourish. Guru ji has also raised
or mentioned the same, just as the ninth Master points out our
mistake : "Janam paie kachh bhalo na kino ta te adhik daron.
man bach karam har gunn nahi gaie yeh ji soch dharon.
(P-685)
(ffi')tf ~ erg

Hi?>

q1g 3T 3" ~ ~ II
~ <rn1 ~ ~ mIT d'JTE" ~ t:ft>;r ffir ~ II~ II

gg 0

SO I hope and pray that this book will help us to achieve the
desired results which we lack indeed for not practising the preachings
of the Masters.

1f-~~r

186/Sector 45A
Chandigarh.

~

(TANJIT SINGH)
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PREFACE
The ultimate aim of human life is the unification of human
soul with the Prime-soul, for which purpose the Lord had bestowed
this opportunity to the human beings. We have been bestowed with
the greatest blessing of human life as the Lord's boon for our past
(good) actions.
Various prophets in the world have shown different approaches
for the attainment of the same goal.
For Instance Empedocles has defined: "God is a circle whose
centre is everywhere and its circumference nowhere".
(Tribune Reflections Sept. 28, 2003)
Whereas as per Guru Nanak (as given in the same columns),
"He who cherishes loving devotion to God and dwells in humility
attains deliverence."
r would like to define God as follows"God is at the centre of a concentric circle, with circumference
everywhere and whose creation is shown by the circumference
(with no beginning or end) and can be approached (by any radii
from the circumference to the centre), with concentrated and single
minded devotion by the devotees."
The philosophy of Guru Nanak Dev could be explained under
four main headings viz.
(1) Guru
(2) Hukam (Lord's Will)
(3) Sadh Sangat (Holy Congregations) and
(4) True Name.
brought out in the four chapters.
1. The first chapter thus deals with the following topics :
(1) The Role of the Guru with sub-headings as : (a)-Sabad Guru
(b)-Sabad Guru Vs living (Physical) Guru.
(c)-Gurmukh & Manmukh (Faithful and Faithless)
(d)-Guru's benevolence (Kirpa).
2. The second chapter deals with hukam, or Lord's Will under
following sub-headings:
9

II. Lord's Will.
II. a)-Mind (Man)
b)-Maya (Worldly Falsehood)
c)-Egoism (homain)
d)-Worldly Pleasures and Pains (Sukh Dukh)
e)-Sohagan & Dohagan (Blessed ones & Rejected ones)
f)-Death (Physical and Spiritual)
g)-Keshas (Unshorn Hair).
3. The third chapter deals with Holy congregations as follows:
m. Sadh Sangat (Holy Congregations)
(a) Prayer
(b) Kirtan
(c) Service
(d) Grace
(e) Detachment (Vairag)
IV The fourth chapter deals with True Name under the
following sub-heads.
IV. True Name.
(a) Preet (Love and devotion)
(b) State of Equipoise (Sahej)
(c) Ambroisal hours (Amrit Vela)
(d) Panacea for all ills (Naam Aukhad)
(e) Singing Praises and Recitation of Naam.
(f) Humility.
V. The fifth chapter deals with the True Lord and His attainment
as under:
V. True Lord - Ornni-Prsence
(a) Wonderous drama
(b) Attainment of Bliss
(c) Ideal of Life (A True Sikh)
(d) The Ultimate Truth.
The ideal of life, being the attainment of the Lord and enjoying
His conjugal bliss, so to achieve this, one must follow the edicts of
Guru Granth Sahib as listed in the following pages. The main
factor being the total self-surrmder of the individual to the Guru,
following his guidance and then leading this life accordingly.
(l585/Sector-34 D)
Chandigarh
February, 2006

-C.S.Makin
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THE BASIC PHILOSOPHY
Guru Nanak Dev had brought a new and novel method of
leading this human life in close proximity to the Prime-Soul, the
Lord Creator, as without that mind-set this life would be a sheer
wasteful effort. Various philosophers before Guru Nanak Dev had
given their views on the subject of a successful human life and its
main purpose. Various theories had been propagated, which included
meditation, penance, leading life of seclusion, (leaving the life of a
house holder), visiting holy places of pilgrimage, fasting, giving
alms and some other formal practices like Yogic exercises etc. but
Guru Nanak's mind revolted against all these formal dogmas and
practices. So he evolved a new mission in life which finally resulted
in the spread of his way of thinking culminating in the form of Sikh
!}(.7f/(h (or Khalsa panrh).
Guru Nanak thus started his mission with visiting various places
of religious importance, religious leaders of various hues and colour
and carrying out discussions with them, taking him to all comers of
the world as far as possible during those times. After all these
sojourns, the Guru settled at Kartarpur (in Pakistan now), along •
with his family and parents, doing farming for a living. His followers
started collecting from allover, visiting him at Kartarpur and joining
him in prayers, singing Lord's praises along with recitation of True
Name.
The practice of free kitchen (langar) was also started by him,
after the collective devotional singing and other programmes were
over. Thus Guru Nanak Dev spent the last eighteen years of his life
at Kartarpur by propagating his religious message of love and
devotion for the Lord, universal brotherhood of mankind and
recitation of Lord's praises along with True Name (Naam simran).
He further planned a line of successors to continue his mission,
thus proving his point that anyone, by following his philosophy of
life, could attain the same spiritual height, attaining unison with the
Lord Sublime.
His doctrines finally crystallised into the following four main
themes:
II

(a) The Role and importance of the Guru :
Without the guidance of a complete and perfect enlightener
(Guru) it was not possible for anyone to attain spiritual unification
with the Lord.
(b) Lord's Will. (HlIkam)
'Thy will be done' or complete surrender to the Lord's ordains,
thus leading this life in a manner of natural routine as ordained by
the Lord, finally leading the individual to the state of equipoise.
(sehj), without having any ill-will against the surroundings provided
to him by the Lord, thus feeling at ease in the face of comforts and
discomforts of life.
(c) Sadh Sangat (Holy congregations)
Then great stress was laid on devotional singing in a holy
congregation (sadh sangat) as the Lord was ever present in the
company of holy men. Moreover, in a congregation one could easily
overcome his egoism, (halfme) which was a great culprit in attaining
spiritual bliss.
(d) True Name
Finally, by singing the Lord's praises in holy congregations,
one could attain the 'peace of meditation', resulting in rectitation of
the true name, the ideal of life.
Thus these four aspects of leading this life became the four
pillars of Sikhism. The main aim of life viz. unification with the
Lord Sublime could be attained by reciting True Name in holy
congregations through the Guru's guidance, which starts from
following the Lord's Will (His ordains-HlIkam) with complete
self surrender.
Guru Ram Das has said in Asa-di- var :
"eh manas janam dulambh hai, Naam bina birtha sabh jaie" ..
"fug ~ ;::rc')tf ~ ~ ?)l}f fup fuo"aT ~ mil
With these four pillars the edifice of 'Sikh panth' was created
by Guru Nanak Dev and nurtured, followed by the succeeding
Gurus and a final shape was given by Guru Gobind Singh in the
form of "Khalsa Panth"
(G.S.MAKIN)

Chandigarh
February, 2006
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INTRODUCTION
The message of the Sikh Gurus comprises Wliversal brotherhood
and love of mankind a10ngwith recitation of True Name and singing
praises of the Lord-sublime, for attaining unison with the Lord.
The basic philosophy of Sikhism is enshrined in Sri Guru
Granth Sahib, which contains 5894 hymns in all, including some
hymns of Hindu Bhaktas and Muslim Saints.
Infact, Guru Nanak Dev was responsible for starting a new
mission in the life of Indian culture (mysticism) by fOWlding a new
faith (religion) called Sikhism, wherein the role of the Guru as a
teacher and enlightener in the search of Truth, (the Lord-Greator)
by meditation on True Name, was stressed.
The same spirit and light (enlightenment) pervades in all the
ten Gurus, and they represent the same philosophy of.thought and
living this human life in the pursuit of unification with the Lord.
The life-time achievements of various Gurus are listed as Wlder :
(i) Guru Nanak Dev (1469-1 539)--:-Founder of Sikhism, who
inculcated the basic teachings, including recitation of True Name,
by singing Lord's praises' through the Guru's Word (hymns); having
a common free kitchen (langar) for all, irrespective of caste, creed .
or status; Wliversal message of love and brotherhood and attaining
unison with the Lord as a householder while earning one's livelihood.
He was very critical of all rituals and formalism like Kabir. He
travelled allover India, Arabia, Messapotamia, Ceylon (Sri Lanka),
Afghanistan, Burma and Tibet, imparting his teachings to the
mankind. (He contributed 974 hymns in Guru Granth Sahib).
(ii) Guru Angad Dev (1504-1552). His main contributions
were his self-surrender, humility, and service to the humanity. He
introduced Gurumukhi script for writing Panjabi. (Tenure of Guru
ship for 13 years) (Contributed 62 hymns in Guru Granth Sahib).
(iii) Guru Amar Das (1479-1574). Came in contact with
Guru Angad Dev at the age of 62 and served the Master for 12
13

years, and was appointed his successor at 74 and served as Guru
for about 22 years. He created 22 diocese for the spread of Sikhism.
He extended the institution of community kitchen (langar) and fought
against the customs of Sari and purdah. Founded the city of Goindwal
and contributed 907 hymns in the holy Guru Granth Sahib.
(iv) Guru Ram Das (1534-1581). He was selected by Guru
Amar Das as his son-in-law, and was married to his daughter Bibi
Bhani. He contributed 679 hymns in Guru Granth Sahib. His poetry
is full ofVairag (detachment) and pining for the Lord-sublime with
sincerity and devotion. He founded the city of Amritsar (Ramdaspur).
He exhorted his followers to join in trade, business including that
of horses. The Sikhs became good traders in jewellery, embriodery
works and horses, going upto Kabul fQr business.
(v) Guru Arjan Dev (1563-1606). The youngest son of Guru
Ram Das, Who grew upto a great poet of excellence, a great
philosopher and organiser and the first martyr in the Sikh history.
The Golden Temple was built by him in Amritsar, and the foundation
stone was laid by a Muslim Saint, Sain Mian Mir.
His main task was the compilation of Sri Guru Granth Sahib
in 1604 (including 2218 hymns of his own). ·Seeing his growing
popularity, the Mughal emperor Jahangir wanted to put an end to
his life and. got him executed on some pre-text in May 1606 at
Lahore, where Gurdwara Dera Sahib stands in his memory.
(vi) Guru Har Gobind (1595-1644). The son of Guru Arjan
Dev, who ascended the throne of (Sikh) Guruship at the age of 11
years. He got Akal Takhat, built as the temporal seat of authority
opposite the Golden Temple. He ordained his Sikhs to bring offerings
of weapons and horses. He fought four battles against Shahjahan
(The Mughal ruler). He wore two swords of Miri and Piri, (as
worldly and spiritual king).
•
(vii) Guru Har Rai (1630-1661). The Guru maintained a
cavalry of 2200 (Sikhs), though leading a peaceful life. The Guru
followed his missionary activities till 1661, when he passed on the
Guruship to his younger son, Har Krishan.
(viii) Guru Har Krishan (1656-1664). He became the Guru/
at the age of five years. Later while serving the suffering humanity
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at Delhi, the Guru attracted small pox anti succumbed to it at the
age of eight. He hinted that his successor was to be found at
Bakala, referring to his grand uncle, Tegh Bahadur, who was leading
a secluded life there, (doing meditation and leading a detached
life).
(ix) Guru Tegh Bahadur (1621-1675). Youngest son of Guru
Har Gobind, who was contemplative and practising seclusion till he
was called upon to assume the leadership of the Sikhs. He spent lot
of time in East India, preaching Sikhism. Guru Tegh Bahadur was
publicly beheaded in Delhi (Chandni Chowk) in November 1675
for challenging the oppression of Aurangzeb against Hinduism.
(x) Guru Gobind Singh (1666-1708). The son of Guru Tegh
Bahadur, born at Patna and brought to Punjab at the age of 5, and
assumed Guruship at the age of nine. He grew up to be a great
warrior, scholar and poet par excellence. He founded the Khalsa
Panth on Baisakhi of 1699 at Anandpur Sahib. His four sons gave
their lives for the dignity and honour of the Khalsa Panth, while
opposing the oppression of Aurangzeb. (The Mughal ruler). The
Guru compiled the final version of Sri Guru Granth Sahib in 1705
by including 115 verses of Guru Tegh Bahadur also.
Guru Gobind Singh, the tenth Master, was a great scholar,
warrior, psychologist and a great poet of Sanskrit and Persian. He
found that a complete shake-up of the individual to lead a respectable
life was essential. So he decided to give the transformed human
being an identity, a sense of purpose in life, a national character,
and the pride of the Khalsa on Baisakhi of 1699 at the age of 33
years. Sir Gokul Chand Narang, in his book "Transformation of
Sikhism", has said "The steel of Guru Gobind Singh's sword was
provided by Guru Nanak". So there is no difference in the teachings
of Guru Nanak and Guru Gobind Singh. Guru Gobind Singh had
Himself written about 2000 hymns, which were collected by Bhai
Mani Singh later and compiled into the Dasam Granth. The 'Epistle
of Victory' (Zafar Namah) written by Guru Gobind Singh to
Aurangzeb in persian poetry is a master. piece of his poetic,
excellence.
Before leaving this mortal life in 1708 he installed Sri Guru
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Granth Sahib, as his eternal successor in the form of' Sabad Guru'.
Another aspect worth mentioning is that Guru Gobind Singh's
philosophy of life (mission) was in no way at variance with Guru
Nanak's mission. He only stressed, as is amply made clear in
Zafamama (the letter of victory written to Aurangzeb) also, that
when all other (Non-violent) means of reconciliation with the
adversary fail then it is righteous to take up the sword to deal with
the oppressor and even lay down one's life in the pursuit of the
righteous cause. He has stated : "(Jab av ki audh nidhan banai, at hi rann meh tab joojh maron)".
Which means: "When the final call for laying down this
mortal life comes, it is worthwhile to lay down one's life in the
battle of life. "
Secondly amongst his followers (admirers) were many Muslims
even, like Pir Budhu Shah who joined him in the battle of Bhangani
(Who lost two of his sons in the battle) against the hill Rajas
alongwith his 700 men and four sons.
Wact, the revolution against formalism, rituals, penance of all
forms and oppression, initiated by Guru Nanak Dev was given the
fmal shape by Guru Gobind Singh. So there is no difference in their
philosophy, between the two great apostles of Sikhism.

-G.S. Makin
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CHAPTER-I

THE ROLE OF GURU
According to the philosophy of Guru Nanak Dev, the Guru
plays the most important role in the life of an individual in attaining
unison with the Lord. The Guru plays the role of a mediator between
the individual and the Lord, as without the Guru's guidance it is not
possible for the individual to lead the right path, without getting rid
of his vicious thoughts, based on the love of worldly falsehood
(Maya).
(i) Guru Arjan Dev (the fifth Nanak) has proclaimed vide

Good Mahala 5 (Page 864)
"Guru Guru GUI' Kal' man mOI"e. Guru bina mein nahi
hoal" Gur ki tek ..aho din I·aat. ja ki koi na metai daat.( 1) GUI'
pal'mesal' eko jaan. Jo tis bhavai so palvan (Pause--l)."

e

ijfs J.«J'W l( " (lfor t 8 )
oro oro oro qfo HO Ho II oro flroT H ~ ~ II

am- ~ iii ~ fun orf3""itw oft ~ "0 HZ ~ II~ II

~ ~ ~ ~1I;:r fa1r ~ it ~II~ II~II
Which means that there was no distinction between the Guru
and the Lord, as such the Guru's follower (Sikh) should follow the
dictates of the Guru in toto, and this becomes the moral duty of the
follower. To follow the Will of the Lord, it becomes imperative for
the Sikh to follow the Guru's Word and realize the importance of
the Guru's teachings vide his celestial hymns (Gurbani). So let us
train our mind so that it should always pin its faith on the Guru, as
there is no other outlet or guidance except that of the Guru's Word,
so it behoves us to depend on the Guru's guidance day in and day
out, and carry out all our daily norms with full faith and support of
the Guru alone. In fact, the Guru's blessings are countless, which
cannot he revoked by anyone.
(ii) Then Guru Nanak Dev has directed us as follows, vide
Asa Ki Vaar (Page 462) :
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"Balhari GUI' apnai deohaai sad vaar.
Jin manas te devtai kiai karat na lagi vaar. (1)"
~ mJW .C\ II (If<r>r 8E~)
~F8i]IJl qJO ~ FeQi]idJ JR" ~II
f;::rfo }fl'eH 3" ~ oire" ao3" () waft ~ IIct II

"That I offer myself as a sacrificial offering to the Guru always,
during day and night, as he had transformed these human beings
into gods (godly or virtuous people) in no time, and there was no
question of any delay in this change, provided the follower (Sikh)
leads this life as per the Guru's teachings and His guidance.
(iii) Then again Guru Nanak Dev has stated in 'lap' ji (fifth
canto) as follows : "Gurmukh nadang Gurmukh vedang Gurmukh reha
samaiee. Gur Issat· GUI' Gorakh Bat"Dla (Brahma) Gur Parbati
maiee. Je hoan jana akhan nahi kehna kathan na jaiee. GUI'a
ik deh benjhaiee. Sabhna jian ka ik daata so mein visa.· na
jaiee." (Jap--5)
"~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~II" (;::ry-4)

Which states that "The knowledge about the Lord could be
gained through the guidance of the Guru only, having full faith in
the presence of the Lord creator everywhere, being ornni-present.
Guru alone is Shiva, Guru is Gorakh and Brahma even and then
Guru is the mother, Parbati. If ever, I were to realize the Lord's
Will, it will not be possible for me to describe it (as the Lord's Will
is indescribable) So let us make only one prayer and seek the
Guru's guidance so as to bless us with the understanding (realization)
that I may never forget the Prime-soul (the Lord creator) who was
the sole provider of all benedictions to the whole mankind."
(iv) Then Guru Angad Dev (the second Nanak) has directed in
Asa-Ki Vaar (Page 462)
Mahala 2-"Je sou chanda ugvai Sooraj chat'aih hajar.
aitai chanan hondian Gur bin ghot' andhar." (2)

"t=t mr w

mJW ~ II

8E~)
gdl~Fu ll"atr ~ ~II

(If<r>r

~ ~ ~ c!rctrso Ulo ~IR II"

Which makes us realize one thing clearly that without the
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Guru's guidance, our darkness of ignorance cannot be wiped out
(and enlightenment cannot be attained) notwithstanding the shining
of hundreds of 'Moons' and thousands of 'Suns', as that light
would not dispel our inner darkness (of ignorance and lack of
knowledge). The true enlightenment could be gained through the
Guru's word (Gurbani).
(v) Further mOI"e Guru Arjan Dev (the fifth Nanak) has
directed vide Rag Gond (Page 864) as follows :"Gur men pooja GUI' Gobind. GUI' mel'a parbraham Gur
bhagwant. GUI' mel'a deo alakh abhaiou. Sal'ab pooj charan
GUI' deou. Gur bin avar nahi main thaou. andin japon Guru
GUI' Naou. (Pause-I)

ii1T ~

~ /I (tf?;T tEa)

"010 Heft l.ffiT 010 ~II 010 HOT ~ 010 9dl~d II
HOT
~ ~ II ~ tr,:1 ~ 010
II~ II -

-i€r
~ fuo m ordt}{ ~II ~ fun ~ ali ora- ~II
- -= ii ~ II ~II
orn-

eG

Which means :
"My worship and the service of Gobind (Lord) is only done
through the service of the Guru, as Guru is everything for me,
infact the Guru is my Master and the Lord-Creator. The Guru is
my deity, and the indescribable Lord whose Greatness cannot he
deciphered by any body. I have no other support except the Guru
and have no other solace to fall back upon. So I am always reciting
the name of the Guru, day in and day out and am busy in
remembering the Lord's True Name through the Guru's Word
(Gurbani) and am always concentrating (meditating) on reciting
'True Name' through the Guru's teachings."
(vi) Then again Guru Arjan Dev (5th Nanak) has proclaimed
as follows :-

Kanra Mahala 5 (Page 1301)
"Narayan narpat namaskarai. Aisai Gur kou bal bal
jaieeai aap mukat mohai tarai."(Pause--I)
19

~ " (tinT C\:3 0 C\ )
"o'a,feo oatrf3" ~II ~ qJO ~ ~ ~ ~II
»fTfu~Hfurlll~II~"
esc 1(') d I )@'W

"That Guru is impressing upon us that we should sacrifice
ourselves to such a Guru and this body should also be offered in
sacrifice to the Guru, as an offering as He is directing us to pay our
salutations and obeisance to the Lord-Sublime. Moreover, he himself
had attained Salvation (from worldly bondage) and would help us
in attaining Salvation in this life itself Finally he enables us to
attain unison with the Lord through his teachings."
(vii) Then Guru Amar Das (3rd Nanak) has directed us vide
Rag Gouri Guareri (Page 159) as follows :"Gur te gyan paie jan koiai. Gut' te boojhai seejhai soiai.
Gur te sahej saach bicha... Gur te paiai mukat dua... (l)
Poorai bhag milai Gut' aie, Sachai Sahej saach samaie
(Pause-I)."

dlQal ~ )@'W :3 II (tinT C\ ~t )
"qro 3" for>fTO l.fTE" ;::ro em- II qJO 3" ~ mt Hfu"
qro 3" RUtJ ~ ~" qro 3" ~ trafa" ~ II <:t "
~ wfar nm- qrg »fTfu" ~ ffiJf;:r wfu ffifTfu" ~ " ~"
QTOT

Which means that rarely some person (Gurmukh) attains
enlightenment through the Guru's teachings and gains knowledge
(about the Lord) by dispelling his inner darkness of ignorance. He
alone attains, (through the Guru's guidance) the right path and
realization of the Lord, thus following the path of meditating with
concentration on Lord's True Name. He then attains the "State of
Equipoise", by rising higher than the three pronged effects of the
worldly falsehood (Maya) (i.e. lust for power, greed, and partial
peace) where there is neither joy or sorrow nor any comforts or
discomforts of life and there is perfect unity with the Prime soul
and the ever-lasting Truth of the Lord Almighty. Then that person
attains 'Salvation in this life' (from worldly bondage) through the
Guru's guidance. But this is possible and gained by few fortunate
ones (Gurmukhs) who had been blessed by the Lord with this
20

benediction due to their earlier actions, which are decided and
engraved on our foreheads (in our fate) from the very beginning.
(by the Lord). Thus such fortunate persons attain the unity with the
Guru, which enables them to attain unison with the Lord-Sublime,
in the State of equipoise, and then mingle with the Prime-soul, (and
their so.ul mingles with the Prime-soul), thus enjoying The Eternal
Bliss of Life."
(viii) The Guru's word alone could enable us to mingle with
the Guru as by listening to the celestial word of the Guru (Gurbani)
we could attain salvation. The Guru's word is replete with the
nectar of True Name which enables the mind of the individual to
feel the bliss of life with complete tranquillity of mind. This finally
leads to the salvation of the individual from worldly bondage and
the wanderings of the individual from the right path come to an
end. The fire of worldly desires, hopes and aspirations gets
extinguished within the individual and he attains the blessing of
spiritual bliss in a state of Equipoise (Sahej). He attains unity with
the Guru through the Guru's word. All his sufferings and afflictions
are cast away, and the eternal bliss is experienced by him. There is
no dearth of any worldly comforts, and in the company of holy
saints he attains the bliss of Lord's True Name. Now he recites
True Name all the time, enjoying unison with the Lord and there is
greenery (bliss) everywhere with full satisfaction. This has been
amply made clear in the following hymn, enunciated by Guru Arjan
Dev (The fifth Nanak) :-

Majh Mahala 5 (Page 163)
Amrit bani har har teri sunn sunn hoiai paramgat meri.
Jalan bujhi sital hoiai manua satgur ka, darsan paiai jiu.(l)
Sookh bhhi dukh dur prana. Sant rasan har Naam
vakhana. Jal Thai neer bharai sabh subhar bia-tha koiai na
jaiai jiu.(2)
~ Hm¥ ~ II (tinT ,~~)
~ ~ afcr afcr 3<it ~ ~ ~ ~ Hal II
;:n?O ~ ~ ~ >fgl)fT HFaqjd OfT ~
~ lret II

we-

BY' ~ ~ ~ l.lOW is <mo afcr O'tf ~ II
~ lR? oifa sa- H9 B90 flra'aT em- 7) ~ ~ IR II
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(ix) Then Guru Ram Das (The 4th Nanak) has stated that
since I got into the company of the beloved friend, the Guru, all my
worldly desires were gone and now I am only involved in offering
my body and soul to the Guru, so that he could enable me to unite
with the Lord-Sublime. My salutations to the Great Guru, who was
leading me on the path of Lord's unison. But (Nanak says that)
only the few fortunate ones would get united with the Lord, and
they would be enjoying the eternal bliss by reciting the True Name
of the Lord. This has been brought out beautifully in the following
hymn.

Suhi Mahala 4 Ghar 5 (Page 779)
Gur Sant jano Piara mein milia, meri trisna bujh gayee asai.
hoan man tan deva(n) Satgurai mein mailai prabh gunn tasai. Dhan
dhan Guru wad purkh hai mein dasai har sabasai. Wadbhagi har
payajan Nanak Naarn Vigasai.(l)

HUl HUH'" 8

U@" ~ II

(Uor 99t)

WO H3" ~ ~ }f ~ HaT ~ ~ oreT >wR"11
~ Hg 3?? ~ HFdQJd }f >f5l{9 ~ 3TJ111
Wi" iro ma ~ ~ ~ H~ ufo wwFrll

~~g'd~ -~ ~ ffi') ~ orfi.f ~1I'l1l

(x) Further more Guru Arjan Dev (The 5th Nanak) has directed
the sikhs to keep in mind the Guru's entity so as to meditate on the
Lord-Supreme while the 'Gurus's word' should be taken as the
magic wand (mantra) at heart while meditating on the Lord. Let us
salute the Guru Lord (or the Lord through the Guru) always by
imbibing the Guru's teachings at heart. Let us not be led astray
from the most important factor that without the Guru's guidance no
one has been able to cross this ocean of life successfully. This has
been mentioned in the following hymn :-

Gond Mahala 5 (Page 864)
Guru ki moorat man meinh dhian. Gur kai sabad mantra man
maan. Gur kai charan ridai lai dharou. Gur Parbraham sada
namaskarou.(l) Mat ko bharam bhulai sansar. Gur bin koiai na
utras paar. (Pause-I).
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aTi1 mJW ~ II (tinT tea)
qro eft ~ HO Hfu ~I/ qro ~ mlfu' ~ HO}flO 1/
qro ~ ~ foe" ~I/ qro ~ JR1" ?»1ROliaQ II~ II

*

H3" &" safif ~ Hwfall qro

fuo ~"O QaafR lJTfo IR 1/ ~ II

(xi) Then again Guru Arjan Dev (The 5th Nanak) vide Bhairon
M-5 (Page 1142) has directed us that the True Guru is not
subservient to anyone as His position is based on the fundamental
truth of the eternal Lord and my Guru is the benefactor of the
whole world and He is the sole benefactor, the Great. There was no
other god equivalent to Him in stature, but only those blessed by
the Lord could wait in His service. This is stated beautifully in the
hymn :-

Bhairon Mahala 5 (Page 1142)
Satgur mera bemohtaj. Satgur mera sacha saaj. Satgur mera
sabas ka daata. Satgur meTa purkh bidhata.(l) Gur jaisa nahi ko
dev. jis mastak bhag so higa save. (Pause-I).

~ mJW ~ II

(th>t' ctcta~)

Ha'r ~II RfdQ)a Ha'r mJ1" RTtfIl
Rfd~a Ha'r R9Ff O(T ~ 1/ Rfd~a Ha'r ~ fuQ1a i II~ 1/
qro m:r- oruT &" ~ II f;:rn- ~ grqJ B" ~ ~II~ II ~ II
RfdQ)a

(xii) Then again Guru Ram Das (the 4th Nanak) has stated
that I would offer myself as a sacrificial offering to the great Guru,
who had given us the message of the Lord-Sublime for leading this
life on the right path. The Guru who had made us listen to the
Lord's True Name deserved all my offerings in the form of my life
itself My salutations to the Lord who had cast away all my maladies
and afflictions. The Great Guru had done a great virtuous deed,
deserving all, approbation, by blessing me with great virtues, having
cast away all my vicious thoughts and actions. Now I had been
joined with the Guru who had transformed my fortunes even.
(towards the Lord's True Name). This has been mentioned in the
following hymn :23

Pouri (Vadhans Ki Vaar Mahala 4 (Page 588)
"Jini jagjiwan updesia tis Gur Kou hoWl sada ghumaya. Tis
Gur kou hoan khaniai jin mad sudan har Naam Sunaya. Tis Gur
kou hoan vamai jini homain bikh sabh rog gavaya. Tis Satgur kou
vad punn hai jin avgan kat gunni samjhaya. So Satgur tin kou
bhetia jin ke mukh mastak bhag likh paya.(7)

~ (~iiJdR cit c:rcr HiJW 8) (tinT ~'t't)
"ft:Ifo t'Idlffi~6 ~ f3ff ~ ~ ~ lW ~ II
fu!r ~ ~ ~ ~ ft::rfo ~ ufo 0T)j" Be! I fEl)fT II
fu!r ~ ~ ~ ~ ft::rfo ~ ~ Hi" ~ dl~i fEl)fT II
fu!r RfaqJd ~ ~ Yo ~ ft::rfo ~ wfc ¢ ~ II
jt RFaqJd

fun ~ ~ ft'I"o a- trfu}ffi3'fa" srw fu"fu ~ If'

Guru Nanak Dev has directed his followers that Guru is the
ocean of the jewels of virtues and the Lord's praises, which are
over-flowing, wherein the Guru's Sikhs (Guru's followers) partake
the food for spiritual enlightenment in that ocean, just as the swans
pick up the pearls and are never far removed from the Guru, with
the Lord's Grace they partake the nectar of True Name in the form
of Saints like the Swans. The follower is like the swan (in the
fountain-Guru) thus searching for the Lord-Sublime therein, On
the other hand the crane bathes in the pond of slush (mind) wherein
he sullified and the filth is not washed away, rather he accumulates
more of it, similarly the human being, bereft of the Guru-ocean,
tries for solace elsewhere and comes to grief, thus getting more
involved in the love of worldly falsehood (Maya). This is beautifully
explained in the following hymn :-

Dhanasari Mahala 1 Ghar 2 Astpadian (Page 655)
"ik Onkar Satgur prasad"-"Gur sagar ratni bharpoorai. Amrit
sant chughah nahi doorai har ras chog chugeh prabh bhavai. Sarwar
mein hans pranpat pavai. (1) Kia bagu bapura chhapri
naie. kichar doobai mael na jaie (Pause-l).
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Q(")iRal HVW C\ wg ~ ~II

~€Rracna l{Wfe"

(U?;r e~~)

m9 HTOJ9 ~ ~II ~ >l3' ~ ouT ~II
ufo Off ~ ~ t{9 ~ II RaW Hfu ~ tpOtlfa" ~ IIct II
f&l)fT~~~~II~~~o;:rfuIRII~1I
Once the human being partakes the nectar of True Name in the
company of the Guru-Saint he finds favour with the Lord by reciting
True Name, thus the swan-like follower gains salvation from the
worldly bondage and attains unison with the Lord.
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Further, there are four subheadings, under which the role of
the Guru (first Pillar) is being discussed in the pages to follow : (a) Sabad Guru
(b) Sabad Guru Vs living (Physical) Guru
(c) Gurumukh (faithful) and the Manmukh (faithless)
(d) Guru's benevolence (Kirpa).

(a) SABAD-GURU
According to the philosophy of Guru Nanak Dev the importance
of the Guru, in the form of Sabad Guru (Guru's word as the
Enlightener) has to be understood clearly. Infact, the Guru is the
mediator between the human being and the Lord. But to attain the
Lord, first the Lord's Grace has to be won by following the Lord's
Will (hukam), and on being pleased with the service and devotion
of the devotee, the Lord arranges for the indivdiual to gain access
to the perfect Guru. Once the individual gets to know and follows
the Guru's guidance as per Guru's word, then through the Guru's
Grace (Kirpa), the individual is re-united with the Lord-Supreme to
attain His unison and enjoy the bliss of life.
(i) The role of Sabad-Guru is clarified in the ensuing pages.
"Sabad-Guru"
(a) Guru Nanak Dev, in Sidh Goshat (Discourse with the
Sidhas) (Yogis) has clarified that the Sabad was His Guru vide
canto 44 (Page 943) wherein Guru Nanak Dev has stated : "Kavan mool kavan mat vela.
Tera kavan Guru jis ka tu chela.
Kavan katha Ie rabo niralai.
Bolai Nanak sunoh tum balai.
es katha ka deho bichar.
Bhavjal sabad langhavan haar. "(43)
~

~

fRrr ciiHfc II (tinT taS)
~}ffi'
~ Hf3' ~ II ~ ora
fror w ~
=-=
= ~II
~ qw g ouy ~II i t 0T'0"9" ~ ~ r i l l
)fi)"W

~ qw W ~ ~II g~t'l8 ~ ~1~<tUlg 118~ II
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in reply to the question, the Guru had stated :"Pawan arambh Satgur mat vela
sabad Guru, surat dhun chela.
akath katha Ie rahou nirala.
Nanak jug jug Gur Gopala
ek sabad jit katha vichari.
Gurmukh homain agan nivari.(44)
~ )fi]W Cl fRq amfl'1I
~ ~ RFactld

(Unr t8~)

Hf3" WII ~ QJg Baf3" yfo ~II

~ &W g ~ F6d i 8' II (I)T(I)'Q Bfor Bfor QJO ~ II
~ ~ fM? &W ~'hjidlll ~ $

~ f6~1<i1II8B II

Which means : -The question was asked by the Sidhas from
Guru Nanak Dev vide canto (43) above, as to "who is your Guru
whos~ follower are you ? What is the source of this life and what
teachings should be imbibed in this human firm ?
And How do you keep yourself detached? (from worldly
bondage).
How could one cross this ocean of life with the help of this
sabad (Guru's word) ?(43)
The Guru's answer was :-Lord's or Guru's word is the Guru,
and my mind is set on the inner soul which is attracted towards the
Guru's word.
The Lord is my Guru through the Guru's word, with the
devotional recitation of True Name, whose follower I am supposed
to be. I remain aloof from the world by discussing the virtues of the
limitless Lord. 0 Nanak! During all the ages (Yugs) the True Lord
is my Guru-sustainer. I meditate on one Lord-Sublime only whose
word I am discussing, by ridding myself of the fire of egoism from
within myself.
The air is the starting point of reciting True Name with each
breath and the union with the Guru provides the opportunity of
merging with the Lord. (44)
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(b) Then again the Sidhas asked vide canto (47). How could
we live in complete peace and harmony at heart ? What is the path
by following which the sum of knowledge shines forth, illuminating
inner ignorance and casts away the darkness of lack of knowledge?
Which is the visdom leading to the honour and acclaim of the
Guru-minded persons? Who is the warrior to subdue (kill) the god
of death ?
o Nanak! Pray tell us the answers to these questions (48) vide
the following hymn : "Kavan mukh chand hivai ghar chhaya
Kavan mukh sooraj tapai tapaya.
Kavan mukh kaal johat nit rehai.
Kavan budh Gurmukh pat rehai.
Kavan jodh jo kaal sangharai.
Bolai bani Nanak bicharai. (48)

~~~~U@"~II
~ Hfu" ROi:r 3li ~ II

-

=-

-.

-.

~ ~ ~ ~ fo'3" ~II
~¢tr~ufa"~11
":ll.

~~f1~mwa-11

ij-g ~ ~ ~ll8t \I
Then the Guru answered thus-By the utterance of the Guru's
Word (sabad) for your guidance, the light of the virtues of Truth
(peaceful life) enlightens the whole world like the moon light. When
the sum of knowledge, shines forth and the mind gets enlightened
with knowledge, the darkness of ignorance gets dispelled. Let us
take joy and sorrow at par by taking the support of True Name.
Then the Lord Himself enables us to cross this ocean of life
successfully (with the Guru-minded persons honoured). By following
the Guru's guidance, the mind gets united with Truth. (True Lord).
o Nanak! Thus the god of death does not (devour) harm such a
person. (49)
(c) As stated beautifully in the following hymn (cante 49Page 943):-
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"Sabad bhakhat sas jot apara
Sas ghar sur vasai mitai andhiara.
Sukh dukh sarn kar naam adhara
aapai paar utaranhara
Gur parchai man sach sarnaie.
Pranvat Nanak kaal na khaie. "(49)
~ 911:1'3" llfir ;:ITa- »fl.lTOT II

llfir uffir HO
=- em fi.fZ ~ II

mf ~ mr em- 0Ttf ))ftJTOT II
l)f'T'if urfer Qa Id<!iJ Id i II
qJO~H9wfu~11

~ '()TOg Wff '0 ~ 1I11E II

(d) Then further through cantos (55) and (56) Guru Nanak
Dev had satisfied the Sidhas through question and answer as
below:Q.-Which is the place where we could get rid of our vicious
thoughts? Why does this man face the onslaughts of the Yama
without realising the Truth? No one protects such a person chained
in the worldly bondage, at the gates of Varna. How could he be
saved?
The Guru answered thus : This human being cannot be saved
from losing his honour and prestige without taking the support of
the Guru's word.
Q.-The Sidhas asked further : "How could this man realize
the True Lord thus crossing this ocean successfully. 0 Nanak! Tell
us, how could we help this faithless person, who does not follow
the Guru's guidance or Lord's unison ?"
Then the Guru answered vide canto (56) :Ans. "We could cast away our vicious thoughts by meditating
on the Guru's Word, and attain salvation by uniting with the True
Guru. The self-willed (faithless) person does not realize the Truth,
and suffers badly. Says Nanak! When such a person follows the
Lord's Will, he gains all the virtues and the knowledge of the
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Lord's secrets, thus getting honoured and acclaimed in the Lord's
presence. "(56)
(ii) Guru Arjan Dev (5th Nanak) has further stated vide Rag
Bilawal as follows : -

Rag Bilawal Mahala 5 Choupde dupde Ghar 7 (P. 821)
Satgur sabad ujaro deepa. Binsiou andhkar teh mandir ratan
kothri khuli anoopa. (Pause-I). Bisman bisam bhai jou pekhion
kehn na jaie vadiaiee. Magan bhaie uha sang matai oat pot
laptaiee.( I)

O'QJ fijM'c;~ mJW ~ ~ ~ U@ 7 II
HFdqJd

(tinT

't~<:t)

<=t~FdqJd t[Wfu
mJfu ~ -etl.fT II

fatlfH§~f3u~037l~¢~II<=tIl~1I

fumfo fum:r ~ ~ ~ C@g '0 ;:p-fu ~ II
~ gE- ~ fJfdr HT3' €'8 ijfu ~1I<=t II
Which means : 0 Brother! The place, where the lamp of the
Guru's (word) teachings is lit, gets enlightened with the knowledge
of the Lord. The darkness of ignorance has been cast away
(dispelled) from the heart with the Guru's message, and the virtues
have appeared as the door of virtuous deeds has opened up with the
Guru's guidance. (Pause-I).
o True Master! We are thrilled and wonder-struck to have
perceived your glimpse, and cannot describe your greatness and
grandeur even having attained the bliss of life as your presence was
felt pervading all around like the warp and woof So we were
enamoured by the Lord's presence and enjoyed the thrill and bliss
of His mission.( I)
(iii) Then Guru Nanak Dev has directed vide Sorath Mahala 1
Ghar I astpadian (Page 634).
(Through the 8th stanza) as follows : "Sabad Gur pira gehar ghambhira bin sabadai jag bouranag.
Poora bairagi sahej subhagj sach Nanak man manang." (8-1)
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"~ qJO tftoT arfuo aiitaT fuo ~ MW i!Qd 16 II
trcrr
m:r- o'oo6( HO
= ~ HYf;::r fl9'TOft
- w*11t IIct"

Which means: "The man becomes more involved and
concentrates on the Lord through the Guru's (word) teachings, as
without the Guru's guidance the whole world is behaving like mad
persons. 0 Nanak! The person, who is imbued with the love of the
Lord and leads a detached life is truly fortunate and pre-destined by
Lord's Will. (8-1)
(iv) Further more Guru Amar Das has stated vide M : 3 (Page
589) under Vadhans Ki Vaar M-4 as follows :-

M: 3
"Satguru ki save na kinia kia oh karai vichar.
Sabadai Saar na janiee. Bikh Bhoola gavar. "
Agiani andh bahu karam kamavai doojaci bhai piar.
Anhonda aap ganiaede jam maar karai tin khUclr.
Nanak kis nu akhiai ja aapai bakhsanhar. "(2)
H": S
">iF3qjd

(t.fnT

~t~) ~

cit ~ H":

8

oft ~ ~ 1Ww €y ~ ~II

mR-WOO~~~~11
~ »fg ~ ~ ~~grfu ~II
~ l){Ty diet' FEe
(')l'()Cf

mr wfa" ~ f30 ~ II

fm:r % ~ w lWli ~>ietiJlg

IR It"

Which means: "How could the person, who has never served
the Guru, meditate on the Lord? Such a foolish person is engrossed
and lost in the love of vicious and sinful actions, as such he is
unaware of the value of the Guru's word. He is, infact blind with
ignorance and engrossed in the love of dual-mindedness. Such selfwilled persons, are punished by the Yama (The god of death). 0
Nanak! whom else could we approach except beseeching the Lord
with our prayers, who is our benefactor? As such we could always
solicit the Lord for His Grace!(2)
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(v) Then Guru Amar Das (3rd Nanak) has explained beautifully
in the following hymn that the "Guru's word" represents the Lord
Himself personified as "Bani" (word) which is really wonderful as
none is equivallent to this, being Nirankar (the Lord) itself This
has been included under Goojri Ki Vaar (Page 515) as shown
below:-

Slok M : 3
"Vaho vaho Bani Nirankar hai tis jevad our na koiai. Vaho
vaho agam athaho hai vaho vaho sacha soiai. Vaho Vaho veparvaho
hai vaho vaho karai. So hoiai. Vaho vaho amrit Naam hair Gurmukh
pavai koiai. vaho vaho Karmi paieeai aap daya kar dei. Nanak vaho
vaho Gurmukh paieeai andin Naam laiei." (1 )
~)fiJW :1 (~eft ~)f: :1)
~ ~ ~ F(')dOlid ~

(tinT

f3'ff ~ ~ 0

~C\~)

a-rell

~~~~~~~ffiJTH&11
~ ~ ~ ij- ~ ~ ora- ff aful'
~ ~ ~ 0Ttf ij- ~ ~ a-rell
~ ~ crn-it ~))fTfu ~ Olfo ~II
()T()(X ~ ~ ~ ~))fO fug 0Ttf ~1I<:t II
Which means: This Gurbani (Guru's Word) describing the
praises of the Lord is really wonderful and none else is equivalent
to this (Bani) in greatness. The Lord is limitless and too deep for a
probe and the True Lord is really wonderful and carefree; whatever
He wishes takes place and the Lord's Nature is truly great and
wonderful. The nectar of True Name is also wonderful and only
few Guru-minded persons partake of this nectar of True Name.
Infact, only the fortunate persons bestowed with Lord's Grace,
attain the wonderful Lord. 0 Nanak! The Guru-minded persons,
who recite the Lord's True Name day and night, are enabled to
attain the wonderful Lord. (I )
(vi) Further, Guru Amar Das (3rd Nanak) has proclaimed in
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the (25th) canto of Anand Sahib as follows : "Gur·ka sabad ratan hai hirai jit jaraou.
Sabad ratan jit man laga eh hoa samaou.
Sabad seti man milia sachai laya bhliou.
aapai hira ratan aapai jis nu dei bujhaie.
Kehai Nanak sabad ratan hai hira jit jaraou. (25)

"qro CiT ~ 030 ~ ulij- ft:I? ~ II
~ <J39 ftw Hg WOJT ~ ~ ~II
HlR" HoT HO fi.ffWw ~ ~ ~ II
»fTl} YW <J39 »fTl} f;:m ~ ~ ~ II
~ 0T09 ~ <J39 fr YW ft:I? ~ IRLlU"
Which means : "The Guru's words (teachings) are like
invaluable gems, studded with the jewels of True knowledge. The
Guru-minded persons, who are truly impressed by the gems of the
Guru's word are immersed in the Lord's True Name by inculcating
True Name in their hearts all the time. They have thus developed
love and devotion for the Lord by inculcating True Name in their
hearts through the Guru's guidance. "(25)
(vii) Then in Gouri Ki Yaar M-4 Guru Ram Das (The 4th
Nanak) has declared the origin or source of Guru's word as
follows : -

1\1-4 (Page 308)
Jin kou aap dei vadiaiee jagat bhi aapai aan tin kou peri paie.
Satguru ki ban~ sat sat kar janoh Gursikhoh
haT karta aap mohohkadhaie.
Jan Nanak har ka das hai har dasan ki har paij rakhaie.(2)
H": 8 (dlQail

cit ~ H":

8)

(t,foT ~o't)

mo ~ »fTftr ~ ~ ~ 9T »fTl} ~ f30 ~ lidT ~II
Rfi3~a ett~m~nmrc:ffir~qrofmfyufoCffiP"lWfu~~
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II

~fHlfT~HU~~moftr,fTOT ~qT ~furrfoH9'?~ II
MO ~
qT ~ ~
~ ott
ih:r ~IR II

mo

mo

mo

Which means: "0 Guru's Sikhs! Remember the Lord day and
night and recite the Lord's True Name as the True Guru would
help you to unite with the Lord, and consider the Guru's Word
(Gurbani) as an embodiment of Truth as the Lord Himself arranges
these words being spoken by the Guru.
The True Lord enables the Guru's Sikhs to come out with
flying colours in this battle of life (with shining faces) and the
Guru's praises are sung throughout the world.
o Nanak! I am a slave of the Lord, and the Lord protects His
slaves or followers (saints) in this world.(2)
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(b) SABAD GURU Vs LIVING (PHYSICAL) GURU
(i) Guru Amar Das (3rd Nanak) has clarified vide the following
hymn that "Guru's Word' is most important as compared to the
physical entity of the Guru; in getting unison with the Lord.

Siok M-J (Vadhans Ki Vaar M-4) (Page 594)
"Satgur no sabh ko vekhda jeta jagat sansar. Dithai mukat na
hoviee jichar sabad na karai vichar. Homain mael na chukiee Naam
na lagai piar. Ik aapai bakhas milaien dubidha taj vikar. Nanak ik
darsan dekh mar milai Satgur hait pyar. "( I)
~}f: :I

a-

(tinT ~tt:)

"A Fa4jd ~ Ri" ~ ~ ;::JOT3'" Hwo II
f95 yafa" "0 ~ ~ A"a'fu "0 ~ ~ II

~ ~"O ~ OTfH""O ffiit ~II

fufu" »fTi)" ~ ~ ~ 3ftr ~II
~ fufu" ~ Bn:r Hfa" fi.r5 AFa4jd frf3" ~ II~ II"
This means : 0 Nanak! All the hH1l1an beings perceive the
True Guru (a glimpse of Guru) but no one could attain salvation
just by having a glimpse of the Guru, unless someone deliberates
on the Guru's Word. But no one could remove the filth of his mind
just by seeing the Guru (physically) without developing the love of
the Lord's True Name. But some fortunate persons are united with
the Lord through His grace by casting away their vicious and sinful
actions including their dual mindedness. However, some persons
have united with the Lord by inculcating the love of the Guru in
their hearts and having a glimpse and leading a life of extreme
humility just like the dead person, with no ego left within hirn.(l)
(ii) Guru Nanak Dev was followed by nine other G~rus, as the
various aspects of Sikhism, (which is a living religion and is to be
lived practically) were to be inculcated in the followers, by each
one of them impressing certain particular aspects in their life time
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alongwith the teachings as per the 'Guru's Word'. This continued
from 1469 to 1699 when Guru Gobind Singh created 'Khalsa'
having given the final touches to the programme enunciated by
Guru Nanak Dev. Just as Sir Gokal Chand Narang has explained
in his book on "Transformation of Sikhism", saying "that the steel
for Guru Gobind Singh's sword was provided by Guru.Nanak."
Thus without going into any details, so long it was considered
essential to impart the knowledge of the "Guru's Word", through a
physical entity during very unfavourable circumstances in the life
of ' Sikhism', it was continued till l70g. But when Guru Gobind
Singh laid down his mortal tife in 1708, he made it incumbent on
all Sikhs to take "Guru Granth Sahib", as the living Guru, after
him.
Let me clarify with all the emphasis at my command that it is
not a book as mentioned by some adversaries, but this 'Guru' talks
to a follower, who wants to lay open his heart at the Guru's lotus
feet, seeking guidance for leading this worldly life, including all
aspects of physical, moral, material, spiritual, aesthetic, ethical or
any other goal, whatever you have in mind. Thus Guru Gobind
Singh had declared :
"Agya bhaiee Akal ki tabai chalaeo panth. Sabh Sikhan ko
hukam hai Guru manio Granth. Guru Granthji manio pargat Guran
ki deh; jo prabh ko mil pohach hai khoj shabad mein lai."

m

~
~ ott 3'a'fu ~8'ree WII
R9 fi:No ~ ymf ~ qJg )ofTfcW ~ 11
qJg ~ tit )ofTfcW l.{OTC-qra+ ott ~ II
;:r-t{9 ~ firg l.@'r ~ ij;::r ~ Hfu
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Thus (Guru Granth Sahib) is a living Guru, who would guide
any individual in his daily nonnal life, that is why the "hukam
Namah" from Sri Darbar Sahib Arnritsar every morning, gives us
the Guru's Word (Thought for the Day) directing us to lead our
lives according to Guru's dictates.
(iii) Thus the doctrine of a physical entity as the Guru after
Guru Gobind Singh was discontinued and "Sabad Guru" was
installed as the living Guru of the Sikhs for all times to come.
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Let us not. pay any head to the nefarious designs of some
individuals trying to confuse the issue, like Dr. Mcleod, as we have
ample proof about the addict of Guru Gobind Singh declaring 'Sri
Guru Granth Sahib' as the living Guru in the· form of "Guru's
Word" which was proclaimed even by Guru Nanak Dev as already
clarified. So there should be no iota of doubt as to the necessity of
any physical entity as the Guru of the Sikhs, except the "Guru
Granth Sahib".
(iv) Guru Arjan Dev has e~plained vide the following hymn,
the importance of Guru's Word : -

Asa Mahala 5 (Page 404)
"Haman piari amrit dhari. Gur nimakh na man te tan reo
(Pause-l ).
Darsan parsan harsan sarsan rung rangi kartari re.(l)
Khin rum, Gur gam, har dam, neh jam.
Har kanth Nanak ur han reo (2-5-134)
))fTW }fiRi5T ~

II

(tinT

808)

uwoT ~ ~ trraTll
Q.Tfo fotn:f "0 HO ~ ~ ij".I1~ I~ II
~ ~ ~ J1cl'110 afar m add' a1
fuQ ow CUd" OTH \Jfo tH' OJ ;:t}f II
\Jfo Mo (')TOCf ~ UTal ij"IR 11411~~811

ij"1I~ II

Which means: 0 Brother! The Guru's Word (Gurbani) is
most dear to me, and the nectar of True Name is like a fountain
with a continuous flow, and its effect is ever-lasting. (Pause-I)
This Guru's Word is so full of the love of the Lord, that it is
imbibing this love all the time and the company ofholy congregations
reciting Guru's word, lends all the joy and bliss.(!)
The person, who has recited the Guru's word full oflmowledge
and devotion, and made it into a garland of flowers.
o Nanak! The Guru-minded persons, who have learnt Guru's
word by heart, have crossed this ocean of life successfully by singing
the Lord's praises through partaking this nectar of True Name. You
should remember the Lord's True Name like the toad (papiya)
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which craves for the rain drop ceaselessly. 0 Nanak! I would advise
everybody to sing the praises of the Lord by reciting Guru's
word.(23)
(v) Then Guru Ram Das (The 4th Nanak) has explained vide
Slok Mahala 4 (Page 1423) as follows :
Satgur vitch amrit Naam hai, amrit kehai kahaie.
Nanak tin kou maleoun jin dhur mastik bhag Iikhaie.(25)
~ HVW 811 (tfot" C\8~5)
Ara~d f.rnr~011f~~a-fr~1I
~Ara~gf30~~,

fMo ¢a ~ 91W ffitrfu IR4 II
Which means :-The nectar of True Name is to be attained
from the True Guru, who himself recites the nectar of True Name,
and then helps others to recite it, The nectar of Guru's word is the
real gist, and this nectar gets inculcated in the heart through the
Guru's guidance. 0 Nanak! The fortunate persons, pre-destined by
Lord's Will are united with the Lord through the Guru's
guidance. (25)
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(c) GURMUf.U/ AND MANMUKH
(The Faithful and The Faithless)
There are two categories of people in the world, one type,
which lead the life as per the Guru's guidance, following the Guru's
teachings 'or those facing the Guru, called Gurmukhs (faithfuls) or
Guru-minded people while the other category, who are in majority,
forming almost 99% of the world community, and called Manmukhs
or self-willed persons. They function as per their own egoistic
tendencies, their own thinking, as their mind directs them, and they
never look upto the Guru's guidance.
In most of the hynins of Guru Granth Sahib, there is a mention
of both the Gurmukhs and their conduct in life, and then the
Manmukhs and their self-styled egoistic behaviour.
.
The Guru-minded (Gurmukhs) are enabled to unite with the
Lord by singing His praises and reciting True Name all the twenty
four hours while the self-willed (Manmukhs) are far removed from
the Lord and they lose the gamble (battle) of this life.
(i) Guru Amar Das has directed vide Slok M-3 (in Slokas
Varran tou vadik) in canto (15) and (16) (Page 1414) as follows :
"The Guru-minded persons have amassed the treasure (wealth)
of the Guru's Word (True Name) by deliberating on the Guru's
word (teachings). They have thus attained the invaluable wealth of
Lord's True Name, and they sing the praises of the Lord, who is
beyond our comprehension and is limitless. 0 Nanak! Everything is
being conducted with the Lord's approval as He is the only cause
and effect of everything happening in the world, being the creator
of the universe and then watches His own doings. (15)
Then in canto (16) the Guru has stated that "The Guru-minded
person, having attained the state of bliss and Equipose, has his
mind stabilised within, meditating on True Name. Such a person
abides in the bliss of Lord's True Name, where there is neither
sleep nor hunger (neither ignorance nor worldly desires). 0 Nanak!
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There is no place for joy or sorrow, (suffering or comfort) for the
people who are enlightened with the Lord's knowledge (of True
Name) and are distinct from others.(16)
The original version of the hymn is as follows : -

Siok Mahala 3

(Slo~as

Varan ton Vadik (Page 1414)

Gurmukhan har dhan khatia Gur kai sabad vichar.
Naarn padarth paya atut, bhrai bhandar.
tithai ung na bhukh hai har amrit naarn sukh VMS,
Nanak dukh sukh vipat nahi jithai atam Ram pargas.(I6)
~ )fiJW ::I (~ ~ ~

t:titor) (tinT

ct8ct8)

"~ufo 'Q'O ~ qro ci ~ <ele1fa II
~~~~gij-~II
~ ~ w;tt ijedFu ~"O Wdi~lg II
~ H9 ~ ~ ~ ~ fAdt"i()iJ'g IIctllll"

~~~~HO~~~II
faV~"Oilffr ~~ortr EW~II
~ ~ ~ ~ ouT fMS" ~

dT}f

l{OTTB" IIct~ II

(ii) Then again Guru Amar Das (3rd Nanak) has proclaimed
vide the following hymn : -

Sorath Mahala 3 (Page 601)
Gurmukh bhagat kareh prabh bhaveh andin Naarn vakhanai.
Bhagtan ki saar kareh aap rakheh jo terai man bhanai
Tu gunn daata sabad pachhata gwm keh guni samanai.(1)
Man merai har jiu sada small. Antkaal tera beli hovai sada
nibhai terai naal. (Pause).

RQfo HCJl¥

::I II

(tinT

~ 0 ct )

"~

sorfa" aofu l{9 ~ ~ ~ ~ II
cit we aofu >wfu 0Tlffu ;:r ~ Hfo n i l
~ ~ ~ Jra"fu ~ ~ cffir ~ ffifT<!" IIct "
9aJ3T

ufo ~ JRT mfTfg II
"f3" ~ 30r m ~ JRT fo1iJ ~ orfg lret "~,,

HO }ffl-
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Which means: The Guru-minded persons who are engaged in
the worship of the Lord (day and night) all the time by reciting His
True Name, are loved by the Lord. 0 Lord! You are protecting the
honour and interests of your saints Yourself, who are accepted and
loved by You. You are bestowing all the virtues on us and could be
realized through the Guru's word alone, 0 Lord benefactor! Infact,
Your saints are merged with You by singing Your praises.(I )
o my mind! Let us remember the Lord always and worship
Him. The Lord's True Name will be your only support at the time
of death and will always accompany you as your companion.
(iii) Then Bhai Gurdas has stated vide Vaar 11 (Pouri 3) as
follows : -

Vaar (Pouri 3) By Bhai Gurdas
"Gurmukh janam sakartha Gursikh mil Gur sarni aya.
aad purkh ades kar saphal moorat Gur darsan paya.
pardakhna dandout kar mastak charan kamal Gur laya.
Satgur purkh dayal hoiai Vaheguru sach mantar sunaya. "
"~ tfO}f Hcc ide I ~ fiffi? qro R'Cl<tt ~ II
"fTfu yolf ~
~ ~ qro ~ ~ II
~ ~iiJ~a
~ mn? qro ~ II

em
em}ffi'3Qf'

HF3~d ~~5'ft:~iFiJCilg HV~~I~'
Which means :-The Guru-minded (Gurmukh) person has lived
a successful life, as he has sought the Guru's blessings, having paid
his obeisance to the Guru, in the company of another Gursikh.
Then he saluted the Primal Soul and he attained the Guru's unity,
the perfect being : Then he bowed to him and circumambulated
around Him by placing his head at the lotus feet of the Guru. Then
the True Guru, (True Lord) through His grace and benevolence,
gave him the magic spell (mantra) of True Name of the Lord in the
form of recitation of the word "Waheguru" (Wonderous Lord) all
the time."
We should always seek the compnay of the Guru-minded
persons (Gurmukhs) so that through their association, we will always
be reminded about the True Lord and the recitation of True Name;
as they are always in unison with the True Lord.
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(iv) Guru Ram Das (the 4th Nanak) has expressed his inner
feelings vide Gujri Mahala 4 (Page 493) as follows : "Gurmukh sahki sehali meri mo kou devoh daan har pran
jivaiya. Hum hovai lalai golai Gursikhan ka jina andin har prabh
purkh dhiaya.(l) merai man tan birhouh Gursikh pag laya. Merai
pran sakha Guru ke sikh bhaiee mokou karoh updes har milai
malaya." (Pause-I)

p

H(]'W

8/1

(Uor

8t~)

~ mit ~ >m-}f ~ ~ ~ ufo l{'"O R1~lfEwII
illf ~
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Which means: "0 my Guru-minded friends! I would request
you to bless me with the boon of Lord's True Name, which would
make my life fruitful. I would be the slave of slaves of those Guruminded persons, who have recited the True Name of the Lord
Almighty. (I)
o Guru's Sikhs ! The Lord has imbibed His love in my heart
and you are my dear companions, dearer than my life even. 0 dear
brotlier ! May you bless me with the Guru's teachirfgs, so that I
could unite with the Lord, as you are already in unison with Him.
(Pause-I)
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MANMUKH
(Self-willed or Faithless)
(i) Talking about the self-willed persons, Guru Ram Das, (the
4th Nanak) has stated in Rag Bihagra (Page 538) as follows : (vide para (3) of the hymn)
"Manmukh homain vichhurai meri jindriai bikh badhai homain
jalai Ram. Jiu pankhi kapaat aap banahaia meri jindriai, tiu manmukh
sabh vas kalai Ram jo moh maya chit laiedai meri jindriai, se
manmukh moor bitalai Ram. Jan trahai trahai sarnagati meri jindriai
Gur Nanak har rakhvalai Ram.(3)
a'OT NiJidlS i ~ 8

(Unr t.t~'t)

"HOYfu" ~ ~ HoT rR~;ite
~

tM aiJf3"

~(JT}f1l

~ ~ ~ ;:r-g (JT}( II
»fTy ij?jife'W HoT m~:ile ~ HOlRf Rfg ~

it Ho ~ ~
~ HoT me:ile
;:ro~qrfu Rd<!ldlal

HoT m~;ite

H}{'O"}N
~ ~ (JT}f II
=

~~(]fo~(JT}fI~ II

Which means: "0 my soul! The self-willed persons who
have been separated from'the Lord due to their egoism, are always
engulfed by the bondage of egoism due to their interest in worldly
pleasures. This is exactly like the pigeon, who seeing his other
members in bondage of the net, also gets himself involved in the
same net, similarly the self-willed person also gets caught by the
Yarna (god of death) alongwith other family members, The selfwilled persons, engrossed in worldly falsehood (Maya) due to their
greed, are like the devils without having the love of the Lord
inculcated in their hearts. "
(ii) Then Guru Amar Das (the 3rd Nanak) has stated as
follows : -

,

Mahala-3 (Page 644)

"Manmukh man ajit hai doojai lagai jaie. tis nu sukh supnai
nahi dukhai dukh vihaie. Ghar ghar par par pandit thakai sidh samadh
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lagaie. eh man vas na aviee thakai karam kamaie.
Gur prasadi bhou pia vadbhag vasia man aie.
bhai paieyai man vas ~oa homain sabad jalaie.
Sach ratai se nirmalai joti joat milaie.
Satgur milaie Naou paya Nanak sukh samaie. (2)
H: ~

(Uor ~88)'
HOHlf Ho ~ ~ ~ ffiiT wfu'll
fa'li i; ~ ~-om-=~ ~ F.,@iJl Fe II
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Which means :-It is rather difficult to win over the hearts of
(self willed) faithles persons as they are always engrossed in dualmindedness and such persons spend their lives in undergoing lot of
sufferings as they cannot enjoy peace and tranquillity of mind, even
in th~ir dreams. The paqdits are fed up giving discourses on Vedas
by going from house to house and then meditating in silence also
they are tired of it. They are unable to control the mind and are
tired of doing various functions.
However, the persons, through the Guru's Grace, who have
developed love and fear (wonder-awe) of the Lord due to their
good fortune, have attained the True Name effortl~ssly. Once the
love of the Lord is inculcated in the heart, the mind gets controlled
automatically and the egoism is cast away by following the Guru's
Word. The persons, who are immersed in the love of Truth, get
purified themselves, and their soul mingles with the Prime-soul of
the Lord. 0 Nanak! we have attained the True Name and enjoyed
the eternal bliss through the Guru's guidance. "(2)
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(iii) Then again Guru Ram Das (The 4th Nanak) has clarified
that "The self-willed person is engrossed in greed, worldly
attachment and egoism, having forgotten the Lord's love, and spends
his days and nights in petty squabbles but does not care to ponder
over the Guru's message, engrossed in worldly falsehood (Maya).
Such persons always speak a vicious and sinful language, as their
good sense has been destroyed by the Lord Himself" Such people
never get satisfied with all the worldly possessions as their mind is
full of worldly desires and passion for more power due to their
ignorance and darkness, due to lack of knowledge. 0 Nanak! It is
better to snap our ties and association with faithless persons
(Manmukhs), who are engrossed in worldly falsehood. (Maya).{l)
This has been beautifully explained in the following hymn :

Siok M-4 Vaar Gouri (Page 316)
Manmukh mooloh bhulia vich labh lobh ahankar.
Nanak manmukhan nalon tuti bhali jin Maya moh piar.( I)
~

)f:

8 (alQal ~) (t/oT

SC\E)

HOW" HffiJ ~

f.mr ~ ~ ~Il
~~~~~"O~citwgll
fffu Hf3" m R9 fufa ~ ijffin Ri" ~ II
fu3" fa"3""O ~ ~ f3"RoT ay ~ ~II
~ ~ m?it m fuo ~ Hu 11P>ro1l~ II
(iv) Then Guru Amar Das (the 3rd Nanak) has proclaimed
vide (M-3 (Page 87) that
"The self-willed (faithless) person cannot see reason and
understand Truth even if others try to make him realize it. The selfwilled person will not accept the company of holy saints as his
(previous) actions force him to wander allover (without any
purpose). Two paths are open to us (in life), one of concentration
(on True Lord) and the other of worldly desires through dualmindedness, but we are guided into either of these as pre-destined
by Lord's Will. "The Guru-minded persons have. purified their
mind as guided by the Guru's Word and stabilised it on True Name.
The self-willed person, through egoistic attitude, loses the battle
of life, being engrossed in useless worldly desires and falsehod,
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whereas the Guru-minded (faithful) person, with the Guru's Grace,
conquers his mind and merges with the True Lord. 0 Nanak! The
Guru-minded person practises Truth and merges with ultimate Truth
whereas the self-willed (faithless) person, through dual-mindedness
continues to follow the cycle of births and deaths.(2)

Mahala 3 (Page 49)
Manmu~

10k samjhaieeai kadoh samjhaiya jaie.
Nanak Gurmukh Sach Kamavai manmukh avai jaie.(2)
The original hymn is shown as : I\}f~ :3 \I (Uor at)
~~~~~;:r-full
~ ~ ~ ~ H01ffu ~ ;:r-fuIR II

Gurmat and Manmat
When man is provided with understanding through his
intelligence and thinking power, it becomes rather difficult for him
to follow the Guru's path/guidance without asking any questions.
Thus he follows what his mind decides for him in preference to the
Guru's guidance.
(i) Let us try to understand what Guru Amar Das (the 3rd
Nanak) has advised us in this respect in the following hymn : -

Gouri Goareri Mahala 3 (Page ·161)
"Jina Gurmukh dhiaya tin poochhou jaie. Gur seva te man patiaie.
Se dhanwant har Naam Kumaie. poorai Gur te sojhi paie.(l)
har har Naam japon merai bhaiee.
Gurmukh seva har ghaal thaie paiee. (Pause-I)
har har Naam devai soiai andin bhagat Gursabdi hoiai.
Gurmat virla boojhai koiai.
Nanak Naam samavai soiai."(4-12-32)

~}f: :311

(Uor Cl6Cl)
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IS~ II"

Which means :-"Let us ask the Guru-minded persons who
have worshipped the Lord, the means of meeting the Lord; as their
mind has been satiated with the service of the Guru. Such persons,
reciting the True Name of the Lord, have amassed the wealth of
eternal bliss, by gaining the knowledge of Lord's bliss, by gaining
the knowledge of Lord's secrets through the perfect Guru.(l)
o dear Brother! Remember the True Name of the Lord, as the
Lord has accepted the service of the Guru-minded persons, who
have gained full knowledge of Lord's secrets, with their efforts
being fruitful. (Pause-l)
But the Guru-minded person, who is blessed with the True
Name, worships the Lord day and night through the Guru's guidance.
o Nanak! Few persons only appreciate this fact through the Guru's
teachings and then unite with the Lord by reciting True Name
through the Guru's guidance. (4-12-32)
(ii) Then Guru Ram Das (The 4th Nanak) has directed us vide
the following hymn :

Suhi Mahala 4 Ghar 2 (Page 732)
"Gurmat Nagri khoj, khojaiee. har har Naam padarath paiee.( I)
Merai man har har sant vasaiee. Tisna agan bujhi khin antar, Gur
miliai sabh bhukh gavaiee." (Pause-I)

!Fit m:n¥ 8

Ul9 ~ (tioT ,,~~)
"~ 0"aT0T iffi:r ~" ufo ufo OTH' ~ ~ IR II
}fit Hfo uftr uftr Wf3' ~ II fa"RoT »f(JJfo ~ fun
~ QJfcr ~ H9 i1f ~IR J1~Jf'
Which nleans : 0 Brother! I have attained self-realization
through the Guru's guidance, which has resulted in the attainment
of the invaluable nectar of Lord's True Name.(l)
o my mind ! By developing the love of the Lord, I have attained
peace (of mind) through the bliss of True Name. By joining the
company of the holy saints through the Guru's Grace. I have got rid
of my worldly desires in a moment, and my hunger for worldly
possessions was also satiated. (Pause·-})
(iii) Then again Guru Ram Das (The 4th Nanak) has guided us
vide Rag Dhanasari (Page 667) as follows :
o Brother! How could we follow the Guru's guidance and the
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Guru's teachings, being blind with ignorance (lack of knowledge)
and engrossed in vicious and sinful actions? May the True Guru
bestow His protection being our benefactor by taking us under His
benign care and grace. ( I)
o friendly Gursikh! Let us follow the Guru's guidance through
the Guru's word. Let us follow the Guru's Will (ordains) by
accepting His dictates without a murmur, and sing His wonderful
and blissful praises. (Pause-I)
The original hymn is :

Dhanasari Mahala 4 (Page 667)
Hum andhlai andh bikhai bikh ratai kiun chalai Gur chali.
Satgur daya karai sukhdata hum lavai apan pali.(l)
Gursikh meet chalo Gur chali.
jo Gur kehai soiee bhal manoh har har kathja nirali. (Pause-I)
Q(li)iHa1 Hm'¥ a II (Unr ~~")
"UH ~"fq ~ ~ or3" ~ ~ qJC ~II
HFdQJd ~ Cf% ~ UH ~ l)fT1JO tfTffi IIct II
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il <I@' ~
98' ~ ~ ~ (iftfT rod i 81uct II ~ II"
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(iv) Guru Amar Das (3rd Nanak) has explained beautifully the
role qf the Guru and Guru-minded persons in the following hymn
as follows:

ik Onkar Satgur Prasad
Rag Asa Mahala 3 Astpadian Ghar 1 Kafi
Gur te sant upjai jin trisna agan bujhaiee.
Gur te naarn paieeai vadi vadiaiee.(l)
Eko naam chet merai bhaiee.
Jagat jalandha dekh kai bhaj paiae sam8iee. (pause-I)
Gunnukh naarn dhiaieeai bujhai vichcira.
Gunnukh bhagat salah hai antar sabad apara.(3)
apnai hath vadieea de naarnai laie.
Nanak naarn nidhan man vasia vadiaiee paie. (8-4-26)
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Which means : The Guru's disciples, who have controlled
(extinguished) the fire of worldly desires within, have attained peace
and tranquillity of mind, through the Guru's guidance. Such persons
are acclaimed and honoured by attaining the True Name through
the Guru's Grace and Guru's word.(l)
o my Brother! Let us recite True Name only, as we have
sought refuge at the lotus feet of the Guru, seeing the whole world
burning in the fire of wordly desires (Pause-I).
The Guru-minded persons have recited True Name and realised
the Truth through great deliberations (of Guru's teachings). Such
persons sing the praises of the Lord alongwith His worship
(meditation) through the Guru's guidance, thus attaining the limitless
Lord Almighty within (their hearts) through the Guru's word.(3)
the Guru-minded persons always enjoy the bliss and peace
within, without undergoing any hurdles or sufferings, having purified
their hearts by ridding themselves of their egoism through the Guru's
.
guidance. (4)
o Nanak! The Lord has kept all his benedictions under His
control and bestowed the wealth of True Name on us through His
Grace. The Guru-minded persons have inculcated the love of True
Name, thus winning His favours and honour through His Grace.
(8-4-26).
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(d) GURU'S BENEVOLENCE (KIRPA)
Nothing could be gained in this world without attaining the
benevolent blessings of the Guru, which is possible only if we
follow the Guru's teachings with love and devotion. This is attained
through the Guru's Will being followed without any hesitation thus
winning the Guru's appreciation. For example,
(i) Guru Arjan Dev (The 5th Nanak) has directed vide the
following hymn in Sorath Raga : -

Sorath Mahala 5 (Page 621)
Gur poorai kirpa dhari. Prabh poori loch hamari. Kar isnan
greh aiei. Anand mangal sukh paie.(l)
Santoh Ram Naam nistariai. Uthat baideth har har dhiaieeai
andin sukrit kariai. (Pause-I)

RcJfo ~ ~ II (tinT e~C\)
"orfo
uijfuoUT
tJT<ft II ufg
troT
ffi:r uwaT II
:::
...
=
&fa feRn'?? faJfir ~II ~ HoR? fflf urE-1I9.11
~ CfTH 0TfH foR3J!1lf1l
~~ufoufo~~~~II9.II~11
Which means : The Lord has fulfilled all our worldly desires
by bestowing His Grace and benevolence on us. We have enjoyed
the thrill and joy alongwith worldly comforts by (having bath in the
holy tank) reciting True Name and attaining self-realisation. (peace
ofmind).(l)
o holy saints! We could cross this ocean of life successfully by
reciting the Lord's True Name. Let us, therefore, engage ourselves
in fruitful and virtuous deeds by reciting True Name all the time, in
sitting or standing postures. (Pause-I)
It is to be clearly understood that without the Grace of the
Guru, nothing could be gained. The whole of Guru Granth Sahib
either starts each Raga beginning with 'Mool Mantra' followed by
various hymns or with the epithet of 'ik Onkar Satgur prasad". in
many cases, which means "The One Lord-sublime (all pervasive),
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an epitome of enlightenment, but which could be attained only
through the Grace of the Guru."
(ii) Infact, it has been amply made clear in various hymns of
the 'Guru Granth Sahib' that nothing could be gained either
materially or spiritually, without being blessed with the Guru's Grace
and benevolence, as stated by Guru Tegh Bahadur in Sorath Raga
(Page 633).
"Guru Kirpa Jeh nar ko kini teh ehjugat pachhani Nanak leen
bhiou Gobind siunjiu pani sung pani."(3-11)

R'afo }fiJW t II (thi'r ~~ ~ )
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Which means :-"0 Nanak! The person, who is bestowed
with the Guru's Grace, realises the value of such a disciplined life,
and he mingles with the True Lord just as water mixes with water
and can never be separated from it."
(iii) Then Guru Nanak Dev has proclaimed beautifully vide
Rag Gouri (Page 229) as follows :
"Gur prasadi boojh lai tou hoiai nibera. ghar ghar Naam
Niranjana so Thakur mera.( 1) bin Gur sabad na chhutiai dekhoh
vichara je lakh karam kamavhi bin Gur andhiara.(Pause-l)
Sabh aapai aap vartada aapai bharmaya. Gurkirpa te boojhiai
sab'h bhraham samaya. "(9-2-18)
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This means that "Everything would be sorted out, if we were
to understand the secrets of the Lord through the Guru's Grace.
The Lord who pervades everywhere and whose True Name is above
the effect of worldly falsehood (Maya), is my master. (1)
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It would be quite clear after considerable thinking and discussion
that without the Guru's teachings, there is no way out of this wordly
falsehood. Even if someone were to perform many religious fimctions
and formal observances, there will be total darkness due to ignorance,
without the Guru's guidance and Grace. (Pause-I)
Infact, the Lord pervades everywhere and in various forms He
is present Himself The foolish man has been misled into this dualmindedness by the Lord Himself, wandering in all directions in
doubt. It is only through the Guru's Grace that one may get the true
and correct picture of this worldly drama and a clear understanding
of this mystery that Lord Himself is omni-present. (9-2-18)
(iv) Then Guru Nanak Dev has guided us vide Raga Prabhati
(page 1329) as follows :"Gur prasadi vidya vicharai, par par pavai man-aapa madhe
aap pargasia paya amrit Naam.(l) Karta tu merajajman. ik dakhna
hoan tai peh magon deh apna Naam (Pause-l).
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Which means: "By deliberating on the knowledge ofthe Lord's
secrets through the Guru's Grace, we got greatly honoured in the
world by our studies and discussions. By attaining the nectar of
True Name, we have realised the Prime soul within our soul.(l)
o Lord! You are my host and I seek this favour from you that
I may be bestowed with your True Name (through the Guru's
Grace). (pause-I)
(v) Then Guru AIjan Dev (the 5th Nanak) has directed us vide
the following hymn : -

Asa Mahala 5 Dupade (Page 404)
"Gur prasad merai man vasia jo mangou so pavou reo Naam
rang eh man triptana bohar na kathun dhavou re.(I) Hamra Thakur
sabh te oocha, rein dinas tis gavou reo Khin mein thap uthapanhara
, tis te tujeh dravou reo (Pause-I),'
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HVW ~ ~ (tinT 808)
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Which means : 0 Brother! Now I have inculcated the Lord's
love in my heart, through the Guru's Grace and gained everything,
I had wished for. Now my mind is fully at peace (within me) with
recitation of Lord's True Name and I do not run after any other
gods. (1) I sing the praises of the Lord day and night and my Master
is the greatest power with the highest grandeur. The Lord creates
and destroys the whole universe in a moment and I would advise
you to inculcate the love of the Lord (wonder-awe of Lord) with
fear (regard) at heart for the True Master. (Pause-I)
(vi) Then Guru AIjan Dev (the 5th Nanak) has explained vide
Rag suhi (Page 779) as follows :"Kirpa keejai sa mat deejai ath pehar tudh dhiaiee."
"Sabh oopari Nanak ka thakur mein jehi ghan chairi Ram."
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Which means: 0 my True Master! You are the greatest and
wisest of all though I have not known Your vastness or value. 0
Lord! May I be favoured with your Grace so that I could sing your
praises all the twenty four hours whereas you are too Great and
deep for a probe by us! 0 Nanak! We should be humble like the
dust of other's feet, without having any trace of egoism. 0 Man!
You will thus attain salvation (from this bondage).(l)
(vii) Then Guru Ram Das (the 4th Nanak) has ordained as
follows :-

Nat Mahala 4 (Page 980)
"Ram hum p<ither nirguniarai. Kirpa kirpa kar Guru milaie
hum pahan sabad Gur tarai." (Pause-I)
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Which means : 0 True Master! We were virtuless and (loaded
with sins) heavy like stones, but the Lord blessed us with the
Guru's company through His Grace, and then enabled us (stones)
to cross this ocean of life successfully, through the guidance of the
Guru's word (sabad). (pause-I)
(viii) Then Guru Amar Das has stated vide Malar Mahala 3
(page 1260) as follows :
uKirpa kirpa kar Thakur merai harbar har urdhar. Nanak SatGur
poora paya manjapia Naarn murar". (4-9)
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Which means :-0 True Master, the ocean of Grace! May you
bless me with your Grace, so that I may recite your True Name,
with my body, mind and soul in the company of holy saints. 0
Nanak! Having realized the perfect Guru, some people have
inculcated the love of the Lord's True Name in their hearts, thus
reciting Lord's True Name. (4-9)
(ix) Then Guru Amar Das has stated vide Rag Maru (Page
1054) as follows :"Kirpa karain ta mail milaye, Homain mamta sabad jalaie.
Sada mukat rehai ik rangi nahi kisai naal kara hai". (3)
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Which means : When the Lord bestows His Grace, we get
united with the company of holy saints, by casting away our egoism
and worldly attachment through the Guru's word. Such a person
remains detached from worldly bondage and attains salvation through
the Lord's love.(2)
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CHAPTER-n

LORD'S WILL (HUKAM)
Everything happening in the universe is directed by the Lord's
Will (hukam) as nothing is taking place without His knowledge or
without His directions. In fact, the Lord is the cause and Effect of
every single movement or happening in the world. Firstly he prepares
the ground for something to happen, whether good or bad, and then
arranges to direct it as it suits Him, according to His Will.
If we were to follow the Lord's Will without a murmur and
accept His ordains in good faith then we will not be at pains to
accept His Will and act according to His dictates. Infact, Guru
Nanak Dev has advised us in the first canto ofjapji itself by raising
the fundamental question of purit)ring the mind and then suggesting
the solution for it. He has said. vide lap. (Page I)
(i) "Kiv sachiara hoieeai kiv koorai tutai paal. Hukam rajaiee
chalna, Nanak likhia naal."
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The Guru has explained that the soul and Prime-soul, both are
within us, but are separated by a certain veil, so that the soul is
unaware of the presence of Prime-soul within us. Now the question
arises how to gain Truth, the Lord's secrets and Lord's wonderous
drama. The answer suggested by the Guru is very simple that is by
following the ordains of the Lord willingly and with good cheer,
without a murmur as stated in the first hymn (Page I) of the holy
Guru Granth.
"0 Nanak! The only solution to seeking the truth lies in abiding
by the Will of the Lord, pre-ordained for us, and enjoying the
eternal bliss in complete self-surrender to the Lord." (1 )
(ii) Then in the second canto of lapji (Page 1) the hymn sung
by Guru Nanak Dev is as follows : 55

"Hukami hovan akcir hukam na keha jaiee. hukami hovan jia
hukam milai vadiaiee. hukami uttam neech hukam likh dukh sukh
paieeaih. ikuna hukmi bakhsis ik hukmi sada bhaviaieeai. hukamai
ander sabh ko bahir hukam na koiai. Nanak hukamai jai bujhai ta
haumain kahai na koiai. "
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Which means that" All worldly forms take shape in accordance
with the Will of the Lord but none could explain details of His Will
as none has the strength or power. All the beings are born through
His Will and get exalted as per His Will alone, the human beings
are directed in their action and position and through His Will they
enjoy or suffer in life. Through His Will some persons are blessed
with His Grace, thus acquiring forgiveness and benevolence, while
some others are made to grope in the darkness of ignorance, thus
suffering through the cycle of rebirths. Infact, everyone in this
universe is controlled by the Lord's Will and none is beyond this
control or free from His commands.
o Nanak! No one would be acting out of egoism, if one were
to follow and understand the Lord's Will.(2)
(iii) Then again Guru Nanak Dev has stated vide Jap-3
(page 2) : "Hukmi hukam chalaie rabo. Nanak vigsai veparvah."

ilY ~ (tinT ~)
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Which says, "0 Nanak! The world moves on being controlled
by His Will, while the Lord enjoys Himself in His glory, unmindful
of His favours and blessings being showered on us." (3)
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(iv) Furthermore, Guru Arjan Dev (The 5th Nanak) has
proclaimed vide Raga Majh (Page 104) that
" As per His Will alone the rain of His knowledge (True Name)
has been possible; in the company of friendly saints we have been
enabled to meditate on True Name, thus resulting in attaining the
"State of Equipoise" (Sahej). The Lord has bestowed on us this
benevolence ofllis own.(I)
This has been stated in the hymn as follows :-

Majh Mahala 5 (Page 104)
"Hukami varsan lagai meha. Sajan sant mil Naam japeha.
Sital sant sahej sukh paya thandh paiee prabh aapai jiu. "( 1)
~ HQW ~ (tinT C\o8)
"~ ~ weft ~ II JlTffi') H3" fiffg 01lf ;:NuT II
~ Wf3' ffiJ;:T ffif ~
tfTlft l.{fg l)fTl} ~ IIct II"

orre-

(v) Then Guru Nanak Dev has proclaimed vide Maru Mahala
1 (Page 1037) in cantos 9, 10, II, 12, 13 and 14 as follows :"Very few persons attain the merchandise of Truth, which is
possible only by being united with the perfect Guru. But it is the
Guru-minded person (Gurrnukh) who follows the dictates of the
Lord as per His Will, and then merges with the Lord.(9)
This human being has been brought into this world through the
Lord's Will and then merges with Him only through His Will. The
Whole world appears to be functioning as per the Lord's Will. The
heaven Earth or Netherlands are all controlled by Lord's Will while
the power of the Lord is realised by following the Lord's Will. (1 0)
It is through the Lord's Will that the Earth is supported by the
Great bull (as per Hindu belief) and even the air, water and skies
are all supported as per the Lord's Will. The Lord, through His
Will, has created and sustained the universe with His might and
created the worldly drama also as per His Will. (11 )
Then the skies are supported by the Lord's Will without any
other support and all the beings on lands, oceans and the three
worlds are functioning as per His Will. It is through the Lord's Will
that he perceives and sustains the world at all times. (While taking
breath or morsel of food).(12)
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The Lord has created the ten incarnations (like Ram and
Krishna) as per His Will, including the gods and demons, who
were created without any count. The persons, who follow the Lord's
Will, are received with honour in the Lord's presence and united
with Him through the boon of True Name.(13)
All the Yugas (ages) including the change over (after doom's
day) are controlled by the Lord's Will. The Lord, who has created
the whole universe in a certain system is the True Master and
bestows salvation to persons blessed with His Grace, as such the
sidhas are governed in their meditation by the Lord's Will.(14)
The hymn is stated in original as : -

Maru Mahala 1 (Page 1037)
Sacha souda vida ko paie. Poora SatGur milai rnilaie. Gurmukh
hoiai so hukam pachhanai manai hukam samaida(9)
"Hukmai jug chhatih gudarai, hukmai sidh sadhik vicharai.
Aap Nath nathi sabhja ki bakhsai mukat karainda".(14)
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(vi) Furthermore Guru Nanak Dev has ordained as follows :-

Sorath Mahala 1 (Page 636)
"Jini Satgur sevia piarai tin kai sath tarai.
Pat parvana sach ka piarai Naam sacha nisan.
aya likh lai javna piarai hukami hukam pachhan.
Gur bin hukam na boojhiai piarai sachai sacha taan.(3)
hukamai ander nimia piarai hukamai udhar majhar.
hukamai ander jamia piarai udhou sir kai bhaar.
Gurmukh dargeh janiai piarai chalai karaj saar.(4)
hukamai ander aya piarai hukamai jado jaie.
hukamai banh chlaieeai piarai manmukh laie sajaie.
hukmai sabad pachhaniai piarai dargeh paidhajaie.(5)
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Which means : 0 dear friend! The persons, who are in
possession of a permit of Lord's True Name as an authority are to
be received with honour in this world and the next world. 0 dear
friend! The person, who has been born in this world has to die one
day alongwith details of their doings maintained by Chitar Gupat.
(Accountants of Dharam Raj) as such we should follow the dictates
. of the Lord, (the Lord's Will). 0 friend! In fact, without the Guru's
guidance, we cannot follow the Lord's Will, as everything is
controlled by the Lord Himself(3)
o dear friend ! The body of this human being is also created as
per Lord's Will by the conjugal union of the parents, and then the
body is sustained under His dictates. 0 friend ! This body is born
upside down as per Lord's Will. The Guru-minded persons are
received with honour in the Lord's court, having spent this life
successfully as they have achieved the ideal of life, alongwith
salvation. (4)
o dear friend! It is with Lord's Will that the human being is
born in this World and then proceeds to the next world after death
as per Lord's Will. The self-willed persons are (taken to) thrown
into hell in bondage by the Yama; where they get punished. The
Guru-minded persons have realised the Lord as per His Will and
are given roles of honour and received with acceptance in the Lord's
Presence.(5)
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Under the second pillar of Lord's Will (Hukam) the following
topics are also discussed under the sub-headings (a) to (g) as
shown :(a) Mind (Man)
(b) Maya (Worldly falsehood)
(c) Egoism (homain)
(d) Worldly Pleasures and Pain (Sukh-Dukh)
(e) Blessed & Rejected ones (Suhagan & Dohagan)
(f) Death (Physical & Spiritual)
(g) Unshorn Hair (Keshas)

(a) MAN (MIND)
The mind of an individual plays a very important (key) role in
the functioning of an individual, whereas the Guru exhorts us to
curb the wanderings of the mind, so that the individual could enjoy
peace and tranquillity, thus leading to a congenial atmosphere for
the recitation of True Name or for singing the praises of the Lord.
This is possible only, if we follow the Guru's teachings without any
questioning, with complete self-surrender to the Lord's Will.
(i) Guru Nanak Dev has stated in Japji (Pouri 28) Page 24
"Man jeetai jag jeet."
'}fc')

t:it3" i1cJT tiS'

Which means that if an individual could gain victory over his
mind, thus curbing its wanderings, then he would have won over
the whole world. If an individual could keep a control over his
mind, he would not be indulging in activities, leading him astray
from the path of Truth and righteousness.
(ii) Then Guru Nanak Dev has stated vide Asa M-I Tituka
(Page 354) "Man ka andhla maya ka bandh. kheen kharab hovai nit
kandh. "(2)
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Which means :-1 am fully engulfed by the darkness of
ignorance and worldly falsehood (Maya), being controlled by the
bondage of worldly falsehood and wandering like a lost person. My
body also suffers privations due to my being engrossed in the vices
of greed.
(iii) Then Guru Amar Das (3rd Nanak) has directed vide M-3
(Rag Sorath Vaar M-4) (Page 645) as follows : Mankumkh man ajit hai doojai lagai jaie.
tis nu sukh supnai nahi dukhai dukh vihaie.
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Which means : It is rather difficult to win over the hearts of
faithless persons, as they are always engrossed in dual-mindedness
and undergo lot of sufferings as they cannot enjoy peace and
tranquillity of mind even in their dreams.
(iv) Furthermore Guru Amar Das (3rd Nanak) has stated vide
Asa Mahala 3 Chhant Ghar 3 (Page 441) in the 5th stanza as
follows : o my mind! Try to realise your true worth as you are a
personification of the Lord Himself, so try to appreciate your origin,
forgetting all other worldly involvements.
o my mind ! The Lord is always with you, so enjoy the bliss
of life by meditating on True Name, through the Guru's guidance.
Once you realize the truth about your origin and get unison with the
Lord through self-realization you will know the secret of this life,
and the cycle of births and deaths. You will also get over your dualmindedness, once you attain the Lord through the Guru's guidance,
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and your mind will get stabilised in the Lord's love and devotion. 0
Nanak! Listen and accept my saying that this mind is a representative
of the Lord, and the light of the Lord only shines within you; so try
to realize the Lord's secrets and appreciate your origin.(5)
The original version of the hymn is :
..Man tu joat sarup hain apna mool pachhan.
man har ji terai naal hai gurmati rang maan.
man sant aieye vaji, vadhaiee ta hoa parvan.
euo kehai Nanak man tujoat sarup hain apna mool pachhan. "(5)
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=-(v) Furthermore Guru Amar Das (the 3rd Nanak) has
proclaimed in Raga Vadhans (Page 538) that with an impure and
filthy mind, everything else is equally impure (dirty) as by washing
the body alone, the mind cannot be purified.
Let us, therefore, 0 my mind! recite only Lord's True Name
as the Guru has blessed us with this Treasure of True Name.
(Pause-I)
The filth of the mind is not cast away including the dirt of
egoism by practising various yogic exercises or Sidhas (mendicant's)
rituals for controlling the senses, including meditation or giving
alms. (2)
In fact, without the Guru's guidance and Guru's support, there
is no other mode of action to curb this wandering mind. Finally the
mind gets purified by getting rid of the filth of worldly love and its
attachments. (4-1)
While the original hymn (Shabad) is as follows :
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Vadhans Mahala 3, Ghar 1 (Page 558)
'ik Onkar Satgur prasad'
man mailai sab kichh maila tan dhotai man hachha na hoiai.
ehjagat bhararn bhulaiya virla boohjhai koiai.(l)
J ap man merai tu eko naarn.
Satgur dia mo kou eho nidhan. (Pause-I)
Sidhan ke asan ji sikhai inOO vas kar kamaie.
man ki mael na utrai homain mae! na jaie.(2)
Bhanat Nanak Satgur kou mildo marai
Gur kai sabad phir jivai koiai.
Mamta ki mal utrai eh man hachha hoiai.(4-1)
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(vi) Then Bhagat Kabir has stated vide Rag Sorath bani Bhagat
Kabir ji ki (page 656) as follows : uKah Kabir ab jania. Jab jania tou man mania.
man manai log na patijai. Na patijai tou kia keejai." (3-7)
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Which means: "0 Kabir ! Now we have realized the Truth
and with this realization the mind has become stabilised and we
have attained peace and tranquillity of mind. However, what could
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we do, if the world does not believe but we are fully satisfied ? So
why should we worry any more? (3-7)
(vii) Then Bhagat Kabir has explained vide Rag Bhairon Bani
Bhagtan ki Kabir jiu Ghar-l (Page 1161) with a beautiful simily
about the mind's position in the human being with the following
hymn (verse) :
"Kiu leejai gadh banka bhaiee. Devar kot or tevar khaiee.
(Pause-I)
Bhagwat bheer sakat simran ki kati kaal ki phasi.
Das Kameer chariou garh uper raj lieou abnasi". (6-9-17)
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o Brother! How to gain victory over this fort, (human body)
with dual-mindedness as its fort and with the three-pronged Maya
(worldly falsehood) as its moat? (pause-l)
o Lord ! What should I do, having no power or strength to
win this fort, having five vices like sexual desires and twenty-five
types of Maya like egoism and jealousy surrounding this fort ?( 1)
This fort has sexual desires as its main pillars, with joy and
sorrow as its entrance and sins or virtues as its doors. This fort has
anger as its Prime minister with the mind as its king ruling
everything. (2)
This fort cannot be won over, since it has worldly desires as its
arrows in the packet and taste alorigwith worldly attachments as the
protective device and crude iQ1elligence as the bow to be used
against an attack ?(3)
,"
Then we have used the bullet of knowledge in the cannon for
attacking this fort with Lord's love as the ammunition and
concentration of mind as another rocket. The fort was taken over by
one onslaught only, with Lord's knowledge and light as the fire
which set the ammunition on fire.(4)
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With Truth and contentment as my supports I broke open the
twin doors of sins and virtues. Then I caught hold of the mind, with
the help of the Guru and company of holy saints, the king of this
fort. (5)
Thus with the support of the Lord and True Name, I cut across
the bondage of the god of death and the fear of death. 0 Kabir!
Then this servant of the Lord climbed the fort of this body, attaining
the Lord's unison as the kingdom of heaven. (6-9-17)
(viii) Than Guru Amar Das (the 3rd Nanak has ordained us to
seek the depth of this mind vide Bhairon Mahala 3 (Page 1128)
saymg:
"Iss man kou koiee khojoh bhaiee."
~HO~<ret~~1I
HQ ~ OTY' oQFoFQ trnll~1I
The main theme of this hymn is as follows :
"The person who has over-powered his dual-mindedness is a
true Yogi or Muni (mendicant) and then contemplates on the Lord
alone having controlled his dual-mindedness. ( 1)
o Brother! Try to seek and understand the secret and value of
this mind! By attaining self-realisation, we could acquire all the
nine treasures of this world, (the True Name.) (Pause-I)
The Lord-creator has created this world on the foundation of
worldly attachment and then through this attraction of worldly
pleasures the Lord has made us forsake the truth, the Lord
Himself (2)
This mind is the back-bone of this body and soul and whosoever
realises the truth about this mind, attains the Lord through His
Will.(3)

o Nanak! Whosoever realises the secret of life, becomes an
embodiment of the Lord Himself, who is above the effects of (Maya)
worldly falsehood. (6-5)
(ix) Furthermore Guru Amar Das has stressed vide Malar
Mahala 3 Ghar 2 (page 1261) as follows :
"eh man girhi ke eh man udasi.
ke eh man avam sada avnasi. Ke eh man chanchal
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ke eh man bairagi, iss man kou mamta kithoh hlgi.(I)
Pandit iss man ka karoh bichar. avar ke bohta preh uthaveh
bhar. (Pause-I)
HWQ Hm¥ ~

urg ~ II (tfoT ~~~~)

rey HO foTo\ft fa rey HO ~ II
fa rey HO ~ JRT »1f~()lm II
fa rey HO ~ fa rey HO ri.oft II
fEB" HO ~ mar fcrey woft IIct II
tffaa" fEB" HO W ~ ~ II
~fa~~Q6"~fu 3'gllctll~1I

Which means :-(It is rather difficult to decipher) whether this
human mind is (of a) house holder or a mendicant (detached person)
or is it imperishable or faces death like others, is this mind wandering
(allover) or is it remaining detached and aloof; it is not clear from
where this mind has got engrossed in worldly attachment ?( 1)
o Pandit! (learned man)! Let us first deliberate and ponder
over the state of this mind, as it is futile to study a lot (of books)
which amounts to carrying unnecessary load on your head. (PauseI)

o Nanak ! No one has any control over his functioning as he is
not capable of acting on his own, but the person, bestowed with the
Lord's Grace, attains salvation. Then such a person sings the praises
of the Lord all the time and attains a state of mind, which is not
realised by studying Vedas and Shastras even. (5-1-10)

("Guru's views on Real dancing")
(x) Guru Amar Das (the 3rd Nanak) has ordained his followers
to enjoy 'dancing' (according to his way of thinking), vide the
following hymm in a beautiful manner.

Gujri Mahala 3, Ghar 1 (Page 506)
'ik Onkar Satgur prasad'
Nirat kari eh man nachaiee. Gur prasadi aap gavaiee.
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Chit thir rakhai se mukat hovai jo ichhai soiee phal paiee.(l)
Naach re man Gur kai agai. Gur kai bhanai nacheh ta sukh
paveh antai jam bhou bhagai. (pause-I)
~ Hm¥ S UJg C\ II

(tinT

lIo~)

II ~if"'Hra<!!d

l,{Wfu1l
foaf3" qaT ~ HQ ~ II QJO U<J'RTt!T l)fTY" ~ II
~fug~R"~~~fusTmrr~~II~1I
~a-HOQJOct~1I
QJO

et ~ ~ OT ~ tRfull"f3" tlH" ~ Nil ~II

rn.- ~ it?Y" ~ f;:r ~ ~ ~ela111
~ ~ H" ffiJ'M ~ tRfu fun ~ ~ ~lrclO Ircll~ II

Which means :-"0 Brother! The dance of the mind. before
the Lord (surrenderi.ng the mind to Lord's Will) is the only
worthwhile dan~e,· as the person with a stable mind only could
attain salvation by getting rid of one's egoism through the Guru's
guidance (1).
o my mind ! If you want to dance, then dance to the tune of
the Guru, as by following the Guru's guidance you will attain the
bliss of life and the fear of the god of death (Yama) will also be
cast away. (Pause)
The True saint dances to the tune of Lord's Will as the Lord
enables such persons to develop His love. Thus such a person sings
the praises of the Lord listening to His message, and leads his mind
on the path of Lord's love and worship through the Lord's Grace.(2)
Such a person then dances to the tune of Lord's Will by ridding
himself of worldly falsehood (Maya) day and night, and enjoys the
eternal bliss in waking from the slumber of ignorance. (3)
All the sidhas, gods and men dance around in worldly love and
involvements while munis (mendicants) are engrossed in the ego of
their knowledge. (4)
o True Master! The whole world comprising all the (Khands
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and Brahmands) continents and regions are dancing engrossed in
the three-pronged Maya (Worldly falsehood) but the dance of the
persons engaged in your love is worthwhile, in fact all the beings of
the world are dancing (engrossed) in worldly falsehood.(5)
o Lord ! The Guru-minded persons, imbued with the love of
the Guru's word, are dancing to Your tunes and such persons are
true saints, who follow Your Will.(6)
Many people are engrossed in the love of worldly falsehood
and dance to its tunes, but very few p.lersons contemplate on Truth.(8)

o

Lord! The persons, who meditate on the Guru's word
through the Guru's guidance, dance to the tunes of the Lord and
are engaged in His worship. 0 Nanak! The persons, blesssed with
Your Grace, enjoy the bliss of life. (10-1-6)
So the true and worthwhile Dance consists in dancing to the
tune of the Lord's Will, getting rid of one's egoism and the
entanglements of Maya (worldly falsehood) in preference to the
worldly classical dances.
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(b) MAYA
(WORLDLY FALSEHOOD)
This is the most important factor in the life of the human
being, which plays a key role in the life of an individual, whether he
makes a success of the human tenure or loses the battle of life,
being under its magic spell.
The existence of this Maya (Worldly falsehood) is very essential
for the running of this worldly drama; once this is eliminated from
the worldly scene, the whole world would come to a grinding halt.
Now the question arises what constitutes Maya, and how to meet
its challenges -in life. The three facets of Maya are its three-pronged
influences (Rajo, tamo and sato) i.e. lust for power, greed and
partial peace. To attain the Lord's unison we have to get above the
effects of this three-pronged Maya and attain the fourth stage of
bliss, the state of equipoise (sahej) where there was no joy or grief;
no comforts or discomforts, a state of equilibrium, in whatever
condition the Lord keeps us, we accept it without a murmur.
(i) Guru Amar Das (3rd Nanak) has explained the position of
Maya in the following hymn beautifully.

Maru Mahala 3 (Page 1049)
Para (10) says"Maya agan jalai sansarai. Gurmukh nivarai sabad vichaari
antar sant sada sukh paya Gurmati Naarn lijai hai. "( I0)

...

){TO

(~~o) :

"~

~ S II

(t.fnt'

cto8~)

l)f(JJfo;:rg Hwa-II ~ ~ ~ ~II

~ Wf3" R"eT ~ l.fl'fuw ~ ~ ~ fr,,~ II"
Which means: 'The whole world is burning in the fire of
worldly desires and worldly falsehood but the Guru-minded persons
have got rid ofthe love ofthis worldly falsehood (Maya) by following
(meditating on) the Guru's word. The Guru-minded persons have
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attained peace and tranquillity of mind and have enjoyed the bliss
of life by reciting True Name through the Guru's guidance.
(ii) Further more saint Kabir has stated vide Para 13 ofBhairon'
Kabir jiu ghar 1 (Page 1160) as follows:
"Jal meh meen maya ke beidhai.
deepak patung maya ke chhedai.
Kaam maya kunchar ko biapai.
bhoingam bhring maya meh khapai.( I)
Maya aisi mohini bhaiee.
jetai jia tetai dehkiliee. (Pause-I)
Koh Kabir jis udhar tis maya.
Tab chhootai jab sadhu paya. (5-5-13)
im' Hfu Hto ~ ~ ~II ~

l.l3or ~ ~ ~II
qt}f ~ ~ ~ ~II ~ rn:ar ~ Hfu l:f11111<t II
~ >H'RT HuoT ~II ;l3" ~ '33' ~ ~1I<t II ~II

qfJ aliter fi:qr~

f3B" ~ 11311 F

Hlf ~ ~ I~ IIlI Irct~ II

Which means : The fish in water is also swayed by the efforts
of Maya (worldly falsehood) and the wasp also dies on the lamp
under the same spell of Maya.
The elephant is swayed by his sexual desires on the sight of a
female elephant (of paper) under the effect of this Maya and the
snake under the spell of music or the wasp due to his love of good
smell loses his life under the effects of worldly falsehood.
o Brother! This Maya (worldly falsehood) is so beautiful that
all the beings are enamoured under its spell, thus losing their lives.
(pause-I)
The gods are also affected by Maya, even the oceans, god
Indra, or earth are all working under the effects of Maya. 0 Kabir!
whosoever has a stomach to fill, (satisfy) or functions under the
effects of Maya, but one could get rid of this worldly falsehood in
the company of holy saints. (5-5-13)
(iii) Guru Nanak Dev has explained very clearly the position
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of Maya (worldly falsehood) with regards to human life as
follows : -

Parbhati Astpadian Mahala-l (Page 1341)
"The worldly falsehood of dual-mindedness has enamoured
the human mind into foolish beliefs and the human being, engrossed
in the false worldly greed, has wasted this life in fruitless efforts.
This worldly falsehood (Maya) has caught hold of the human mind
in its bondage whereas the True Guru has protected the human
being from the clutches of Maya (worldly falsehood) by inculcating
the efficacy of True Name, (1)
Neither the mind is controlled nor the worldly falsehood (Maya)
is completely eliminated but the person who has made an effort,
could only appreciate it and cross this ocean of life successfully by
meditating on the Guru's Word. (Pause-I)
This is given in the original hymn as below:

Parbhati Astpadian Mahala-l biphas (Page 1341)
ik Onkar SatGur Prasad
Dubidha bouri man bourayli. Jhoothai lalach janam gavaya.
lapat rehi phunn bandh na paya. Satgur rakhai Naam dhiraya.(l)
Na man marai na Maya marai. jin kichh kiya soiee janai sabad
vichar bhou sagar tarai. (Pause-I)
~~~ ~

flB1lr II (tinT

IICLif"Rf3~a t{Wfu'1I

~~8~)

~ ~HO QQa l fel)fT II ~ 8 18f'3 ttOH' al~lfel)fTlI
mrfcatit~irgO'~1I RF3~a ~011f f~aifel)fTlR II
or H9 ~ 0' ~ ~ II ft:rfo ~ ~
;::rr<!

m

~a'h:l'fd ~W0T9~II<t"~1I
(iv) Then Guru Tegh Bahadur has exhorted us to rid oneself of
the effects of Maya vide Rag jaijavanti Mahala 9 (Page 1351) as
follows :
o Man ! Try to recite the True Name of the Lord all the time
as this is the only fruitful function in this life which would be
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helpful at the end. Let us take refuge at the lotus-feet of the Lord,
leaving the love of the worldly falsehood (Maya). Let is be clearly
understood that the worldly pleasures are all transient and unreal,
including all the grandeur of worldly possessions. (Pause-I)
The original hymn says : "Ram simar Ram simar eho terai kaaj hai. Maya ko sung tiag
prabh jooki saran laag. jagat sukh maan mithia jhoothai sabh saaj
hai. (Puase-I)

crrqr Ht'lI~dI ~ til (t.f<r)T ~~8~)

crn:r

0Ttf fmffo 0Ttf fmffo fu'j 3a"
~ II
~ it Frqr ~ tJj' iJcit mrfo wqr II
;:raE'

mr
- }{TO
- fi.ffaw ~ H9 w;:r- ~ II~ \I ~- \I
::

(v) Guru Nanak Dev has proclaimed vide Ramkali Mahala I
Dakhni Onkar (Page 930) vide para 6 as follows:
"Iss kartai kou kiu geh rakhou aphriou tuliou na jaiee. Maya
ke devanai prani jhooth thagouri paiee. lab lobh mohtaj vigootai ib
tab phir pachhtaiee, ek sarevai ta gat mit pavai avanjan rehaiee. "(6)

~ ~ ~ ~ ~II (t.f<r)T
lI<iflAFdqJd

tso)

~II

"~ ~ ~II ~ cttw ft::1fo fuf3'11

fuB' m- ~ ~ orfu ~ ~ ~ '0 ~II
~tt~lRTmr6dlgJl
~II
..
=
ffig ~r:Tij~3TfiF
ti~ ~ fu'R' 3lT f6fcr tl §3 i elll

ms-

~ ~ 3"

arra- fofa' ~ ~ ~ 0\JTit liE II"

Which means : How could we attain and hold on to the love of
the Lord creator, who is formless, limitless and beyond evaluation
by us ? The whole world is madly engrossed in the love of the
worldly falsehood (Maya) and all are completely engulfed by this
(magical plant) Maya Thus they suffer due to their love and greed
for Maya, though they have to repent later here and hereafter. But
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when they serve the Lord-sublime (with love and devotion) they
could attain salvation, getting rid of the cycle of rebirths. (6)
(vi) Then Bhagat Kabir has declared vide Rag Asa (Page 480)
as follows :"Sarpani te uper nahi balia. jin Brahma bisan mahadeou
chhalia. (I) Mar maar sarpani nirmal jal paithi. Jin tribhavan dasialai
Gur parsad dithi. (Pause-I)"

'H'W

fea§q e (nlo itt) (tinT eta)

RaUOT ~ jtrfcr ouT ~ II
fmo l{UHT ftmg ~ ~ IIct II
wg wg ~ ~;:m, Uotll
fmo F.=:tgliEC: ~QJOt{WR"iftoTljCllI~1I

reu 1m3T 3'" ml3" l=I"<ftoT II
QJO t{WR" HuF"'Idd ~1I4I1ct~ II

Which means : There is no other power superior to the snake
of (Maya) worldly falsehood, as it has ensnared even gods like
Brahma, Vishnu and Shiva into its fold. ( 1)
The serpemt of Maya has been successful in controlling
everyone in its sweep and onslaught, but it has lost its effectiveness
on reaching the holy congregations and it has become harmless. I
have realized the true form of this snake through the Guru's Grace
and have found that it has lost its effectiveness in creating any stir
among holy congregations. (Sadh Sangat). Though it had controlled
everyone in the three worlds. (Pause-I)
o Kabir ! We could cross and swim across this ocean of life
sucessfully and with ease (in a state of equipoise) though the Guru's
Grace. (5-6-19)
(vii) Further more Guru AIjan Dev (5th Nanak) has made
amply clear that with the Guru's support one could cast away the
evil effects of Maya, vide Rag Asa (Page 394) as follows : 73

"Mathai trikuti deist karoor. bolai kour'a jehba ki phoor. Sada
bhukhi pir janai dur.(l) aisi istri ik Ram upaiee. Un sabhjag khaiya,
hum Gur rakhai merai bhaiee. (Pause)
~

}fiRi5T

~

(Uot- sta)

Hllf~~~11
ij'g ~ fffirw cit ~ II
JRT ~ fug r:rr* ~ 1I<t II
~ ~ fucr arfH" ~II
~ ~ ~ ~ U1f Q.Tft; ~ ~ 91it1~11
Which means: The person, who is working under the influence
of the three unsteady lines on the forehead (like the three pronged
Maya) speaks very crude and unpleasant language (which is the
filth of the tongue). Such a person is always hungry with worldly
desires for more possessions and considers the Lord-spouse a distant
entity.{l) Such a woman (attractive) called Maya has been created
by the Lord, who has devoured the whole world, but 0 Brother! I
have been saved by the Guru's support. (Pause)
This worldly falsehood (Maya) had enamoured the whole world
with its deceptive and magical power (like the magic plant); infact,
this Maya has ensnared even gods like Brahma, Vishnu and Shiva.
But the Guru-minded persons, who are immersed in True Name,
have been saved and acclaimed with honour.(2)

o Nanak ! The Guru has saved me from the clutches of worldly
falsehood (Maya) with His helping hand. (14-2-96)
(viii) Furthermore Guru Arjan Dev (the 5th Nanak) has
beautifully narrated the enamouring effect of Maya on everyone, as
follows : Dhanasari Mahala-5 (Page 672)
Vadai vade Rajan or bhuman ta ki trisan na boojhi. lapat rehai
maya rung matai lochan kachhu na soojhi.(l)
Bikhia meh kin hi tripat na paiee. jiou pavak eedhan nahi
dhrapai bin har kaha aghaiee. (Pause)
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Q(,)IJtJl )«Jl¥ till

(tfor

e9~)

~~~))f'O~3TaT~(,)~1I

aar

~ afr ~
w3" #eo CfS
(')
=
~ Hfu fuo' \IT ~ (') lJTEt II

mil"
= II

~ l.Rg ~ ouT trli flro ufo <W" ~ II ~ II
Which means : The greatest of kings or landlords have never
been satiated with worldly possessions as their worldly desires
have never been satisfied (with fire of desires quenched) as they
had always been engrossed in the love of worldly falsehood (Maya)
without realising with their eyes the false and unreal nature of
(temporary) these things. (1 )
o Brother! No one has ever been satiated with the enjoying of
vicious worldly pleasures, just as the fire is never satisfied with the
logs of wood and seeks more of wood all the time. Similarly one
never gets satiated with the True Name of the Lord, and the saints
always continue reciting True Name all the time. (Pause)
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(e) HOMAIN (EGOISM)
Egoism is the biggest hurdle in the man's spiritual development
and realization of Truth or the Lord-sublime. This is one malady
which is bestowed on human beings only, as confirmed by
(i) Guru Arjan Dev (the 5th Nanak) in Rag Bhairou as
follows : -

Bhairou Mahala 5 (Page 1140)
"Homain rog manmukh kou dina.Kaam rog maigal bas lina
Drist rog pach moiai patunga. Naad rog khap gaiai kuranga(l)
Jo jo deesai so so rogi. rog rehat mera satgur jogi. (Pause-I)
Parbrahm jis kini daya. Bah pakar rogon kadh lia. tutai bandhan
sadh sung paya. Koh Nanak Gur rog mitaya." (4-7-20)

~ HUW till (tfcr;T C\ C\8o)
~ ~ >fTglf ~ ~ II qT}f afar ~ trfu BlOT II
~ afar $ HE" tr30rr II ~
~
~ 11'\11
~ ~ t!TR" j:f j:f
ofu3" HCJT AFaQJ!! itcJft 11'\11 ~ II

aor

mil aor

ore-

ft:JB" ott?>T ~ II WiT ~ ~ crre- ~ II
imo Wtr fIqr ~ II ~ ()TOCf qJfo ijqr ~ 118 119 IRo II

~

¥

Which means : The Lord has bestowed the malady of egoism
on the human being, just as the elephant is suffering with the ailment
of sexual urges. The moth loses its life being burnt due to its love
for the lamp (flame), whereas the deer faces death because of its
love for the musical sound of the hunter's drum.(l)
Everyone, seen around us, is suffering from some ailment,
except the True Guru (True Lord), who is beyond or above these
maladies. (Pause-I)
The Lord saves and protects the person, bestowed with His
Grace, and benevolence, by grasping him with the arms and
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protecting him from this ailment. Once the individual joins the
company of holy saints, he gets emancipated from the worldly
bondage. 0 Nanak ! The Guru enables us to get rid of our malady
of egoim and ignorance, through His Grace."
(ii) Then Guru Nanak Dev has ordained in Asa ki Yaar (Page
466) as follows : -

Siok Mahala 1 (Page 466)
Hoan vitch aya hoan vitch gaya.
hoan vitch jamia hoan vitch moya.
Nanak hukami likhiai lekh.
Jeha vaikhai teha vekh. (1)

RHii Hm¥

C\ II

(Unr Bee)

~ f.rnr ~ ~ f.rnr ~II
~ f.rnr ~ ~ f.rnr ~ II
~ ymft ~ ~II ffiJT ~:§ur ~1I<=t II

Which means : Everyone in the world is being controlled by
his ego and pride, just as man is bom with ego, and faces death
under the effective control of ego. This man gives something to
others or takes something from others under the influence of ego.
Then man performs many actions leading to profits or losses in life,
guided by his egoistic tendencies. He takes recourse to Truth or
falsehood even under the influence of his ego only. Thus all his
actions in life are controlled by egoistic tendencies.

o

Nanak ! The Lord has written our fate on the forehead
according to our past actions as per His Will, but as we perceive
the Lord. He appears to us in the same form. (1 )
(iii) Then Guru Angad Dev (the 2nd Nanak) has further
elaborated the above theme, as follows in Asa Ki Yaar.

Mahala 2 (Page 466)
Homain ehajaat hai hornin karam kamaieh.
homain eiee bandhna phir phir joni paieh.
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homain deeragh rog hai darn bhi iss mahai.
Kirpa karai je apni ta gur ka sabad kamaieh.
Nanak kehai sunoh janoh it sanjam dukh jaieh.(2)
~
~

w

mJW ~ II

(tfot'

See)

iJTf3" fr ~ ~ q}fTfu II
rot irtJoT fm" fm" ~ lJTfu II
uW ~ ~ f&? H;:IDr fuu t:JTfu II
~ ~ Qatr fr ~ fuof3" ~ II
~~
fr ~ it fuB" wfull
faow ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ w ~ q}fTfu'1

aw

(I)TOGf

qj ~ ;::roy fE? H;:IDr ~ ;:pfu II~ II

Which means : The existence of egoism is such that everyone
wants to function within its control. (So that his separate entity
remains intact). then he performs such actions which bind him with
the worldly falsehood.
Now the question arises, what could be the origin ofthis egoism,
and what is its remedy ?
o Nanak ! This egoism is a great malady and its remedy lies
also within it and we pass through the cycle of rebirths as per
Lord's Will, based on our actions. If the Lord's Grace is showered
on us, then we could follow the Guru's guidance or teachings. We
could get rid of ego (homain) by following the Guru's guidance and
acting on Guru's word.(2)
(iv) Then Guru Amar Das (the 3rd Nanak) has ordained as
follows vide Rag Suhi (Page 768).
o Man ! The Lord, who has protected the honour of His saints
throughout the Ages, would protect you also. He alone is a true
saint, who follows the Guru's Will without a murmur, thus burning
the egoism within. The Lord is pleased with the person, who casts
away his pride and ego, through the Guru's guidance(l) This is
given in the original hymn as below :-

Rag Suhi Mahala 3 Ghar 3 (Page 768)
"Bhagat jana ki har jiu rakhai jug jug rakhda aya Ram.
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So bhagat jo Gurmukh hovai homain sabad jalaya Ram.
Homain sabad jalaiya merai har bhaya jis di sachi bani.
Sachi bhagat kareh din rati Gurmukh aakh vakhani.
Nanak bhagat sohai dar sachai jini sacho sach kamaya.( 1)
a'qf

Btit HUW S Ulg S " (tfoT get:)
II <t~Hr8qjd

l{Wfu" II

Bfor

908" ;:JOT oft ufo ~ ~
Bfor 0l:RT ~
jt SOT? if ~ ~ ~ mITe" tiM i fe~ 0T}f II

0T}f II

mITe" tiM' fe~ ~ ufo ~ f,::m- tft wm ~ II
mIT 9OTf3" ~ feo 0T3T ~ »fTfu ~II
~

~ 908" jtufu ~ r i

ft"IoT ffi1 ~ ~ IIct If

It must be understood clearly from above that it is through the
Guru's Word (sabad) alone that egoism is cast away. Once the
egoism is gone, then the Lord gets pleased with the person, But
once the person realizes the Lord's Will, then he does not take any
credit on his ability or efforts as Guru Nanak has stated in Jap Ji (2)
as follows:
(v) "Nanak hukamai ji bujhai ta homain kehai na koiai."
"~~ it §t d ~ ~ 0 cm:1f"
Thus once one realizes and functions as per Lord's Will, then
there is no question of his having any ego or pride.
(vi) Just as Bhagat Kabir has stated in Rag Gouri (Page 338)
as follows : "Jab hum hotai tab tum nahi ab tum hoh hum nahi.
Ab hum tum ek bhai haih ekai dekhat man patiahi.(l)"

dlQal n1Q tit (tfoT SSt:)
~~}f~ MCi! ~I~ IRo I~ct II
ar,:rT 0T}f

~ ~ F()dg~ 3CJO 3'Td'O 0T}f ~ IIct II ~ II

;:nr U}f ~ 3lf ~
))ffl" U}f ~ ~ gog

oruT ))ffl" ~ uy U}f oruT II
ufJ ~ ~ Hg ~lIct If
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Which means: "When I was full of ego, I could not see
anything beyond myself, as such you were very far removed from
me, now you are so close to me as such there is no ego left in me.
a Lord ! Now we both have become a part of the same
sublime soul and I have full satisfaction now when I find You
beside me or I find Your presence within me. (1 )
Guru Nanak Dev has proclaimed vide Rag Gouri Goareri (Page
222) as follows : Homain kartian neh sukh hoiai. Manmat jhoothi sacha soiai.
Saga! vigutai bhavai dei. So Kamavai dhur likhia hoiai. aisa jag
dekhia juari. Sabh sukh mangai Naam bisari. (pause-I)
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Which means: The person, engrossed in his egoism, will never
find peace and joy as our own thinking (of mind) is falsehood and
temporary, while the Lord is the only Truth. But the faithless persons
always get disturbed due to their dual-mindedness, as man
undertakes only those functions which are pre-destined by Lord's
Will.(l)
We find this world like a big gambler who wants to enjoy all
the comforts and pleasures of life, without the support of True
Name. (By forsaking recitation of True Name.) (Paue-I)
(viii) Bhai Gurdas vide Vaar 29, Pouri 13, has stated:
"Homain garb nivariai gurmukh ridai garibi avai gyan mati
ghat chanan, bharm agyan andher mitavai. hoiai nimana dheh pavai
dargah man nimana pavai. Khasmai soiee bhavda, khasmai da jis
bhana bhavai
Sad sangat mil hukam
kamavai. (13)

~ ~t ~ ClS II

(B"el q]de'R tit)
~ foe" ~ ~II

~ 0Ta"g r()iii!lcn~
fap,rro HBT usk ':l1()~1 ~ ~ ~ ~II
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frfu foweT m lR ~ ~ foweT tR" II
lfmf mIT ~ l:fH'H" 'eT' ft:n:r 9IC!T ~ II
J1T(f

Horf3" fHfg ycrl}r ~llct:J

II

Which means :
Let us get rid of our egoism, and entertain humility at heart by
following the Guru's guidance (teachings). Then with the Guru's
knowledge there will be enlightenment of the mind (heart) which
will cast away all our darkness and ignorance of the mind.
Whosoever falls at the Guru's lotus-feet with humbleness, would
find favour at the Lord's court. Infact, the Lord shows His pleasure
and acceptance of the individual, who accepts the Lord's Will and
functions as per His Will.
But all this is possible, when one follow the Lord's Will in the
company of holy saints (holy congregations). (13)
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(d) SUKHDUKH

(COMFORTS AND DISCOMFORTS)
Pleasure and Pain are like the two wheels of a (rath) cart in
life, and the cart of life functions (moves) with the support of both.
We cannot get away from any of them or pleasure and pain.
(i) Guru Nanak Dev has proclaimed vide Rag Suhi (Page 766)
as follows : Mera Man raata gunn ravai man bhavai soiee. Gurki pouri
sach ki sacha sukh hoiee. Sukh sehaj avai sach bhavai sach ki mat
kiu talai. isnan daan sugyan majan aap achhaliou kiu chhalai.
mera man raata gunn ravai man bhavai soiee.( 1)
~ HUW

<t II (tiot"

~ee)

}WHO~qre~HfoRm!t1l

~eft~~eftww~mll
~ eft Hf3" ~ <:F; II
fuR(')ig ~ ~ Ht=J"O "rftr ~ ~ ~ II

Bfu JlU'fir ~ ~ R

'Har HO (JTdT qre ~ Hfo R m!t 1I<:t II
Which means : 0 Brother ! My mind is imbued with the
Guru's teachings. By climbing the ladder of the Guru's guidance,
one attains eternal bliss of life. If a person were to love True Name,
he would gain the joy of life, in the fourth stage of 'Equipoise'
(Sahej), as the true teachings are bound to bear their fruit, resulting
in our merger with Truth.
(ii) Then Guru Arjan Dev (the 5th Nanak) has stated vide Asa
Mahala 5 birharai Ghar 4 (Page 432) as follows : "Sukh dukh ten agya piarai dooji nahi jaie.(3)
Jo tu kraveh so kari piarai avar kichh kehan najaie. (4)
~ Hm'¥ \I F8ads urg 8 isT cit iIf3' II (tfor 8~~)
Jt9 flIfq ~ tit iP03" ~ ~ trfu ~ ~ 1I<:t II
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~ ~ »f1faJl)fT ~ ~ oruT ;::rtfu' I~ II
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Which means : 0 dear friend ! We undergo sufferings or enjoy
comforts at your behest as per Your will (Lord's Will) as there is
no other power whom we could ask for such favours. (3)
o dear Lord! We perform certain actions as directed by You,
as nothing could be achieved without Your will, or dictates.
(iii) Then again Guru AIjan Dev (the 5th Nanak) has remarked
vide Bilawal Mahala 5 (page 848) as follows :
o fortunate persons ! Try to seek the Lord in the company of
the holy saints. Let us always sing the praises of the Lord by
developing His love in the hean. Let us always serve the Lord who
helps us to fulfil all our desires.
(iv) Then again on Page 847 Guru Arjan Dev (5th Nanak) has
proclaimed as follows : -

Bilawal Mahala 5 Chhant Mangal (Page 847)
ik Onkar SatGur Prasad
Slok-Sunder sant dayal prabh sarab sukha nidhi piou. Sukh
sagar prabh bhetiai Nanak sukhi hoat eh jiou.(i)
Chhant-Sukh sagar prabh paiaeai jab hovai bhago Ram. manan
Nanak
maan vanjaieeai har sarni lago Ram
pou sarnaiee Ram
Rai
thir
hoiai
suhago
Ram.(l)
,
fsMI<iM HUW '4

C3' ~ II (Unr at")

Clif"HFdqJd l{Wfe'''

~ II freo Wf3' ~ 'l{9 HCJlr BlfT foftr ~ II
Blf WOTO 'l{9 ~ 0T0"a" trl:it ~ ~ ~ IR II

~" Blf WOTO 'l{9 ~ ';:Jlf ~ N d'Tlf"
wofo HT"§ '@~ I El tH' \Jfcr ~ welt d'Tlf II
(I)TOCf

~ Hd<t1el d'Tlf orre

fug frre ~ d'Tlflflll

Which means : The Lord-benefactor is beautiful serene
(peaceful) and is our True Master, being the fountain-head of all
worldly cOmforts and bliss. 0 Nanak ! This human being enjoys the
eternal bliss by uniting with the ocean of virtues and bliss, the
Lord.(1)
.
Chhant :-When we are fortunate enough, being pre-destined
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by Lord's Will, we could attain the Lord, the ocean of bliss and joy.
o friend! Let us rid ourselves of egoism and seek asylum at the
lotus-feet of the Lord, and cast away our vicious thoughts, by leaving
aside our cleverness and wisdom. 0 Nanak! Let us seek refuge at
the lotus-feet of the Lord so that we do not get separated from the
Lord-spouse. (1)
(v) Guru Arajn Dev (5th Nanak) has proclaimed in Rag Bhairon
(page 1147) as follows :
uSukh nahi bohatai dhan khatai.
Sukh nahi paikhai nirat natai.
Sukhj nahi boh des kamaie.
Sarah sukha(n) har har gunn gaie.(l)
Koh Nanak tumari sarnaiee.
jiu bhavai tiu rakhoh gusaiee. "(4-28-41 )

~ HQW ~ II (tfn'r ctct89)
~ oruT
irfo lfTZ II ~ oruT iN foaf3" mil
~ oruT lIY ~ ~II mra- BlfT ufo ufo ~ ~ II~ II

m

Rl:f ~ ~ ~II Wtr Frarf3" ~ ~liSgidfl

~ ufo ufo ~ QUYIR II~II

cry oroq~ Rd<tielll
~ R ~ 0lfY ~IIB

IRt II 8~ II
Which means: "We cannot feel happy by earning more money
or rejoice at seeing lot of fun and frolic or dances. Neither can we
have peace of mind by having control over many countries but we
could surely enjoy all the bliss of life by singing the praises of the
Lord.(l)
o Brother! We could enjoy peace, eternal bliss and tranquillity
of mind through a peaceful living. It is only through great fortune
that we get the company of the holy saints, and recite Lord's True
Name with the 'Guru's guidance. (pause-I)

o Nanak! I seek refuge at the lotus-feet of the Lord, and pray
for his protection as it pleases Him." (4-28-41)
(vi) Bhagat Kahir has classified in Rag suhi Bani Sri Kahir jiu
and other Bhaktas. Kabir ke. (Page 792)
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Dukh sukh kar kai Kutambh jivaya. marti bar iksar dukh
I=,aya "(2)

a/dlBm J{t ~ ~ 3tI1" ~ m3" cit
II ~ ill (Unr .!)t~)
~

~ B'lf

~fi' Rraqjd

l[Jf'fe'1I

lJfTfu CW" 3H
cfloT II CJT}f cl (')T}f
0" ~ ~ IR II
=

em ~ gz~ i'tlee{el)fT1I H03T tJTO ~ ~ ~IR II

Which means : The persons, who have maintained and looked
after the needs of their family members with lot of hardships and
sufferings, have undergone greater suffering at the time of their
death. (2)
.
(vii) Guru Arjan Dev (the 5th Nanak) has further explained
the root cause of suffering vide Rag Majh (Page 98) as follows : Dukh tade ja visar javai; bhukh viapai boh bidh dhavai.
• ! ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

hirdaipaam dei nirmal kiai Nanak rung rasala jiou. (4-8-15)
)W

mrro

Hm¥ ~ II

(tfir>T
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~II ilf ~ ~ fuftr ~II
~ O'Y' JRT Bftw f;:m- ~ ~ ~ ~II<:t II

rua-e- O'Y' ~,foa}ffi" orre- (')TO« Mar cmrw ~II 8 lit II<:t4 II
Which means : Whenever we forget the Lord, we undergo
various forms of sufferings, as we crave for more worldly
possessions, being discontended. and we wander around collecting
more wealth in an endless effort. 0 Benevolent Lord ! When you
bestow your True Name through your Grace on us, then we feel
happy and contented by inculcating Your True Name.(I)
I am delighted and offer myself as a sacrifice to the True
Guru, who has cut off my chains of bondage. 0 Nanak! The Lord
has cleansed my mind of all evil designs' and sins by bestowing
True Name on me, and purifYing my heart, thus granting me perfect
bliss. oflife. (4-8-15)
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(e) SOHAGANAND DOHAGAN
(Wedded Woman AndSeparated Woman)
Guru Nanak Dev has clarified the distinction between the
blessed ones (faithfuls) and the Rejected ones (faithless) by referring
to the example of Wedded and separated woman.
(i) Guru Ram Das (the 4th Nanak) has explained the definition
of Sohagan (enjoying conjugal bliss) in the following hymn :

Vadhans Mahala 4 (Page 561)
Mera har prabh sunder main saar na jani. hoan har prabh
chhod doojai lobhani. ho~ kiu kar pir kou milio iani.( I)
Jo pir bhavai so suhagan siUee pir kou milai siani. (Pause-I)
tu pir gunnvanta hoau oagunnara. main nirgunn bakhas Nanak

vaichara. (5-2)

i5fuf H'al¥ 8 II (Unr lie ct )
}for ~ t{i Beg H wo 0 ;::rreT II
~~l{9m~8!fic±lll
fua~~~lrclll
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'
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la II
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Which means : My beloved Lord is really beautiful and
charming but I was such a fool that I could never appreciate His
Greatness or true worth. I was always engrossed in the worldly
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falsehood (Maya), having forgotten the Lord-spouse.(l)
Would anyone tell me how could a fool like me unite with my
beloved Lord? The wife, who wins over the love and acceptance of
her spouse, could be considered as the wedded-wife of her beloved
and she alone could unite with her beloved spouse. (Paue-l)
(Just as only the fortunate wedded woman enjoys the bliss of
her spouse) There are very few Guru-minded persons, who have '
enjoyed the bliss of a unison with the Lord-spouse. But I do not
possess any good qualities or virtues, as such I am just like a
discarded (separated) wife. How could I enjoy the bliss of a spiritual
unison with the Lord ?(3)
The Guru-minded person always enjoys the bliss of life in the
unison with the beloved Lord-spouse just as a wedded wife enjoys
the conjugal bliss of her spouse. I am such an unfortunate person
that I am not sure even if the Lord-spouse would accpet me in His
clasp. (4)
o Lord ! May I become worthy of your Grace and enjoy the
bliss of your unison! (5-2)
Just as a wedded wife enjoys the conjugal bliss of her spouse,
provided she finds acceptance with her beloved, similarly a human
being could enjoy the bliss of a unison with the Lord, provided he
finds acceptance at the Lord's court, by following the Lord's Will.
But a dual-minded faithless person, always going against the Will
of the Lord, would not find acceptance at His Court, as such he
would not enjoy the bliss of Lord's unison.
(ii) Then Guru Nanak Dev has ordained vide Rag Suhi (Page
762) as follows:
"Tud gunn mein sabh argunna ik Nanak ki ardas jiu. Sabh rati
sohagani, main dohagan kaiee raat jiu. "(1)

~

em-mfW C\ ~11 (Unr 9~~)

"~ qJe H' ms »1~dl<!i fuel ~ cit ~ ~ II
ms 0T3t RJ'dl<!1 H' eiJidlf~ ~ orfu" ~Ir=t If'

Which means: 0 Nanak ! My only supplication to the Lord is
that I do not possess any qualities. while the Lord is a personification
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of virtues only. May the Lord bestow this separated person, (like
the deserted wife from the spouse), having no experience of the
Lord's love, (while all the wedded women were enjoying conjugal
bliss in the company of their spouses), with sometime in His
company to enjoy Lord's bliss. My whole life has been a sheer
waste. May the Lord grant me the boon of His company for a short
while even (a moment) so as to gain the bliss of life through His
Grace !(I)
(iii) Furthermore Guru Nanak Dev has proclaimed vide Vaar
Suhi M-I (Page 790) as follows :"Sabhai kantai ratian mein dohagan kit. main tan avgan eitrai
khasam na pherai chit.(3)
M-I : "Hoan balhari tin kou sifat jina kai vaat. Sabh raati
sohagani ik mein dohagan raat.(4)
(erG
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Which means : 0 Nanak ! The Lord is the only spouse of all
the human beings, and all the beings seen in the company of the
holy saints in the world are the partners of the Lord-Spouse. All the
. Guru-minded persons are immersed in the Lord-spouse, being
imbued with the love of the Lord.
M-l :-All other Guru-minded persons are also seen as friends
imbued with the Lord's love, whereas 1 am the only unfortunate
person without the presence of my Lord-spouse (like a woman
separated from her spouse) so where will 1 get enlisted or in which
category will 1 be considered? 1 have so many flaws and shortcomings within me that even the Lord-spouse will not care to look
at me.(3)
M-l :-1 would offer myselfas a sacrifice to the Guru-minded
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persons, who are always busy in singing the Lord's praises. All
others are the blessed spouses of the Lord, having imbibed His
love, whereas I am unfortunate being devoid of His love.
o friend! May the Lord make my life also fruitful by bestowing
His love, on this deserted and discredited person ! (like the deserted
woman, winning the love of her spouse.)(4)
The Guru has depicted the human being as the beloved of the
Lord-spouse, but depending on his actual behaviour, he falls into
the category of either sohagan (Gurmukh) wedded wife or dohagan
(Deserted wife) Manmukh.
It should be remembered by the human being that he had been
separated from the Lord-spouse since ages and this is a chance
presented to him to gain unison with the Lord-spouse, there by
being a sohagan.
But most of us remain in the category of deserted wife
(dohagan) as we do not make use of this human life as a means of
reconciliation with the Lord-spouse, thus being accepted as His
truly wedded wife, enjoying the bliss of His conjugal love.
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(j) DEATH
Whosoever is born in this world, has to face death one day,
sooner or later.
(i) Guru Nanak Dev has described the inevitability of death in
Sorath Rag (Page 595) as follows : -

Sorath Mahala 1 Ghar 1 Choupade (Page 595)
"Sabhna mama aya vaichhora sabhnah. Puchhoh jaie siania
agai milian kinah. jin mera sahib visarai vadri vedan tinah.(l) bhi
salahioh sacha soiai ja ki nadir sada sukh hoiai. (Pause)"
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As per Lord) Will death has to be faced by every human
being at some stage of life. Guru Nanak Dev has clarified in the
above hymn as follows :
"All the beings, who are born in this world, have to face death
surely (one day), being separated from their-dear ones, you may
ask some wise men whether there will be any chance of meeting
those separated ones in the next world or not. In any case, all those
persons, who have forsaken the Lord, face lot of suffering and
tribulations.(l )
Let us recite the True Name of the Lord and worship the
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Lord-benefactor, who blesses us with all the benedictions through
His Grace. (pause)

o Nanak ! This human being gets caught in the bondage of
worldly falsehood based on his own sins or vicious actions and gets
into the noose of Yarna, while with virtuous deeds he could cast
away all his afflictions. In fact, .such good actions or virtues only
help the individual in the end. But the persons, without the support
of the Guru, are not received with honour in the Lord's presence,
and are discarded by everyone, and never find peace of mind. (4-1)
(ii) The answer to the problem of death has been furnished by
Guru Amar Das vide Rag Sorath (Page 604) as follows :Sorath Mahala 3 (Page 604)
"Sabad maroh phir jivoh sad hi ta phir maran na hoiee. Amrit
Naam sada man meetha sabdai pavai koiee." (3)
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Which clarifies beautifully how to rid overself of the torture of
the noose of death by following the Guru's guidance.
"0 Brother! Let us attain humility through the Guru's Word
(let us plunge ourselves in meditation of the Guru's word) so that
we may enjoy immortality and never have to face our spiritual
death. But there are some fortunate persons, who are blessed with
the nectar of ~rue Narne through the Guru's word by the Lord's
munificence.(3)
o Nanak! The Lord has reserved this boon of True Name
with Himself and bestows only on those persons, He is pleased
with. "(4-1 )
The physical death will have to be faced by everyone, but we
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should get rid of the "spiritual death" in this life itself, by following
the formula given above by Guru Amar Das. (3rd Nanak).
(iii) Guru Arjan Dev (5th Nanak) has explained in Bavan Akhri
(Rag Gouri) (Page 253) as follows :Siok : "At sunder kuleen chatur mukh gyani dhanwant. Mirtak
kehiai Nanaka jeh preet nahi bhagwant."
~II ""ff3" ~ ~ ~ Hfu ~ ~II
fHcr3q ~ (I)T()W fuy l{tf3" ouT 9dl~a Ir:llt"
Which means: "If someone were beautiful, had a good family
back-ground, or someone were highly intelligent, learned or wealthy.
o Nanak ! Consider that person as worthless as a dead body, if he
did not develop any love for the Lord in his heart."(1 )
We have to face the onslaughts of "spiritual death" in this life,
which could be done away bravely by developing true love of the
Lord-sublime as according to the Guru any individual, without
developing the love of the Lord, is as good as a dead person and
this problem has to be faced with the help of the Guru's word.
Physical death is the normal end of human life, but we suffer
from spiritual death in this life itself
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(g) KESHAS (Unshorn Hair)
Guru Gobind Singh had ordained while transforming the Sikhs
into Khalsa Panth that His followers will henceforth wear unshorn
hair, so as to give them a distinct entity.
The Khalsa was required to maintain five symbols viz. kara,
kachha, kanga, kirpan and keshas, as described by a poet as
follows :"Nishane sikhi een panj harfe kaaf
hargiz na bashad een panj maaf
kara kardo kachh kanga bidan.
Bina kesh hetch ast jumla nishan."
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Which means the symbols of Sikhism comprise of five Ks
which include an iron bangle, kirpan (sword), underwear, a comb
and kesh, but without the keshas (uncut hair) all other symbols are
meaninglesss. (of no consequence).
So it was made incumbant for a transformed Sikh (after
initiation) into the Khalsa Panth by taking amrit (baptism). Now
people have made religion as a matter of convenience, whereas true
religion is not a matter of convenience but faith in the Guru, which
necessitates certain obligations and restrictions on the part of the
disciple, to have a sense of belongingness by adhering to a certain
uniform and code of conduct with certain do's and dont's.
There are two parts of an individual viz physical and spiritual.
The objective of an individual in life is not purely spiritual, that
is to attain unison with the Prime-soul; but also to fulfil certain
other social, political, ethical, aesthetical obligations which might
impose certain restrictions on the individual, (physical restrictions)
to attain uniformity of purpose.
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Guru Gobind Singh imposed on the Khalsa certain social and
political obligations apart from the spiritual.needs of the soul.
Now the basic philosophy under Lord's Will (hukam) is that
the Master's ordains are to be accepted in good faith, without any
questioning, and then only the disciple (devotee) could be considered
to be true to his faith, and to the master. Now Guru Gobind Singh
made 'Keshas' as a physical necessity of an individual to conform
to the rule of the Khalsa belongingness. The disciple, to be a true
follower of the Guru, is required to submit to his 'Will' (ordains)
with complete self-surrender which does not leave him any choice
of keeping unshorn hair or not, as it was made imperative. Just as
after Guru Gobind Singh's mortal life, it was made compulsory for
the sikh to have full faith in Sri Guru Granth Sahib, (Guru's word)
as Sabad Guru,·and the Guru gave it as a 'command' saying "Sabh
Sikhan ko hukam hai Guru maniou Granth."
Similarly it was an ordain of the Guru for the Sikhs to have a
certain identity of their own to be a part of •Khalsa Panth' by
maintaining unshorn Hair, all other symbols, being secondary.
Now these symbols were not to be considered as part of
"spiritual requirements" as enshrined in Guru Granth Sahib, which
were meant for spiritual upliftment of the Guru's followers.
But to meet certain socio-Political obligations, just as opposing
the oppression of any oppressor in any form was the duty of the
Khalsa alongwith his spiritual attainment through the Guru's word,
by following the dictates of Guru Granth Sahib.
So both the functions of an individual, physical and moral,
necessitated the imposition of certain restrictions, leading to the
birth of a saint-soldier, the Khalsa.
(a) As a saint, he is to follow the dictates of Guru Granth
Sahib, the Guru's word, as the living Guru of the Khalsa.
(b) As a soldier, he is required to wear a certain uniform to
belong to the Khalsa force for challenging any type of
Oppression on the weak from any comer (source). Let us not
forget the motto of Guru Gobind Singh as enshrined in Dasam
Granth, which will be our guide in the physical w(\rld (for socioeconomical duties).
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"Deh Shiva bar mohai ehai shubh karman te kabhun na taroon.
Na daroon or soan jab jaie laron nische kar apni jeet karoon.
Or Sik hoan apnai hi man ko eh Ialach Hoan gunn tun uchroon.
Jab av ki audh nidhan banai at he ran mein tab jhoojh maroon. "
"~ ~ 130 HJ fuj B9 aoHO 3" cnrJ "0 ~I
=
OT ~ l)fO if ;::Jlf ;:ve- ~ ~ C«f ~ ;:fta" ~ I
l)fO fuq fro ~
HO ~ fuu wmr ~ ~ ~ ~I
;::Jlf ~ ott »fq fowo ~ »{3"
~ l7 ~ ;:w ~ II"
=
Which means :
"0 Lord! May I be blessed with this boon (in life) not to fight
shy of performing good deeds and whenever I would proceed to the
battle field, let me face the enemy without fear and fight with this
faith, that I will surely come out successful in this battle (of life).
May I guide my mind (through Guru'ss Grace) to perform and
think of good deeds only ! When my end comes near, I would
prefer to die fighting in the battle field. "
With this motto before a Sikh, it becomes essential for him to
maintain his identity with unshorn Hair "as a Khalsa"

m-

m-
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CHAPTER-In

SAT SANGAT (HOLY CONGREGATIONS)
Sat Sangat or holy congregations form a very important part in
the life of a Sikh. (Guru's follower).
(i) Guru Nanak Dev has defined the (Sat Sangat) holy
congregations as follows : -

Sri Rag Mahala 1 Ghar 3 (Page 72)
"Sat Sangat kaisi janiai. Jithai eko Naam vakhaniai. eko Naam
hukam hai Nanak, satgur dia bujhaie jiu. "(5)

II

fJrcJl 0TqJ'. HaW I:l usg

~ II

(tinT "I:l-" ~ )

t:tfl Hfacnd t.{R'fu' II

;1"a1T ~~II ~ ~~ ~II
3CJT ~"O ~

FI"3"

BOfar Hftg- ~ ~II<:t II

fuJrf3" ~ ~ II ft:I't Eel OTH" ~ II

Eel OTH" ~ ~ (I)TO'a" HFaqj Fa ~ ~ ~ 11411
~~~~

(I)TO'a"

~ ffi-f1'fi? ~ IR 1I<:t II

Which means: "How am I to describe the (Sat Sangat) "True
assembly of saints" ? Except as the place of worship, where only
True Name of the Lord is being recited.
o Nanak ! The Lord has betowed on us "His Edict of True
Name "only, which has been understood by me through the Guru's
guidance only."
The third pillar of Sikhism is "Sat Sangat" or "Holy
congregations" or "Assembly of Holy saints" wich is the only
source of inspiration for reciting True Name which leads us towardss
unison with the Lord.
'Meditation' in secluision was very prevalent in India, but an
individual's effort at concentration (single handed) at the Lordsublime by meditating on Him leads one towards egoism or egoistic
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tendencies. But the Lord' realization is possible only when this
egoism, "I-am-ness", is got rid of completely. The Guru has
declared.
(ii) "Homainjaiee ta(n) kant samaiee." i.e. the Lord will reveal
Himself in the body (soul) where egoism (I-am-ness) has been cast
away completely.
The soul and Prime-soul are both present within the human
body, but separated from each other by a thin wall of egoism. Now
this wall of egoism could only be eliminated or destroyed provided
an individual follows the Lord's Will with complete self-surrender.
This has already been explained under (second) pillar II. Now the
place, best suited for eliminating this thin wall (partition) of
separation between the soul and Prime-soul is the 'holy
congregations' (Sat Sangat).
It is the 'holy congregations' or the 'assembly of holy saints',
which will help us to rid ourselves of egoism by getting in touch
with holy saints, who are engaged in the recitation of True Name.
Now egoism could be alleviated only by becoming the dust of holy
saints or getting in touch with the holy dust of the lotus-feet of the
saints, present in the holy congregations. The main benefit, gained
in the company of holy saints, is the negation of one's self, (I-amness). Unless one gets over one's ego of self-importance, even
while meditating on the True Lord in seclusion; but in a holy
congregation, there are so many others, who are much better
qualified to gain unison with the Lord, as Guru Nanak Dev has
suggested in Rag Suhi Mahala 1 (KuCJtaji) (page 762) as follows : (iii) "Munjh kuchaji amavan dosrai hoan kiun soh ravan jaou
jiu. ik du ik charandian koun janai mera Nao jiu."
Which clarifies that "How could I approach my Lord-spouse
for enjoying His company when I possess no qualities, having all
the flaws and shortcomings in me, which cannot be accounted for,
just like the wedded woman forsaking her 'Spouse. Infact, the Lordspouse has many more beautiful beloved ones (devotees) surrounding
Him to placate Him. Who would know my name even? (as I may
be completely unknown there).
In the holy congregations (Sat Sangat) I, as an individual, have
no separate entity which helps one to rid oneself of the. sense of
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egoism as stated above, while there are many more devotees, much
better suited to gain unison with the Lord, as compared to me, who
is full of flaws and shortcomings.
(iv) Then Guru Ram Das (4th Nanak) has ordained as
follows : -

Rag Suhi Mahala 4 Ghar 1 (Page 731)
..Sat sangat utam satgur keri gunn gavai har prabh ke. har
kirpa dhar mailoh. Sat sangat hum dhoveh pug jan ke. "(2)
~ ~ )«JHT 8 U@ ~ (tioT 9fJ~)

~fi' RFaqjd l{R'fe' II

Hfo 0T}f 0T}f- ~ dTO
~ dTO
dTO ct II
-= "H3" fraTf3' ~ RFacttd ctaT ~ ~ ufo l{9 ct II
ufo ftmrT trf<J ~ H3" fraTf3' UH ~ trOT ffi') ct IR II
Which means: Such Guru-minded persons sing the praises of
the Lord in the company of the holy saints (True Guru). 0 Lord!
May we be bestowed with the company of holy saints through your
grace so that we could wash the lotus-feet of the holy saints.(2)
(v) Furthermore Guru Amar Das (the 3rd Nanak) has
proclaimed vide Rag Maru (Page 1068) that "we cannot realize the
value of the true company of holy saints without the Guru's guidance
and thus cannot cross this ocean of life successfully. The so~l of
such a Guru-minded person, who sings the praises of the Lord in
the state of equipoise day and night, is merged by the Lord with
His Prime-soul." ( 12)
It is important to note clearly that the meeting between the
follower and the Guru, through the Grace of the Lord,· can only be
arranged in the company of holy saints (holy congregations) or Sat
Sangat. The Guru abides in the company of holy saints, in fact, the
Lord also abides there only as stated by the Guru.
"Vitch sangat har prabh vasai jiu."
"RfufraTf3' ufo l{9 ~ ~II"
(vi) Then Guru Ram Das (the 4th Nanak) has termed the Sat
Sangat as the place of learning vide kame ki vaar Mahala 4 Pouri
(8) (page 1316) as follows :
"Har agam agochar agam har kiun har har darsan pikha Kachh
vakhar hoiai so varniai tis roop na rikha. jis bujhaie aap bujhaie dei
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soiee jan dikha Sat sangat Satgur chatsal hai jit har gunn sikha
dhan dhan so rasna dhan kar dhan so padha satguru jit mil har
likha "(8)
~ (~cit ~ Hm¥ 8)

(tinT C\~C\e)
ufcT ~ ~ ~ ufcT ~ cffir ufo ~ fWT II
en;
~
frfu Jf- ~ fuJr- =(J1.f 0 fcJl:fT II
ft:JB" ~ ))fTfu ~ ~ mft t=lg fuw II
R3RdiFa RFa<ljd ~<::RI8 ~

ffi? ufcT ~ fi:wll

l:l?? lio B" 0Ji0T irg ~ lio B" WW
R ra <lj~ ffi? fi.ff8" ufcT f81fT lit II
Which means: "How could we perceive that limitless Lord,
who is beyond our comprehension and too deep for a probe ? The
Lord is without any form, sign or symbol and cannot be described
by us, as he does not possess any particular form (shape). The
person, who is blessed with Lord's Grace is enabled to perceive the
Lord, and realises the secret of the Lord, if it pleases Him.
The company of holy saints (Sat sangat) is the place oflearning
(school) where we could learn the knowledge of the Lord, including
His virtues. Blessed is the tongue, including the hands, and we
salute the teacher also, in whose company we could try to describe
the indescribable Lord. "(8)
(vii) Then Guru AIjan Dev has classified the importance of
Sadh Sangat (holy congregations) vide Rag Basant (Page 1182) as
follows :"Tis tu save jin tu kia tis aradh jin jiou dia.
je loreh sada sukh bhaiee. Sadhu sangat gureh bataiee.
uha japiai kewal Naam. Sadhu sangat pargrarn.(3)
Nanak Gur mil gaie gunnna. "(4-8)

UJl3" Hm¥ II II (tinT

C\C\ 1: ~ )

fuJr- "0
= Rk ft:Ifo "0
= cft))fT II fuJr- ))f'ij'Tfq ft:Ifo ;::ftt1
- ~ II
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ufo ci1aao Hfu ~ YO'" II ()TOGf ~ fHfi? 0JTfu qJOT lIB lit II
Which means : 0 Man ! Let us serve the Lord who has created
us and worship Him, who has blessed us with this 'body and soul'.
Let us become slaves (devotees) of the True Master, and recite
True Name.(I)
It is the fortunate person alone, pre-destined by the Lord's
Will, who attains the highest state of bliss in life. (pause-I)

o Brother ! If you are in search of permanent peace and joy,
then the company of holy saints is the only answer, as revealed by
the Guru. The company of holy saints enables us to cross the ocean
of life successfully. 0 Nanak ! The greatest knowledge of man
comprises self-realisation and meditation of the Lord, which is the
true worship. The greatest worship consists of singing His praises,
and we could always worship Him in the company of the Guru, (in
holy congregations). (4-8)
(viii) Guru Amar Das (the 3rd Nanak) has brought out clearly
the mode of holy congregations in Rag Maru (Page 1068) as
follows : Satgur bajhoh sangat na hoiee.
bin sabde paar na paie koiee.
sehjai gunn gavai din niti joti jot milaya. (12)

H'f HUW ~ II (tinT C\o~'t)
~ 9OJ3T *Y ~II 90S" Al'S'iJFo HW ~ mil
Rfait/a ~ ~

~~~

7)

RQ

~II fllg mR-lJTO 7) ~ (jefll
CJTdT;lal ~ ~'JC\~ II

Which means : We cannot realise the value ofthe true company
of holy saints without the Guru's guidance and thus are unable to
cross this ocean of life successfully. The soul of such a Guruminded person, who sings the praises of the Lord in the state of
equipoise day and night is merged by the Lord with His Primesoul.(12)
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(ix) Then again Guru Nanak Dev has stated beautifully vide
Ramkali ki Vaar (page 956) as follows : -

Siok Mahala 1 (Ramkali ki vaar) (Page 956)
"Sarwar hans dhure hi mela, Khasmai evai bhana Sarvar anOOr
hira moti so hansa ka khana bagula kaag na rehaiee sarvar je hovai
at siana.
Sach kamane sacho paieeai koarai koara mana. Nanak tin ko
satgur miliya jina dhure peya parvana." (l) (21).
~

c\ II (~ cit ~)
~ frJr yij" tit Hw lfJM ~ ~ II
)fiIW

(Uor t~e)

~ ~ \flaT Hal it fuv &T ~II
~ ~ (') 0JeT ~;l ~ lJff3" ~II
W~(')~ml~~~11

Jffi:r~~~¥~~11
0T0Cr

f30 &" RFaqjd

~

ft:JOT yij" l)w l.Jd~I<t1 II~ IR~ II

Which means: (Birds of a feather flock together). The Guru
minded persons are enabled to join the company of holy saints (or
holy congregations) like the swans at the Mansarovar lake, as per
the Lord's Will and as it pleases Him. The jewels and gems of True
Name are lying in the lake of (in the company of) holy saints,
which is the food (for thought) of these holy men. The faithless
persons, with all their cleverness (wisdom) do not relish the company
of holy saints, just as the crows and cranes do not love their stay at
Mansarovar. Such faithless persons do not find the company of
holy saint as pleasant and lovable, as they are interested in vicious
and sinful actions. Whosoever is engaged in Truthfulness, attains
the True Lord, while faithless persons are engrossed in worldly
falsehood with pride. 0 Nanak ! The persons, who are fortunate
enough and pre-destined by Lord's Will, have been united with the
True Lord through His Grace. (1)
(x) Then Guru Ram Das (the 4th Nanak) has clarified the
value of holy congregations (Sadh sangat) as follows :
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Asa Mahala 4 (Page 368)
"Satsangat miliai har sadhu mil sangat har gunn gaie. gyan
rattan balili ghat chanan agyan andhera jaie.(l) har jan nachoh har
har dhiaie. aisai sant mileh merai bhaiee, hum jan ke dhovaih paie"
(pause-I)
8 " (tinr ~~t:)
RaHal Fa ~ ufo Wtr II
Acnfa" ufo ore
arrfu II
=
~03O~Ulfc~II~~~IRII
ufo i1<'i" ~ ufo ufo ~ \I ~ 'Ra" fHgfu H% srtrr II
U}f i1<'i" ~
1J1'fu" 119 II ~ II
))f'W' )fiJW

m

m-

Which means :-Let us join the company of holy saints and
then sing the praises of the Lord in the company of holy
congregations (sangat). Once the light of knowledge illumines our
innerselves (with the jewel of True Name) the darkness of ignorance
disappears completely.( I)
o Brother ! Let us dance in the service of the Lord by reciting
Lord's True Name. In case, we were to meet such holy saints,
engaged in the Lord's service, we would wash their lotus feet and
serve them (out of devotion). (Pause-I)
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Under the third Pillar of Holy Congregations (Sadh Sangat).
The following topics are clarified under subheadings (a) to (t) as
shown :(a) Prayer (Ardas)
(b) Kirtan (Devotional Singing)
(c) Service (Seva)
(d) Grace (Nadar)
(e) Detachment (Vairag)
(t) Humility

(a) ARDAS (PRAYER)
1Hdeifjj
The efficacy of 'prayer' (ardas) can only be experienced by
any individual; Infact, during the lifetime of every individual, a time
comes when the prayer to the Lord Almighty is made in right
earnest and it is heard and answered by the Lord instantly. The
concentration required for an earnest prayer has to come from within
the soul, so that the prime soul, abiding close to it, could be
approached without any doubt or delay. It is only our lack of faith
and earnestness that in most cases the prayer is not responded or
heard, otherwise a genuine request made to the Lord Almighty is
listened to and responded by Him immediately. Just as Daropadi
after clamouring for help from the five Pandvas and many acharyas
like Daronacharaya, Kirpacharaya and Bhisham Pitama, she finally
appealed to Lord Krishna and in a moment he provided the necessary
cover to her, as her prayer was heard instantly when made with
earnetnes to the Lord.
(i) Guru Amar Das (the 3rd Nanak) has ordained as follows : -

(Pouri) Vaar Gujri Mahala 3 (Page 517)
"Prabh paas jan ki ardas tu sacha smee.
Tu rakhvala sada sada hoan tudh dhiaiee.
Jia jant sabh teria tu reha samaiee.
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Jo daas terai ki ninda kare tis maar pachaiee.
Chinta chhad achint raho, Nanak lag paiee." (21)

~ (~wtral}f: :3)
"1.{9

(Uot-

~~9)

tfTfi:r ffi') ott ~ g m:JT WEt II

3" ~ H"e'" H"e'" ~ 3fq ~ II
=

ms 3fdw g- ofuw
~II
it ~ ~ ott ftii"eT ~ f3B" wfo ~ II
~ sfs ~ ~
mar 1.Pit IR~ II"

~~

()T'("')Cf

Which means: 0 Lord! You are our true master, and our
prayers are addressed to you alone. You are our protector and
would protect us against all calamities, so I always meditate on
You. All the beings of the world have been created by You and You
are pervading in all the beings equally. 0 Lord ! The person, who
uses slanderous language against Your saints, is punished by You.
Nanak! Let us get over all our worries and other worldly
considerations by seeking refuge at the lotus feet of the Guru and
be free from all sorts of afflictions. (21)
(ii) Then again Guru Arajn Dev (5th Nanak) has remarked
vide Poun (6) Vaar Gujari (Page 519) as follows : "Jia ki birtha hoiai so Gur peh ardas kar.
Chhod sianap sagal man tan arp dhar.
poojoh gurke peir, durmat jaie jar.
Sadh jana kai sung bhvjal bikham tar.
Savoh satgur dev agaie na maroh dar.

o

So laga satgur save ja kou karam dhur. "(6)

~ (~cu;:ral H": 8)

(Uot-

~~t)

~ ott fl:ra'w ~ B' ~ tefu ~ afo II
~ ~ ~, Hg 30 »fOftr tJfo II
~~c}Ua,~wfumoll
Wtr ;:JOT Rfar iHh4 ~ fulQr oftr II
~ HfdQ)d ~"ffit 0 HOY mall

ct

j:f crnr HfdQ)d ~;:rr ~ ~ WollE II
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Which means : 0 Brother! Let us surrender our body and soul
to the Lord, forgetting our cleverness and intelligence. We should
pray and express our mind's condition to the Guru and worship his
lotus-feet so as to wash away the filth of our dirty mind. Let us
swim across the dreadful ocean of life by reciting Lord's True
Name in the company of holy congregations. 0 Brother! We would
serve the True Guru like a god so as to escape spiritual death, due
to fear of Yama (God of death) The Lord bestows all the blessings
and happiness on persons with ignorant minds in no time, who
attain peace of mind by reciting His True Name. However, few
fortunate and pre-destined Guru-minded persons are enabled by
the Lord's Grace to engage themselves in the service of the Guru,
thus getting imbued with the love of the Lord.(6)
(iii) Then again Guru Arjan Dev (the 5th Nanak) has guided
us vide Vadhans Mahala 5 (page 562) as follows :
"Tu beant ko vida janai. Gurprasad ko sabad pachhanai.(1)
Sevak ki ardas piarai. lap jiva(n) prabh charan tumarai. (Pause-I)
Mohai nirgun gunn kichhu na jata. Nancl.k sadhu dekh man
nita." (4-3)
<iSdR Hm¥ ~ (tfor ~~~)
"~~ &" ~ ~II QJO l.{WR" &"
~lIct II
~cit~~II;:rfu~t[9~~lIctll~1I

mm:

HfJ f()ddl~
Bfu" HO ij'T3T 18 IS II"
- ~
- feR"
= 0" t:fT3T II ~ Wtr
=Which means: 0 True Master! You are limitless and so great,
that no one could comprehend You. It is only few Guru-minded
persons, who could realize Your secrets and greatness, but it is
only through the Guru's Grace that one could really understand
Lord' secrets, thus realise the meaning of the Guru's word. (1)
(0 Lord! I offer myself as a sacrifice to You. I am always
seeking your support everywhere, whether in this world or hereafter.)
o beloved Lord ! My only prayer to you is that I may always
enjoy the bliss of life by reciting your True Name by taking refuge
at your lotus-feet (pause- I)
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o Lord! I have inculcated Your love in my heart in the company
of holy saints, and I am always immersed in Your True Name thus
finally merging with You. (4-3)
(iv) Guru Arjan Dev (the 5th Nanak) has further elucidated
that the best prayer to the Lord would be for seeking the boon of
True Name, as stated in the following hymn.

Suhi Mahala 5 (Page 741)
··Pekhat chakhat kehiat andha suniat suniai nahi. nikat vasat
kou janai doorai papi paap kamahi.(I)
So kichh kar jit chhuteh prani. har har Naarn jap arnrit bani.
(Pause-I)
Nanak ki ardas suneejai. doobat pahan prabh rnerai leejai.(514-20)

~

)fiJW

4"

(t.fnT "8 ct )

tn:kr ~ ~))ftp- ~ ~ OTUTII
foafc ~
lJ11it Wtf ~11c{ If
- crt1- ~ ~
::
jl ~ em ~ ~ lfCJ'7iT II
ufo ufo ~ ;:rfu ~ lfTOT Ir<\ II ~ II
~ctt~~11
~ tfTJO 1.W Ha' mill./ IIC{BIRo II

Which means :

o Ignorant Man ! How is it that being able to understand and
see everything yourself, you are still behaving like a blind fool and
are engrossed in worldly pleasures, listening to the vicious and
sinful language, while ignoring the nectar of Guru's word (Gurbani)
in praise of. the Lord ? 0 Sinner ! The Lord and Death, which are
very near to you, are not seen by you, considering them as distant
entities, as such you are committing sins.(I)
o Man ! Try to perform such actions with full efforts, which
could release you from the worldly bondage. The best act for you
would be to recite Lord's True Name by singing (the nectar of) the
Guru's word. (Pause-I).
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o Man

! You are completely engulfed by the love of sexual

desires, anger, and greed, and are fast sinking into the deep well of
(worldly quagmire of) falsehood like a mound of sand.(4)
o Nanak ! May the Lord listen to my prayers! I am drowning
like a stone in this worldly ocean of life! May the Lord protect me
from this ordeal. (5-14-20)
(v) Further Guru AIjan Dev (the 5th Nanak) has ordained as
follows : -

Suhi Mahala 5 (Page 736)
.. Doai kar jor karon ardas. tudh bhavai ta aneh raas. Kar kirpa
apni bhagati laie. Jan Nanak prabh sada dhiae." (4-2)

!FJl HQW' II II (tfnr , ~e )
cit3T ~ it l.{9 ~" ~ fao ~ orul &full
~ QO ~ ~ ~II ~ ~ '3T ~ ormll
em fcmp- ~ 9a'13T wfu II ffiI) 0T0Cf ~ R'e"'" ~ lIB IR II
Which means :-The central theme of the above hymn is given
by the stanza under (Pause-I) as follows : o Lord-benevolent! We have sought refuge at Your lotus-feet
and depend on Your support alone. There is no other power capable
of sustaining us all. (Pause-I)

o Lord! I always beseech You with folded hands but You are
prepared to accept my prayers only when it pleases You. Then I am
enabled (through your grace) to engage myself in your worship,
when You are (willing to) accept my prayers. (4-2)
(But a prayer with full faith and single-mindedness is always
accepted by the Lord.)
(vi) Then again Guru Amar Das (the 3rd Nanak) has ordained
us to beseech the Lord vide Rag Dhanasari (page 666) as follows : . "Hum bhikhak bhaikhari terai tu nijpat hain daata hoh dayal
Naam deho mangat jan kou sada rahou rung rata".( I)
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Bhanit Nanak bharam pat khulai Gur parsadi janiil. Sachi liv
higi hai bheetar satgur siun man mania. (3-1-9)
G'qJ' Q(i)iRal HUW ~

wg

811

(tW ~~~)

ctfl Hfaqjd ~ II

U}f

~ ~ 3a" 3" fot:r ufu 5" ~ II
=

~ ~ ~ ~ Hara" ffiI) ~ JRT ~ afar <JTdT lretll
~ ar8~Jia ~ ~ 3% ()1}f ~ II
0f0e woe ~ qr ~ ~ 0" ~
mlretll~11
:::
-

sofa" (')T(I)"Q 9O}f lR" ~ QJO ~ ;::rrfo))fT II
wet fiw woft ~ slofa HF3<ljd ~ Hg HTfol,rr IS lretllt II
Which means :-"0 Lord! We are like Your beggars, seeking
your favours and You are True Master bestowing Your benedictions
on us. May I be blessed with your True Name through Your grace
so that I am always imbued with the love of your True Name.(l)

o

Nanak ! All my doubts and misgivings (including dualmindedness) have been cast away and clarified through the Guru's
Grace, thus realising the Lord. Having imbibed the love of the
Guru with faith and devotion I have developed true love of the
Lord in my heart, thus reciting True Name always. (3-1-9)
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(b) KlRTAN (DEVOTIONAL SINGING)
Guru Nanak Dev has categorically declared that a unison with
the Lord-sublime is possible only through the recitation of True
Name. (Naam Simran) and to achieve this wUon, the mind is required
to be at peace and meditating on the Lord with full concentration.
The most simple and novel method was designed by Guru Nanak
Dev, by singing the praises of the Lord with single mindedness. For
this purpose, he took Rababi Mardana (a muslim rebeck player)
alongwith him, during his sojourns to various lands in India and
beyond. During the period of Guru Arjan Dev (5th Nanak) due to
an emergency created by these rababis (bards), he exhorted the
sikhs to take to music themselves, so by now the whole community
is blessed with the boon of Kirtan for recitation of Gurbani.
Infact, Kirtan is being performed in Darbar Sahib Amritsar
(Golden Temple Arnritsar) throughout the day and night except for
a short break at night. So now kirtan (singing Gurbani) forms a
major part of Sikh Prayer' to the Lord Almighty.
(i) Guru Arjan Dev (the 5th Nanak) has ordained us as
follows : -

Ramkali Mahala 5 (Page 893)
"Ratan jawehar Naam. Sat Santokh gyan.
Sookh sehaj dayaka pota har bhagtan hawalai hota.( I)
Kirtan nirmolak heera Anand gunni geheera.
anhad bani poonji. Santan hath rakhi koonji. (2)
Dayal Purkh Nanak ardas. har meri vartan har meri raas." (424-35)
~ HUW '-III
"030 ~

.

Ol}f II

(Uot'

'tt~)

~ ~ for>,fTO,1

~ RUM ~ W WII

ufcr 9Of3T ~ ~11911
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~(JT}f~~1I
lfT3" lfOfu ~ -afc "0 ~

ni? mit ofo t1'd ~'d 119 II ~ II
l

onddo ~ ulcJr II ~ ~ crrdtor II
~ ~ tf;::ft II >l3o Olr 0Tlit a-;:rr II~ II

=

=

~YCJlf~~11
ufo H'at ~dde ufo Herr orfJrll8l1~811~411

Which means : The holy saints are in possession of the jewel
of True Name alongwith truthfulness, contentment and knowledge,
which is bestowed on them by the Lord. They enjoy the bliss and
joy of life alongwith equipoise and the treasure of benevolence, as
True Name is the fountain-head of all virtues.(l)
The kirtan (songs sung) in the praise of the Lord are like the
invaluable jewel and nectar (blessed by the Lord), which impart the
eternal bliss through the ocean of virtues bestowed by the Lord.
The capital investment within us is like the all-pervasive music of
Nature, while the key to all these valuable possessions is kept with
the holy saints.(2)
The person, who has been blessed with all the virtues (like
True Name) through His Grace, has attained the treasure of Lord's
True Name, in the company of holy saints. 0 Nanak ! Our prayer to
the Lord-benefactor is that we may utilise this wealth (True Name)
which is my principal amount, in the business oflife. (4-24-35)
(ii) Then again, Gruru Arjan Dev (5th Nanak) has remarked
vide Suhi Mahala 5 (page 749).
"Mukat bhugat jugat ten seva jis tu aap kraieh.
taha baikunth jeh kirtan tera, tu aapai sarda laieh. (2)
Kurban jaiee us vela sohavi jit tumrai duarai aya.
Nanak kou prabh bhaie kirpala satgur poora paya. (4-8-55)

!Fit ){Ql¥ ~ " (tinT "at)
l.fTdlFJH l.«JlfRo Rrd(Dd )){Ti! Ci(d~~ i d I II
~ ~ 3al ~

war ~ ~ ~ ar8~'d' lret II
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~

samr ;::rayf3" 3aT Wer f;:m" 3" "fTfu Old Fe Fu II
i

~ teio;:ru-ciIddo
-- ~ 3"
= nril" ~ wFeFu IR II·
gdij'~ ;:r-eT~W~ffi?~~~1I
?)T'()Cf ~ t[9
~ A Fd<!!~ ~ ~ 118 lit 11l/L/ II
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Which clarifies the importance of Kirtan (singing praises of
the Lord) as follows : o Brother ! There is no distinction between the Lord and the
True Guru, and the Lord is ever-existent and controls everything
happening in the world. I would seek the dust of the lotus-feet of
the Lord like a slave and would offer myself a sacrifice to His
gIimpse.{l )
o Lord! The place, where your praises are being sung (through
Kirtan) is like the heaven. It is only through Your Grace, that we
develop faith and confidence in singing Your praises through the
Guru's word (Kirtan).(2)
o Lord ! I would offer myself as a sacrifice to the opportune
time, when through the Guru's guidance, I 'came to Your abode.
(Your presence)'. 0 Nanak ! I get united with the True Guru when
the Lord blesed me with His Grace. (But all this has been possible
through the efficacy of Kirtan (singing Lord's Praises) through the
grace of the Lord and Guru's guidance). (4-8-55)
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(c) SERVICE (SEVA)
Service of the humanity in some form or the other forms an
important part of the holy congregations (Sat Sangat); infact it
forms the basic qualification towards spiritual attainments.
The best example set before us was performed by Guru Amar
Das (the 3rd Nanak) who came in contact with Guru Angad Dev
(the 2nd Nanak) at the age of 62. Then he served the master (2nd
Guru) for 12 years without any reservations, when due to his long
cherished service and other qualities of head and heart, he was
annointed as the 3rd Guru by Guru Angad Dev at the ripe age of
74 and he remained at the helm of Sikh faith (as 3rd Nanak) for
almost 22 years and placed the universal message of Guru Nanak
Devon a firm footing by setting up 22 dioceses at various places.
His untiring service of Guru Angad Dev for twelve long years is an
outstanding example of service (seva), for us to emulate.
Infact, service (seva) is a pre-requisite for attaining spiritual
heights by ridding oneself of one's egoism (homain) without which
one cannot attain the bliss of True Name.
(i) Guru Amar Das (the 3rd Nanak) has explained the true
form of service in the following hymn :

Gujri Mahala 3 (Page 490)
"Har ki tum seva karoh dooji seva karoh na koiai ji.
har ki seva te manoh chindia phal paieeai, dooji· seva janam
birtha jaie ji.( I)
har meri preet reet hai har meri katha kahani ji.
Gur prasad mera man bheejai eha save bani jiu. (pause-I)
~ Hm¥ ~ II (Uor eta)
ufo ott d}f
W qau- ~
W ~- 0
;:ttll
=
ufo ott ~ 3" HOY ~ ~ ~II
~ W i=I?)}f flmp- ;::rrfu ;:tt II<:t II
=
-

m
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vfa" HaT t{tf3" alf3" ~ ufo HaT ~ ~ ;:IT II
qJO t[Wfu HOT HO itR w ~ rn ~ 1I<t II ~"
"Which means: 0 Brother! Let us serve the Lord only, as the
service of others (gods and goddesses) is not worth while as we get
all our desires fulfilled through the service of the Lord, whereas the
life is wasted in serving others. My only love is for the Lord and,
all my discourses are based (directed) on the Greatness and praises
of the Lord-sublime. It is through the Guru's Grace that I am
imbued with the love of the Lord (in my heart) and His service
alone has enamoured me. (Pause-I)
(ii) Then Guru Arjan Dev (5th Nanak) has further clarified the
objectives of Service (seva) as follows :
Asa Mahala 5 (Page 391)
Anik bhant kar seva kariai. jiu pran dhan agai dhariai.
pani pakha karon taj abhiman. anik bar jaieeai kurban.( 1)
Nimakh nimakh ehi aradhou. dinas rein eh seva sadhou. Bhaie
kirpal gopal Gobind. Sadh sung Nanak bakhsind. (4-33-84)
))fTRT )fiRi5T

4 II

mo w

(tioT ~ t ct )

~ gif3'
~II ~ l.fO 119 ~ ~II
tfTOT trl:fT ~ 3f;::r ~" ~ tfTO ~ gdij i <} ,,~ II

foHl:r foHl:r Fur ~II fuoB" ~ ~ W ~II
~ ~ qr.rrg ~II wq Hfur ~ ~11811:J~

11t811

Which means : Let us serve the Guru-minded persons by all
means, offering our body and soul at their service. Let us serve
them (by bringing water) as water carriers and fanning them, by
getting rid of our egoism, and offer ourselves as a sacrifice to them
many times.{l)
We would prefer to be the slave (water carriers) of the slaves
of such persons, and remain in their service, being the dust of their
lotus-feet. But it is through great fortune, as pre-destined by Lord's
Will, that we could get their company and merge with the Lord
through love and devotion.(2)
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o

Nanak ! I am always praying for serving the Lord every
moment and render any service to Him by day and night. It is only
when the Lord bestowed His grace on us that we were blessed
with the company of holy saints, thus uniting with the Lord. (4-3384)
(iii) Further more Guru Amar Das (the 3rd Nanak) has ordained
as follows : -

Siok Mahala 3 (Rag Sorath Vaar M-4) (Page 644)
Satugur ki seva saphal hai je ko karai chit laie.
man chindia phal pavna, homain vichoh jaie.
Bandhan torai mukat hoiai, sachai rehai samaie.
Iss jag mein Naam alabh hai Gurmukh vasai man aie.
Nanakjo Gur sevai apna, hoan tin balharaijaou.(l) (6)
~ HVW =311 (G'OT Rafo ~ ~ B cit) (U?;T eBB)
RFaqJd ott
~ 5";t ct ~ fu? wfull
}fO~~~~~wfull
irtro 3t ~ frfu ffi} a5" ffifTfu II
fuff ;:raT Hfu 0T!f ~ 5" ~ ~ Hfo >wfu II
~~q@'~~~fuoijF8iJ'a ~1I~11E1I

w

Which says : 0 Brother ! The service of the Guru is the
highest form of worship, provided this is performed with love and
devotion and is the only means of leading a successful and fruitful
life. Thus all our desires and needs are fulfilled through the worship
of the Lord, as we have got rid of our egoism from within. The
human being thus attains salvation by breaking off the worldly
bondage and is always imbued with the love of the Lord, and
immersed in it. In this world, the nectar of True Name is invaluable
which is available to few fortunate persons only. However the Guru
minded persons get the love of the True Name inculcated in their
hearts effortlessly. 0 Nanak ! I would offer myself as a sacrifice to
those Guru-minded perons, who serve their True Guru. (1 )
(iv) Then Guru Arjan Dev (the 5th Nanak) has further clarified
the benefits of service vide Asa Mahala 5 (Page 403) as shown
below:114

"The Lord protects the honour of His disciples and engages
them in His service and recitation of True Name. Wherever any
work or function of the disciple is held up, the Lord rushes Himself
to help him. (1)
o Brother! The Lord appears in person and enables the disciple
to perceive Him physically. His jobs or chores are completed the
next moment by the Lord Himself, when he prays to the Lord. I
offer myself as a sacrifice to the person who has pleased the Lord.
o Nanak ! I have come to have a glimpse of such a disciple with
whoe praise and involvement, the mind gets joy and peace." The
hymn is:
~ Hm¥ ~ II
~~

(tinT

80~)

aT ))fTi)" ~ ))fTi)" ()T}f ;:n.R-11

1I5

(d) GRACE

6efa
The human being functions according to the Lord's Will and
His benign Grace. Unless one is blessed with his Grace, no one
could lead a successful life in any field of action. The ideal of life is
to attain unison with the Lord, but it is possible only through the
Grace of the Lord. For this purpose, we have to work in life with
humility and humbleness and accept the Lord's will in all our chores,
ridding ourselves of our egoistic tendencies and cleverness and
surrender ourselves completely to the "Will of the Lord", without
a murmur. Once the master is satisfied and pleased with the service
of the individual with humility and single-minded devotion, then
the Lord blesses the disciple with His grace. For being a deserving
case for the Lord's grace, the holy congrgations or the company of
holy saints (Sat sangat) plays an important role in imbibing us with
all those qualities which are a pre-requisite for being a candidate to
receive Lord's Grace.
Unless one is blessed with the Grace of the Lord, one cannot
attain the nectar of True Name, so essential for gaining unison with
the Lord.
(i) Guru Nanak De" has clarified in Asa ki Yaar vide Pouri (4)
(Page 465) as follows :-

Pouri 4 (Asa ki Vaar) (Page 465)
"Nadir karai je apni ta(n) nadri satgur paya.
eh jiu bahutai janam bharmia ta satgur sabad sunaya.
satgur jevad daata ko nahi sabh sunioh 10k sabhaya.
jin sacho sach bujhaya.(4)
~ (8)))fJHT ql ~

(Uor

8e~)

omo emu # ~ 3'" oeoT HFaqjg ~II
~ ~ ~;::r(')}f ~ 3'" HFaqjFa ~ 8C!' FE'>fT II
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AFa(m~ ~'e'T3T
AFaIVd

f;:rfo

&" out Hfg ~ ~ Aij,FeWII

fH1W)f ~ ~ f1::rot ~ ))fTy dl~' Few II

lN ~ ~ 9 i Fe W
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Which means :
"We could unite with the Lord provided the Lord bestows His
Grace on us, and we could attain the Guru's benevolence as well.
This man has assumed this human form after many ages, having
passed through the cycle of rebirths in utter confusion. It is only
through the Lord's grace that he is provided with the Guru's guidance
and teachings now.
o Brother ! Listen to me carefully that there is no other
benefactor, as great as the Guru and we could attain the True Lord
only through the Guru's guidance, but this blessing is showered
only on those persons, who have rid themselves of their ego. Then
the Lord unites them with Himself through His grace, and then
through them many others also leam about the Lord." (4)
(ii) Then again Guru Nanak Dev has further explained that
even a faithless person, through the Lord's Grace could attain the
Guru's guidance as mentioned below : -

Sorath Mahala 1 Choutuke (Page 596)
Nadir karai ta akhi vekhan kama kathan na jaiee.
Kani sunn sunn sabad salahi amrit ridai vasaiee.
Nanak Gur Yin bharm na bhagai ach Naam vadiaiee. "(4-3)

ftofo HUW ~ \lQ~a

(iinr ~~~)

HTfu ~ &" ~ olcirr ~ ~ ~II
~ ~ 3T

>mit ~ ~ CllfO 0" ;::rt!t II
anT Bfe trfe Hlifu" HWtit ~ fiR- ~ II
F6dsQ F6da'g F6d~g ~ ~ ~II
(')TOCf ~ ~ 90tf 0" r i Hfu" 0TfH" ~ lIB I~ II
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Which means: If such a self-willed (faithless) person is blessed
with the Grace of the Lord, then only I may see with my own eyes
His beauty or wisdom, as nothing else could be stated. Then such a
person listens to the Guru's message with his ears and sings the
praises of the Lord, thus inculcating the love of True Name (the
nectar) in his heart. 0 Nanak ! The Lord, who is formless, fearless
and with enmity to none, is perceived being present in all the beings
but our doubts cannot be eliminated without the Guru's guidance.
It is through the grace of the Guru that we get the boon of reciting
True Name, by ridding our dual-mindedness. (4-3)
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(e) BAIRAG (DETACHMENT)
When the devotee feels the pangs of separation from the Lordspouse, like a wedded wife on separation from her spouse. Similarly
the devotion and love of the Lord makes one completely pine for
the union with the Lord-spouse and a longing within, making him
completely unmindful of his surroundings and nothing could make
his mind at peace except a meeting (union) with the Lord-sublime.
(i) Guru Amar Das (the"3rd Nanak) has explained this condition
beautifully vide the following hymn : -

Gouri Mahala 3 Chhant (Page 244)
"Mil merai pritamajiu, tudh bin khari nimani. mein nani neend
na avai jiu bhavai ann na pani. pani ann na bhavai mariai havai bin
pir kiu sukh paieaie. Gur agai karon benanti je Guru bhavai, jiu
milai tivai milciieeai. apai mael laie sulch daata aap mili3(n) ghar
aie. Nanak kaman sada suhagan na pir marai najaie". (4-2)
dlgal HUW ~

ihf (tinT ~88)
~ Hij- t{t3w ~ ~ fuQ liCIT foHrall
H~~O"~~~~O"tJTeTli

l.P<tt ~ 0" ~ ~ ~ fuQ fua ~ ~ ~II
QJO ~ ~ fu*aT ~ QJO ~ ~ fH* ~ ~II
~Hf80~~~~Ulfa"~II

~ ~ ~ 8iJidiFe or fug ~ 0" HTEII8IR II

Which means :

o my beloved Lord ! Pray meet me, as I am feeling completely
lost and miserable without Your company. 0 my master! Without
You, I cannot get sleep nor I feel like having any food or drink nor
I enjoy eating or drinking, now the food is not liked by me in Your
separation and I am pining for meeting You. 0 Lord! How could I
enjoy peace without my Lord-spouse ? So I am beseeching the
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Guru for arranging my union with You. 0 Guru! If my prayers are
acceptable to you, then pray arrange my meeting with the Lord,
under any circumstances. But the Lord arranges for our union with
the Guru as it pleases Him, and then the Lord favours them with
His glimpse (vision). 0 Nanak ! This human being is never without
the presence of Lord-spouse as neither He dies nor He goes
anywhere else. (Since the Lord is ever-lasting and man is never
without the Lord-spouse (within) (4-2).
(ii) Then Guru Ram Das (the 4th Nanak) has explained vide
Gond Mahala 4, (Page 861) as follows :"Har darsan kou mera man boh taptai, jiou thrikhavant bin
neer." (4-6)
~ H'aW 8 (tfcr)T 'te~)

ufo ~ ~ }{or H?f ~ 3ll3" ~ ~ fuo ora IIct II
;:JO ~

aT ufo ))fTlf ~, ufo ~ Wf3' Halo lIB lIE II

Which means :
I am (burning within) longing and pining for having a glimpse
of the Lord just as a thirsty person is pining for water.(l)
o my mind ! The arrow of separation and love for the Lord
has pierced my heart. The Lord alone realises the suffering and
anguish of my heart, and the suffering due to my separation from
the Lord. (Pause-I)

o Nanak ! May the Lord fulfil our desire of meeting the Lord,
and without His unison and glimpse we cannot attain peace of
mind. (4-6 Chhaka I)
(iii) Furthermore Guru Nanak Dev has stated vide Tukhari
Mahala 1 (Page 1111) as follows :"Sajan des videsiarai"
(Wffi') ~ r~em~

"The Lord does not lend glimpse of His vision and I am
seeking the support of holy saints to enable me perceive my Lord. I
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am pining for having His glimpse through the friendly saints and
am wailing for uniting with my beloved Lord. How could I gain
merger with my Lord-spouse, the path being full of problems.
Moreover, the path leading to ~is union is full of obstacles or
problems? If one could surrender one's body and mind to the
Lord-spouse, through the Guru's guidance, one could get over this
separation and unite with .the Lord. 0 Nanak ! The Lord is like a
laden tree With the fruit of True Name and one could experience
this delicious taste of True Name, through the company of the
beloved Guru.(3)

o Nanak

! The Guru-minded persons, who have realised the
difference between Truth and falsehood, attain unity with the Lord.
(4-4)
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(f) HUMILITY (NIMRATA)
As a corollary to eradication of (homain) egoism, Guru Nanak
Dev stressed on gaining humility of one's mind to the extent of
one's feeling of nothingness.
(i) Guru Nanak Dev has stated vide Sri Rag Mahala I (Page
15) as follows :Neecha(n) ander neech jaat, neechi hoon at neech. Nanak tin
kai sung sath vadian siun kia rees. lithai neech samalian tithe nadar
teri bakhsis." (4-3)
~ ~ onr ;:rfa- ~ fr ~ onrll

ft:ra"

=

~ Mar JM3" ~ ~ fu'))f1- olJrll
~~
~ 30T lMftHll8-~ II

(I)T?)Cf

m

Which means: "0 Nanak ! I am belonging to the lowest of the
lowly, the lowest caste one can think of or even lower than that as I
have nothing to do with the mighty one's, bcause 0 Lord! Your
benign glance of benevolence and Grace will be on the side of the
lowest ones. "
(ii) Then Guru Arjan Dev (the 5th Nanak) has stated vide Siok
(Canto 12) (Page 278) in Sukhmani Sahib as follows : "Sukhi basai maskinia aap nivar talai. badai badai ahankaria
Nanak garab galai."

.EJl:it ~ }tROll 01 '>fT >wftr ~ ~ II

a a

l)fJ 0(1 a1 '>fT (I)T?)Cf 0T01i

am- II

That is : The humble person, who has rid himself of his ego
and has practised humility, will enjoy all comforts (pleasures) of
life and the bliss of life. 0 Nanak ! The persons who are proud of
their position (status) suffer complete destruction due to their
egoism.(l)
(iii) Then Guru Tegh Bahadur (the ninth Nanak) has stated
vide Siok (19) (Page 1427).
"leh prani homain taji, karta Ram pachhan. Koh Nanak voh
mukat nar, eh man sachi maan".(19).
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t

~ m:J'liV II (lint' eta~9 )
fRfu lfOT ~ 3'fit, ~ CJT}f tfSTO II
~ ('i"I()Cf ~ ~ oa fuu HO
}{TO lIet t II

wm-

Which means: 0 Nanak ! The person who has given up his
ego and realised the Lord, has truly attained salvation. 0 my mind !
Take it for granted as perfectly true. (19)
(iv) Then Baba Farid has stated vide Siokas (126) and (127)
Page 1384 as follows :
"Kavan so akhar kavan gunn kavan so mania mant.
kavan so vesai hoan kari jit vas avai kant. (126)
"Nivan so akhar khavan gunn jehba mania mant.
eh trai bhainai yes kar ta vas avi kant. (127)

~m:r~~11

II ctif"'HFaQJd ~ II
~ ff»{c@" ~ ~ ~ ff ~ H?II

~ ff ~ ~ CiOl ft:r3" Wr ~ cGlI<:t~G II
~ ff »{C@" ~ ~ f;::ruaT ~ H? II
~~~~
~ Wr ~ cGlI~~" II

em-

Which means: "Which are the words like virtues or the magical
sermons and the dress or wear which world enable us to control the
Lord-spouse". (126)
"0 Farid ! To bow (to someone) is a good thing, and after
hearing some one's rude remarks and then pardoning them, and
then to recite the True Name of the Lord-spouse (with the tongue)
are three good qualities (virtues) which should be adopted by us to
control the Lord-spouse." (127)
(v) Then again Bhagat Kabir has stated vide slokas 146 to 149
(Page 1372) as follows : ~ 9OT3' qs10

(tior

etS9 ~ )

~ ~ ~ oy lPC ~ "3f;::r HO ~ ~II

~ &'eT ~ ~ 31'fu fi.r5 gdl~'611~8G II
~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ tM e&- Bl:f Brell

~ 30T e~8 ~ ~trcJOTHfu ifJlI~~"~123

Cil'lfta l1u ~ ~ fW,r- 9fu>,{T ~ ~ war nfor II
ufo;:rg.~~~1.POT~1I~8tll
Cil'lfta 1.POT ~ ~ fW,r- 9fu>,{T HW 3T3T ~ II
ufo ;:rg ~ ~ fuv ufo tit ~ 1I~8t II

Which means : 0 Kabir ! Let us rid ourselves of our egoism
and behave like a stone on the roadside (which could be kicked
around) If there is any devotee of the Lord, humble like the stone,
then he could unite with Lord. (146)
If one is humble like the stone, lying on the path, (road) then
what is its use, if it proves to be an obstruction to the passers by;
Infact, the true disciple should behave like dust on the ground and
be humble. (like it). (147)
o Kabir ! What is the use of being humble like the dust, if it
flies off to stick on one's body (and spoil it) but the Lord's slave
should be (such) like water, which mingles with all other elements.
( 148).
o Kabir ! What is the value of any person, being like water
which becomes hot or cold at times, while the Lord's disciple
(follower) should be an embodiment of the Lord Himself. (149)
So humility has to be of the extreme type, so that it is not
harming anyone in any way, by mind, speech or action.
(vi) Further Bhagat Kabir has stated vide slok (238) Page
-1377 as follows : "Har hai khand ret meh bikhari, hatho chuni na jaie. keh Kabir
Gur bhali bujhaiee kiti hoai kai khaie. (238)
~
ufo ~ ~ ~ Hfu

m

fmfaT UTtit ~ "0 ;:rrfu II
~ citit ~ a-lfTfu" IR~t II

qfu Cil'lfta trftr
Which means: The True Lord is like the sugar scattered in the
sand, which cannot be picked up by an egoistic person like an
elephant. 0 Kabir ! The Guru has taught me that this sand could be
picked up by a humble person like the ant. (238)
(Similarly the knowledge of enlightenment or about the secrets
of Lord, are scattered allover, which could be attained by a humble
person only, like the ant).
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So if we went to attain spiritual enlightenment or the knowledge
about True Lord, the Truth, then we have to rid ourselves of our
egoism and thus gain the eternal truth, the Lord-sublime.
Then Bhai Gurdas has stated vide Vaar-12, Pouri-3 as
follows : "Hoau tis vitoh varia hondai tan jo hoiai nitara. hoan tis vitohj
varia, houdai maan jo rehai nitara. hoan tis vitoh varia chhod sianap
deen duni, dargeh parvanah.(3)
hoiai iaran

~<t~~~
~

f3B" ~ ~ ~ ~ tf 5fu Fo3 1<!1 II

tfto ~ ~ l.Jd'fil'J<!J I~"
Which means "I offer myself as a sacrifice to all those, who
having all the strength would function as a weak and humble person.
1 offer myself as a sacrifice to those who having high status (proud
position) show themselves as helpless. I offer my sacrifice to him,
who having all the wisdom, shows himself as having no knowledge.
I would sacrifice myself to the person who accpets the Lord's Will,
without a murmur.
I would offer myself as a sacrifice to the person, who spend
the life like a visitor (as opposed to those, who feel themselves
permanent in this world). They would be acceptable both here and
hereafter. (in this world and the next).(3)
(viii) Then Guru Arjan Dev (5th Nanak) has stated vide Dev
Gandhari (Mahala 5) (Page 529) as follows : "Man jiu apnai prabh bhavou.
Neechoh neech, neech at nana hoiai greeb bulavou. (Pause-I)
dasan das rein dasan ki, jan ki tehal kamaou.
sarab sookh vadiaiee Nanak jeevou mukhoh bulavou". (2-5)
~

dlQ1al

()fiJ'W 1.I)

HO~~l{9~11

(tfoT

l.I~t)

o1w o1v, ~ l)ffu- (I)'l"OT 5fu oraTg ~8' 'fil'Q IIct II ~ II
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~ ~ k" ~ ott;:ro ott ~ ~II
HOli Rlf
~ (I')'T'OCf ~
::
- HlfiT
- - -~8' ~g
- IR Iill II

Which means :-0 my mind ! Try to perform those actions
which could please the Lord, bringing you closer to Him. Pray to
(worship) the Lord, with all the humility, being the lowest of the
lowly, and ridding yourself of all egoism. (Pause-I)
o Brother! Let us develop the love of the Lord, discarding all
attraction for worldly possessions as the worldly drama of falsehood
(Maya) and other functions (acts) of show are useless and futile.
Let us earn a place of honour and acceptance in the Lord's presence
by performing such actions as would please the Lord-spouse. (1)
o Nanak ! Now I have gained all the pleasures and comforts
by taking the dust of the lotus-feet of the slaves of Lord's slaves
(devotees) and then serving them. I have attained all the bliss and
enjoying a lease of life by uniting with the Lord. (I live this life by
singing the praises of the Lord). (2-5)
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CHAPTER-IV

TRUE NAME
Guru Nanak Dev has given us a simple solution towards
attaining unison with the Lord-sublime viz.
By (a) Singing praises of the Lord.
(b) Recitation of True Name. (Simran)
(i) Guru Nanak Dev has ordained vide the following hymn in
Siri Rag (Page 62) :
"Ram Naarn man bedhia avar ke kari vichar. Sabad surat sukh
upjai prabh raton sukh saar. Jiou bhavai tiou rakh tu mein har
Naam har adhar. (1)
Man re sachi khasam rajaie. Jin tan man saaj sigaria tis seti liv
laie. (Pause-I)
Nanak naarn na visrai chhutai, sabad kamaie. (8-14)

fRal ~ HCJW

C\ "

(tinr e~)

orfH" HQ ~ ~ fa" C«lT ~ II
RtR" HOfa" ~ ~ t{9 ~ fflf RTff II
f;:rt1
~ f3t1 CJTl:f 3" >{ m:a- 0T}f m:a- l)ftfT(f IIct II
- =
-

ijT}f

HO

a- wm ~ o;:pfu II

ft::rfo ~ HQ wfi:r FIT 0J1Ww, f3B" rn ~ wfu IIct II ~ II

orner OTH
- "0 ~.~
=~
- QH1'fi: lit 11't8 II
Which means: uWhen the mind is in unison with True Name
of the Lord, all other thoughts have no place in life, since by
inculcating the Guru's word and merging oneself with the True
Lord, one really enjoys inner bliss and peace of mind. 0 Lord ! I
only depend on Your True Name as my support and main stay, so
please keep me as it pleases You. (1)
o my mind! God's Will is really supreme and true. So try
to merge with the True Lord, who has bestowed this body and
mind and made you supreme and beautiful among His creations.
(Pause-I)
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o Nanak ! It is through the Guru's guidance alone that one
enjoys True Name and I live by singing Lord's praises all the time,
which leads us towards salvation. (ridding us from the bondage of
worldly falsehood (Maya). (8-14)
(ii) Guru Nanak Dev has explained the basic requirement for
meditation and recitation of Lord's True Name as follows :Rag Suhi Mahala 1 Choupade Ghar 1 (Page 728)
"Bhanda dhoiai bais dhoop devoh tou doodhai kou javuh.
doodh karam phunn surat samayan hoiai niras jamavoh.(l)
Japoh ta eko Nama. avar niraphal kama. (Pause-I)
Bhagat heen Nanakjan jampai hoau salahi sacha soiee".(4-1)
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Which means : 0 Brother ! While making curd from the milk,
we have to clean the utensil, then give it a fragrant smell from
incense (dhoop) and purify it and then try to make curd, similarly
we should purify the mind with virtuous and noble deeds, then
purify it with noble thoughts and purify it with the fragrance (of
True Name) and then engage in the recitation of True Name with
noble deeds. The listening to Guru's teaching~ is the milk and
Lord's love the means to convert this milk into curd and the whole
process consists in conversion of the mind to stability.(1)
o Brother! Let us recite the Lord's True Name by forgetting
about the love of worldly pleasures, as all other rituals (activities)
including meditation and penance are fruitless. (Pause-I)
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o Nanak ! I would sing the praises of the Lord as the worship
can be done only by ridding oneself of one's egoism. Let us,
therefore, continue in the meditation and recitation of True Name,
by giving up our egoism. (I-am-ness). (4-1)
So we have to purifY the mind of all vicious thoughts and
make it worthy of receiving the nectar of True Name. Just as a
child's mind (heart) is pure and simple and is ready to receive the
parent's word as hundred percent Truth and accepts their advice
without any hesitation or questioning, similarly a disciple has to
purifY his mind to accept the Guru's word (teachings) and based on
Guru's guidance and Guru's Grace, the nectar of True Name will
be received by him which would finally result in unison with the
Lord, the individual's ideal in life.
(iii) Bhagat Kabir has stated vide Asa Sri Kabir jiu (page 478)
as follows :Asa Sri Kabir Jiu (Page 478)
"Sanak Sanand ant nahi paya.
Beid pareh par Brahmai janam gavaya.(1)
har ka bilovana bilovohu merai bhaiee.
Sahej bilovoh jaisai tat na jaiee. (Pause- 1)

J{t cnito ~ (tioT
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Which means: Neither Brahma (god) nor his sons Sanak
Sanandan, Sanatan and Sant Kumar have found the limits of the
Lord's greatness, though Brahma and his sons have studied Vedas
in detail. Infact, they have wasted this life in the study of Vedas,
rather than laying hands on the secrets of Nature. (1 )
o Brother ~ In case you want to chum anything, it is True
Name, which should be churned slowly so that the essence of curd,
the butter is not lost in a hasty process. So we should meditate on
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True Name gradually so as to gain unity with the Lord, else the
whole effort would be wasted. (Pause-I)

o

Kabir ! We could cross this ocean of life successfully by
making use of True Name as the ship of safety with recitation of
True Name. (4-1-10)
(iv) Guru Ram Das (the 4th Nanak) has explained very clearly
vide the following hymn (sabad) that the life is sustained only by
the recitation of True Name, as without it the life is not worthwhile
even and has no meaning :-

Sri Rag Mahala 4 (Page 40)
"Naarn milai man triptiai bin Namai dhrig jivas.
Koiee Gurmukh sajan je milai mein dasai prabh gunn taas.
hoan tis vitoh choukhaniai mein naarn karai pargas.(l)
merai pritama hoan jiva(n) naarn dhiaie.
bin Navai jivan na thiai merai satgur Naarn driraie. (Pause-I)
jan Nanak utam pad paya satgur ki liv laie. (4-2-66)

fi:rcft orqr mJW
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Which means: The mind gets satiated with True Lord, but
without True Name life is worthless and deserves condemnation. If
I were to meet some Guru-minded friend, then I will be informed
by him about the True Master, Who is the personification of greatness
and goodness. I will offer myself as a total sacrifice unto him who
will reveal True Name to me. (I)
o my beloved Guru ! I feel alive only when I remember True
Name as without True Name life has no value for me. May the
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True Guru imbibe True Name within me. (Pause-I)
True Name is like a precious jewel, which can be had only
through the perfect Guru. By serving the True Guru one gets
enlightened with the light of wisdom, through the jewel of True
Narne. They are the most fortunate ones and deserve the greatest
approbation who came to seek refuge at the lotus feet of True
Guru. (2)

o Nanak ! Blessed are the Guru-minded fortunate ones, who
are blended with the True Lord through the Guru's guidance by
following the Lord's Will. (4-2-66)
(v) Then Guru Arjan Dev (the 5th Nanak) has stated in Asa
M-5 (Page 457) as follows :Slok: har har Naamjapantia(n) kachh na kehaijamkaal. Nanak
man tan sukhi hoiai antai milai gopal.(l)
))f'W

HUW

a ~"(Unr a~-,)

"yfa yfa 0Tlf ~ ~"O crJ ~II
~ Hg 30 BCit frfu ~ fH* ~ II~ II"

Which means: 0 Nanak ! By meditating on True Name of the
Lord, the god of death (Yama) even does not harm us, infact we
may get united with the Lord and enjoy the bliss both in body and
spirit. (1)
(vi) Then again Kabir has stated in slok (110) (Page 1370) as
follows :Siok : Kabir soiee mukh dhan hai ja mukh kehiai Ram. dehi
kis ki bapari pavitar hoiai go gram. (11 0)

~" (Unr C\~-'o)
"~ Her W iIfo ~ w Hl:r ~ (JTlj II
~fcm~~, ~~~II~~ol('

Which means: 0 Kabir ! The person, who recites Lord's True
Name is really praiseworthy (the tongue is blessed which recites
True Name). The human body is not worth anything as the whole
town becomes purified, where such a person resides. (by reciting
True Name). (110)
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(vii) Guru Arjan Dev has stated vide canto (3) Gouri Sukhmani
M-5 (page 265) as follows : Siok : "Boh sastar boh simriti pekhai sarab dhandhol. Poojas
nahi har harai Nanak naam amol.( 1)

dlQal Blf}fOl ~ II

~ II

(tJnr

~ell)

~ ~ ~ mf}f3T W ffiJlf ~II
~
~ (I)T'OCf 0T}f l)rifg 1I<t II
Which means: "I have pondered over all the Shastras and
Simritis but none of these books of learning could attain the status
of True Name as these books do not reveal the importance of True
Name.
o Nanal< ! The True Name is an invaluable attainment in life,
so we should only try for the recitation and attainment of True
Name.(l)
(viii) Then Bhagat Namdev has explained the importance of
True Name in Rag Gond (Page 873) as follows :"asmedh jagnai. Tula purkh danai. Prag isnanai.(l) Tou na
pujeh har kirat Naama. Apnai Rameh bhaj re man alasia. (Pause-I)

orm- me

Simar Simar Gobindang. bhaj Naama taras bhav sindhang. (41)
Q'OT

am- ~ ~ ;:IT cit tUg C\ II (tJnr t.?~)

II <tifRra<ud l.{Wfu1l
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Which means: Even if someone were to perfonn Asmed Yagna
or give an equal amount of gold in alms, against one's own weight
or one visits the holy place of Prag) Allahabad for taking a bath
there. (it will be of no use). (1)
o Namdev ! Not withstanding all the rituals mentioned above,
nothing is as fruitful as the recitation of Lord's True Name. 0 my
mind! Do not be lazy and try to worship the Lord (without delay)
by reciting True Name. (Pause-I).
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o my mind ! Let us get rid of all differences, doubts and
whims and recite Lord's True Name only. 0 Namdev ! you could
cross this ocean of life successfully only by reciting the Lord's True
Name. (4-1)
(ix) Guru Nanak Dev has ordained vide Prabhati Mahala I
(Page 1329) as follows : "Gurprasadi vidya vicharai parr parr pavai maan. apa madhai
aap pargasia paya amrit Naam.(I) Karta tu merajajman. ik dakhna
(n) hoan tai peh mangou, deh apna Naam (Pause-I)
Sift saram ka kapra mangou har gunn Nanak ravat rehai.(4-7)

t@'3l )fiR¥

C\ II

(tinT

C\~ ~t )

qro ~ ~ ~ tlfi1 tlfi1 tR HTgII
»fTl.lT
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Which means: "By deliberating on the knowledge ofthe Lord's
secrets through the Guru's grace, we got greatly honoured in the
world by our studies and discussions. By attaining the nectar of
True Name, we have realized the Prime-soul within our soul. (1 )
o Lord! You are my host and I seek this favour (boon) from
you that I may be bestowed wi~h your True Name. (Pause-I)
o Nanak ! May the Lord bestow on me the (cow of) forgiveness
and patience and the bliss of equipoise like the calf to enjoy the
milk from the cow-mother. I seek from you the apparel of (singing)
your praises with love so that I engage myself in singing your
praises and reciting True Name. (4-7)
(x) Then Guru Ram Das (the 4th Nanak) has remarked vide
Pouri (Rag Sorath Vaar Mahala 4 ki) (page 651) as follows : "har har apni daya kar har boli baini. har Naam dhiaiee har
uchra har laha laini.
hoan varia apnai Guru koujiu mera har sajan mailia saini.(24)
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Which means : 0 Lord ! May I be blessed with your grace so
that I could always sing the praises of the Lord through the Guru's
word. Then I would recite the Lord's True Name and get the
benefit of Lord's service and worship. I offer myself as a sacrifice
to such Guru-minded persons, who always recite the Lord's True
Name by day and night, and want to have a glimpse of such beloved
friends, who have served my True Guru. I would surrender myself
completely to the Guru, who has enabled me to unite with my
beloved Lord.(24)
(xi) Further Guru Nanak Dev has clarified the mode of unison
with the Lord vide the following hymn :Rag Suhi Astpadian Mahala 1 Ghar' 1
ik Onkar Satgur prasad. (Page 750)
"Sabh avgan mein gunn nahi koiee.
Kiun kar kant milava hoiee. (1)
Na mein mop na bankai naina.
Nakul dhang na meethai baina. (Pause-I)
Bhanit Nanak soh hai bhi hosi.
Jai bhavai piara tain ravaisi. (8-1)
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~ 3" rim lit II~ II

Which means : -

o Lord ! How could I gain unison with the Lord-spouse when
I am full of all vicious and sinful qualities without a single virtue ?(1 )
o True Master! Neither have I a beautiful appearance nor do I
possess beautiful eyes, neither do I belong to an honourable (family~
lineage, nor do I possess a proper and good mode of action or
sweet language so how could I deserve Your unison? (Pause-I)
o Brother ! The disciple, could gain access to the Lord when
he develops virtuous qualities, with good deeds in the company of
holy saints and peace of mind, thus taking refuge at the lotus-feet
of the Guru. It is only when his appearance and conduct pleases the
Lord-spouse that he could attain the Lord, like the wedded woman
gaining access to her spouse.(2)

o Lord ! I do not possess any wisdom or cleverness even and
have not developed love for you. Pray enable me to fall at your
lotus-feet through your grace.(4)
It is only by ridding one self of one's ego that one could find
merger with the Lord-spouse, gaining the conjugal bliss of the True
Lord's unison.(6)

o Nanak ! The True Lord is ever-existent in all the three ages,
and has enabled a person to unite with Him only when He likes him
and develops love for him. (8-1)
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Under the fourth pillar of True Name, the following topics are
discussed further under subheadings (a) to (e).
(a) Love and devotion (Preet)
(b) State of Equipoise (Sahej)
(c) Ambroisal Hours (Amrit Vela)
(d) Name-Panacea for all ills (Naam Aukhad)
(e) Recitation of True Name. (Simran)

(a) PREET (LOVE AND DEVOTION)
Without developing love and devotion for the Lord-sublime,
there is no possibility of an individual to attain unison with the
Lord. The worldly love of an individual with the family, with the
relations and friends, and above all the love of a beloved one had
been created by the Lord so that by practising the worldly love, we
may rise little higher than our normal love and engrain in ourselves
the Lord's love, the love of the Prime-soul within and attain the
bliss of life.
(i) Guru Angad Dev (the 2nd Nanak) has stated vide M-2
(Page 83) as follows :"Jis piarai siun neho, tis agai mar chaliai. dhrig jivan sansar ta
kai pachhai jivana. (2-3)
mJW ~

(lfoT

t:~)

"ffiB' ~ ~ ~ f3B' ~ Hfo ~II
fqqr ~ Hwfo OT c} ~ ;:tl'@<!i IR II"
Which means ; If you truly love someone, you should be
prepared to sacrifice your life and lay it down before the beloved,
as the life without the beloved would be worthless, in this world.(2)
(ii) Then Guru Arjan Dev (the 5th Nanak) has ordained in
Gouri Bavan Akhri Mahala 5. (Page 253) in the 16th pouri as
follows ;136

Siok : at sunder kuleen chatur mukh gyani dhanvant.
mirtak kehiai Nanaka jeh preet nahi bhagwant.(1 )
~ H'ilW ~
"~

(lint"

~~~)

irea ~ ~ trfu" ~ ~II

fHo'3G1 ~ ~ ft:Ju l{tf3" C'WT gdl~d 119 II"
Which means : If someone were beautiful, had a good family
background, or someone were highly intelligent, learned or wealthy,.
a Nanak ! Consider that person as worthless like a dead body, if he
did not develop any love (and devotion) for the Lord in his heart.
(iii) Baba Farid has remarked vide slokas 24 and 25 (Page
1379) as follows ; Siok : Farida galiai chikar' due ghar naal piarai neho. chala(n)
ta bhijai kambli raha(n) ta tuteh neho.(24) bhijou sijou Kambli Aloh
Varsou meho. jaiai mila (n) tina sajna, tutou nahi neho.(25)
~ II
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Which means; 0 Farid ! There is a muddy path enroute while
the (house) abode of the beloved Lord is rather far away, but I have
developed. (Unfathomable) incessant love for my beloved. The result
is that I would spoil my clothes (blanket) if I proceed in this rain
(weather) but would tarnish my love (for the beloved) if I stay
behind. (24)
Even if it were to rain continuously as per Lord's Will, I will
not care for my clothes (blanket) but I must meet my beloved Lord
so that there is no break in my love for the Lord. (Come what may,
I must meet my beloved Lord). (25)
(iv) Then again Farid has remarked vide slok (34) (Page 1379)
as follows ;Siok : loban jandai na dra(n) je seh preet na jaiai.
Farida kiti joban preet bin suk gaiai kumlaie. (34)
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Which means : I am not worried about my youth or my life
already gone by, provided my love for the Lord spouse is intact and
steady (maintained) as without His love I have spent many lives in
fruitless pursuits. (If the love of the spouse is kept alive, then the
youth and beauty need not bother me, as without the love of the
spouse, all beauty and youth goes to waste like the withered flowers).
(34)
(v) Then Kabir has stated vide Sioka (217) (Page 1376) as
follows : Kabir lagi preet sujan siun, barjai log ajan.
ta siun tuti kiun banai, ja ke jia pran.(217) .
~

(tfot'

ct~9~)
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Which means : 0 Kabir ! I have developed love for the Lordwisdom personified but the ignorant people are trying to desist me
from this path, as they do not realize that we cannot exist without
His love and our life and existence is controlled by Him alone, so it
is not possible to break away from Him. (217)
(vi) Then Guru Ram Das (the 4th Nanak) has explained vide
Siok Mahala 4 (Page 1422) (vide Siok 7 to 13) as follows : Jina piri piar bin darsan kiun triptia.
Nanak milai subhaie Gurmukh eh man rehsiai.(7)
jina piri piar kiun jivan, pir bahrai.
ja soh dekhan apmi Nanak thivan bhi harai. (8)
Sacha prem piar Gur poorai te paieeai.
Kabhu na hovai bhang Nanak har gunn gaieeai. (11)
Jin kou prem piar tou apai laya karam kar.
Nanak leho miliaie mein jachak deejai Naam har. (13)
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Which means : The persons, who are imbued with the love of
the Lord-spouse, are never satiated without having a glimpse of the
Guru. 0 Nanak ! such Guru-minded persons get united with the
beloved Lord effortlessly through the Guru's guidance, thus enjoying
the bliss of life.(7)
How could such persons, imbued wit the love of the beloved
Lord-spouse, live without Him? (Without reciting True Name). 0
Nanak ! They enjoy the eternal bliss by perceiving the Lord-spouse
within themselves. (blossom forth by remembering the Lord).(8)
It is only through the grace and guidance of the perfect Guru,
that we could develop true love for the Lord. 0 Nanak ! Such
persons are not pestered by any afflictions by singing the praises of
the Lord with devotion. (11)

o Lord! The persons, who are imbued with Your love, have
been blessed with this devotion through Your grace and benevolence.
o Nanak ! May the Lord bless me, through His Grace, with His
unison and bestow His True Name on this slave of the Lord! (who
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is longing for True Name of the Lord). (13)
(vii) Furthermore Bhagat Ravidas has stated vide Dhanasari
bhagat Ravidas ji (Page 694) as follows :"Meri preet Gobind Siun jin ghatai.
mein tou mol mehangi laiee jia satai. (Pause-I)"
Sadh sangat bina bhaou nahi upjai, bhav bin bhagat nahi hoiai
teri. Kehai Ravidas ik benati har siun paij rakhoh Raja Ram meri.
(2-2)
Q(*)iRal 9O'T3' af<;eiR
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Which means :- May I never falter in my love and devotion
for the Lord-Gobind as I have availed of it (purchased it) by
surrendering myself to the Lord's Will completely. (Pause-I)
o Lord ! We cannot imbibe Your love without the company
(guidance) of the holy saints, and without love and devotion, one
cannot engage oneself in Your service (worship).
o Ravidas ! My only prayer to the Lord is that I may be
protected against all odds through the Lord's Grace. (2-2)
(viii) Then again Guru Ram Das (the 4th Nanak) has explained
beautifully vide Gouri Guareri Mahala 4 (Page 164) as follows :(Mata preet kare putt khai).
"}fT3T

1.{t3" ~ Y3" l:fl'fu II"

"Just as the mother feels happy to see her child eating
something, and the fish feels thrilled by swimming across deep
waters, in the same manner the Guru feels happy by feeding His
Sikhs with valuable things (thoughts). (I)
o Lord! Pray grant us the company of Your dear holy saints,
by meeting whom all our ills and sufferings will be cast away.
(Pause-I)
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Just as the cow fondles her calf, and the woman feels real
happiness on seeing her spouse back home, similarly the Lord's
saints feel real happiness and joy when they sing the praises of the
Lord (with devotion).(2)

o Nanak

! I feel happy and satiated by licking the dust of the

holy feet of the saints. (4-3-41)
(ix) Furthermore Guru Arjan Dev (the 5th Nanak) has explained
the true love of the Lord, vide Gouri Mahala 5 (Page 198) as
follows :Aisi preet Govind siun lagi. maillaie pooran vadbhagi. (Pause1)

bharta pekh bigsaijiun nari. tiun har janjeevai naam chitari.(l)
poot pekh jiun jeevat mata Oat poat jan har siun rata.(2)
Nanak kou prabh pran adhar. (4-93-162)
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Which means : The fortunate ones, who have developed such
a devotion and love for the Lord, that they have been united with
the Lord through His grace. (Pause-I)
The woman feels elated on seeing her spouse, similarly the
holy saints feel (alive) fully active and animated by reciting the
Lord's True Name. (1) The mother lives by seeing her son grow
up, similarly the (saint) beloved of the Lord is fully engrossed in
Lord's love and devotion. (2)
o Lord ! May I never forget your love and devotion (True
Name) even for a moment. 0 Nanak ! The Lord is my only support
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and my life is sustained only through the love and devotion of the
Lord. (4-93-162)
(x) Finally Guru Nanak Dev has ~xplained the beauty of Lord's
love by giving many similes, as follows vide (Sri Rag Mahala I)
(Page 59).
(re man aisi har siun preet kar.)
~ }{O ~ ufo ~ l{l3' QO I

o my mind ! Develop such a true love for God Almighty as
the lotus-flower has for water. The flower always blossoms forth in
water inspite of the tribulations in water. Develop such a love and
craving for the supreme being as that of the beings created in
water, who cannot survive without the presence of water.(1)
o my mind ! How could anyone get over the worldly veil of
falsehood, without developing True love of the Supreme being?
The Guru-minded person always remembers God and is bestowed
with the wealth of True Name by the Lord. (Pause-I)
o my mind ! Develop the kind of true love for the supreme
being as the fish has for water, which feels intense pleasure with
the growing depths of water and would not live even for a second
without its presence. (2)
o my mind ! Develop the kind of true love for the Lordsupreme as the toad (chatrik) has for the rain drop. The whole
surrounding flourishes. with greenery, and ponds overflow but
without the holy rain-drop, (which is required by the toad) it has no
value for him. (Similarly man dies an ignominous death without
attaining True Name through His grace. (3)
o my mind ! Develop the kind of love for the Lord, as water
possesses for milk~ while boiling the milk, the water bears the brunt
of fire, and destroys itself, without allowing milk to be affected by
its heat. The Lord bestows true greatness on separated souls by
uniting them with Himself, who have developed true love for Him.(4)
o my mind ! Develop the kind of love as the bird 'chakor' has
for the sun. Similarly the self-willed persons do not realize the
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presence of God, whereas the Guru-minded persons live in His
very presence. (5)
If one meets the True Guru, there will be no end to one's true
love for the Lord, thus attaining the true knowledge through the
Guru's guidance.(7)
The persons who have united with the Lord, having faith in the
Guru's word, need no further efforts, to unite with the Lord. 0
Nanak ! The Lord abides within our innerselves and without attaining
Him, there is no other solace in the world. (10-11)
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(b) THE STATE OF EQUIPOISE (SAHEJ)
The whole world is engrossed in the love of the three-pronged
Maya (worldly falsehood) viz. (rajo, tamo, sato) lust for power,
greed for more of worldly materialism, and partial peace). Even
Brahma, Vishnu and Shiva have been enamoured by this worldly
falsehood (Maya) and none could escape its entanglement. It is
only through the Guru's Grace and benevolence that one rises above
the effects of the three-pronged Maya. Then the fourth state of
'Sahej' or 'State of equipoise' is attained where there is no comfort
or discomfort; neither joy nor sorrow, and one is only engaged in
the recitation of True Name of the Lord in this state of equipoise,
the fourth stage of salvation.
(i) Bhagat Kabir has stated in Rag Dhanasari Bhagat Kabir Jiu
(Page 691) as follows : .. Sanak sanand mehes samana.
Sekh nag tero maram na jana.(l)
Sant Sangat Ram ridai basaiee." (Pause-I)
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Which means: 0 Lord! No one has ever found Your secrets,
including the sons of Brahma, Sanak and Snanda or the god Shiva,
even the cobra (with thousand fangs) sheshnag has not been able to
realise your secrets. (I )
I have inculcated the love of the Lord in my heart through the
company of holy saints. (Pause-I)
(ii) Guru Nanak Dev has explained vide Parbhati Mahala 1
(Page 1345) as follows : Bhukh piasa jag bhaiya tipat nahi bin satgur paie. Sahejai sehaj
milai sukh paieeai dargeh paidhajaie.(4)
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Which means: Such faithless persons are not satiated with
their worldly desires pestering them, without attaining the True
Guru. However, the Guru-minded persons, who have united with
the Lord in a state of Equipoise, enjoy the bliss of life and are
received with honour in the Lord's presence. (4)
Guru Amar Das (the 3rd Nanak) has explained the various
aspects of the "State of Equipoise" in the following hymn :-

Sri Rag Mahala 3 (Page 68)
"Sahejai nu sabh lochdi bin gur paya na jaie. par' par' pandit
jotki thakai bhekhi bharam bhulaie. Gur bhetai sahej paya apni
kirpa kare rajaie. (I)
Giania ka dhan Naam hai sahej karai vapar. andin laha har
Naam lain akhut bhare bhandar. Nanak tot na aviee deiai devanhaar.
(16-6-23)

fffi:it oraT ~

~ II

(t/oT

~'t)

m

%H9 ~ ftrg qJO ~ '0 ;::rrfu II
llf:r llf:r tffi13" ~ ~ ~ scrfH" ~"
~ ~ Jl'UiJ ~ ~ fcmp- ~ a;::rrfuIR II

'9'T'ET ij- qJO ftrg ffiJB' '0 ~"
~ \it 3" ffiJB' ~ ufa ~ ~ ilfu IIct II ~ II
Which means : The whole world is seeking eternal bliss of
"Equipoise" which can be attained through the Guru's guidance
alone. The Pandits and astrologers are tired in their pursuit of
knowledge, while some others engaged in futile rituals, are in utter
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confusion. This stage of 'Bliss' and 'Tranquillity of mind' is achieved
by meeting the True Guru, which comes through the Lord's grace,
if He so wills. (1)
o Brother ! None has attained this stage of bliss without the
Guru's guidance. It is through the Guru's Word. alone that this
state of 'Bliss' is realised by some and they receive the Lord's True
embrace. (pause-I)
It is through the knowledge of infinite and His grace that we
sing his praises and be acceptable to 'Him, else it will amount to
useless discourses or discussions. It is also through knowledge and
equipoi~e that we attain the bliss. (2)
We praise the Lord always in the state of Equipoise and get
into a trance automatically. We sing the Lord's praises in the "State
of Equipoise" and then engage in His prayers. It is through the
Lord's love in our hearts, while the tongue tastes the sweet nectar
of True Name. (3)
It is through the state of Equipoise that we take refuge at the
lotus feet of the Lord, leaving all fear of Death. The persons, who
have attained the Lord by immersing in His True Name, are truly
the fortunate ones. (4)
But by our indulgence in the worldly falsehood (Maya) we
cannot achieve the eternal bliss of Equipoise, as that leads us to
dual-mindedness while the self-willed persons, under the control of
egoism, finally undergo the torture of the cycle of births and deaths.
(5)
The three-pronged activities of man, (lust for power, greed
and partial peace) under the influence of Maya, does not lead him
towards the state of Equipoise, as this leads to his wanderings in
doubts and dual-mindedness. The state of Equipoise is gained by
the Guru-minded persons, rising to the fourth stage of Equipoise. (6)
The treasure ofTrue Name, which is above our comprehension,
is attained by few persons by singing Lord's praises, thus merging
with the True Lord. (7)
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Without the experience of Equipoise, it is total darkness due to
ignorance under the influence of worldly falsehood. It is through
the Guru's word, that we attain self-realisation and knowledge of
Nature's secrets. The perfect Guru bestows His benevolence and
Grace on us thus enabling us to unite with the Lord. (8)
The unseen and fearless Lord, an embodiment of truth and
enlightenment, could be realised only in the fourth stage of Equipoise,
through His grace.(9)
The learned ones possess the treasure of True Name and deal
in the merchandise of True Name only in this life (effortlessly).
They gain the gift of True Name everyday while the ocean of
Lord's Great love is limitless. 0 Nanak ! There is no dearth of His
love and benevolence and the Lord bestows His gifts, without any
restraint to His devotees. (1 0-6- 23 )
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(e) AMBROISAL HOURS (AMRIT VELA)
The best part of the day for unification with the Lord, when
the atmosphere is calm, serene and most suitable for singing the
praises of the Lord or recitation of True Name is the ambroisal
ho\lrs of the morning. (pre-dawn)
(i) Guru Nanak Dev has stated vide cantos (4) of lap ji (Page
2) as follows : "Sacha sahib sach naie bhcikhia bhaou apar. akheh mangeh
deh deh daat karai dataar. Pher ke agai rakhiai jit disai darbar.
muhon ke holan boliai jit sunn dharai piar. Amrit vela sach Naou
vadiaiee vichar. Karmi avai kapr'a nadri mokh duar. Nanak evai
janiai sabh apai sachiar." (4)
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Which means: The Lord is True and His Name is Truth. He
could be understood and contemplated upon through extreme
devotion and love alone. The whole world begs of Him for his
favours, and the Lord bestows His benevolence on all of us. How
shall we perceive His kingdom of Heaven and attain His love ? By
what actions could we achieve this and what uttrances would enable
us to win His love and acceptance of our offerings ?
(The answer is :) By meditating on His True Name and
glorifying His greatness at the ambroisal hours of the morning.
(Pre-dawn prayers).
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We have got this human life through our past good deeds and
may attain salvation through the Lord's grace. 0 Nanak ! Let it be
clearly understood that the Lord alone, the True one, is all powerful
and all pervading and there is none else.(4)
(ii) Then Guru Arjan Dev (the 5th Nanak) has explained in
'Bavan Akhri' vide Slok (25) (Page 255) as follows :Slok-" JhaIaghai uth Naam jap nis basur aradh. Karah tujhai
na biapiee Nanak mitai upadh. "(1)
Pouri-Jhajha jhuran mitai tumarw.
Ram Naam siun kar biouharai.
Nanak ja kou kirpa gusaiee. (25)
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Which means :-0 Brother! Get up in the ambroisaI hours of
the morning and meditate on the True Name of the Lord, and
continue reciting Lord's True Name day and night.
o Nanak ! By remembering the Lord. You shall not suffer
from any shortcomings and all your ills will vanish. (1)
Pour'i (The alphabet jhaja says) 0 Brother ! If you were to
meditate on Lord's True Name, you will rid yourself of all your
bickerings and lamentations, as the lover of Maya (world of
pleasures) wastes his life in craving for more.
(iii) Furthermore Guru Amar Das (the 3rd Nanak) has stated
vide Vaar Malarki, Slok : 3 (Page 1285) as follows : Babiha amrit velai bolia ta dar sunni pukar. Meghai nu furman
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hoa varsoh kirpa dhar. hoan tin kai balhamai jini sach rakhia urdhar.
Nanak navai sabh hariavali Gur kai sabad vichar.(I)(16)
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Which means : When the human being recited the nectar of
True Name in the ambroisal hours of the morning, like the papiya
then the Lord responded to his pining and accepted his call in His
court, and directed the Guru to give His message in the form of a
shower of rain through His Grace. I would offer myself as a sacrifice
to such persons, who have inculcated the love of the True Lord in
their heart. 0 Nanak ! The whole world blossoms forth with
(greenery all around) virtues by reciting True Name through the
Guru's' guidance.( 1)
(iv) Then Baba Farid has stated vide Saloka 107, (Page 1383)
as follows :"Farida pichhal raat na jagioh jivandrai moieohe.
Je tein rab visaria ta rab na visariohe. (107)
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"~~
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Which means: 0 Farid ! If you do not get up early in the
ambroisal hours of the morning (to say your prayers) then consider
yourself as a dead person (even while alive); infact even though
you have forsaken the Lord, the Lord has not forgotten you (and is
ready to help you on the right path). (107)
(v) Then Bhai Gurdas has stated vide Vaar 26, Pouri 17 as
follows : Sidh sadhak mil jagde kar sivrati jati mela.
Mahadeou aoudhoot hai kavlasan asan rasak kela.
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Satgur jag jagainda sadh sangat mil amrit vela
Nijghar tar'i laieean anhad sabad piram ras khela.
Aad purkh ades hai alakh niranjan neho navela.
Chelai te Gur, Gur te chela (17)
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Which means : The Sidhas and Sadhiks have awakened on the
occassion of the fair of Shivrati as pilgrims, while Brahma and
Mahadev were enjoying their meditative poses. The Guru has
awakened us from the slumber (of ignorance) in the ambroisal
hours of the morning in the company of holy saints. (holy
congregations). We bow to the Lord, who is free from Maya and
always new. The Guru and chela are interchangeable. (107)
(vi) Guru Arjan De,,: (the 5th Nanak) has ordained as follows : -

Dakhnai Mahala 5 (Page 1099)
Parbhatai har Naam jap Gur ke charan dhiaie.
Janam maran mal utrai sachai ke gunn gaie.(I) (16)
~ HUW lIlI (t.i?;T <tott)
~ 1.{9 OTY" ;:rfu" qra ~ ~ ftp,{rfull
t'fO}f
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Which means: Let us recite Lord's True Name in the ambroisal
hours of the morning by concentrating on the Guru's guidance and
teachings, so that we may wash away the sins of our births and
deaths.(I)
(vi) Guru Nanak Dev has proclaimed vide Parbhati Mahala 1
(Page 1329) as follows : 151

"Nao parbhatai sabad dhiaieeai chhodoh duni preeta.
Pranvat Nanak dasan dasa jag haria tin jeeta." (4-9)

t{9'3l ~ c\" (Uot' C\S~t)
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Which means: 0 brother! Let us recite the True Name in the
ambroisal hours of the morning, through the Guru's word, leaving
all other worldly attachments. 0 Nanak ! The person, who has
become the slave of the slaves of the Lord, has won the battle of
life, whereas everybody else has lost the battle of life, thus wasting
this life in fruitless efforts. (4-9)
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(d) NAAM-PANACEA FOR ALL ILLS
(NAAM AOUKHAD)
The Lord's True Name, according to the Guru's philosophy, is
a panacea for all ills of mankind, provided one recites True Name
with love and devotion, alongwith full concentration of mind and
single-mindedness.
But practically it is very difficult to follow this path as it has to
be preceded with the Lord's Will, to be followed with complete
self-surrender.
(i) Guru Arjan Dev has explained vide Majh Mahala 5 (page
101) as follows : "Prabh kirpa te har har dhiavou. Prabhu daya te mangal gavaou.
Naam aukhadh mokau sadhu dia. Kilbikh katai nirmal thia.
Anand bhaya niksi sabh pira, sagal binasai darda jiu.(2)
Saas Saas har gavai Nanak satgur cIhak lia mera par'dajiu. (417-24)
~

mrw ~ II (tinT C\oC\)
l{9 faow ~ ufo ufo ~JI ~ ~ ~ Hem? ~II

wfi; wfi; ufo ~ <'i"'09 RFac:na
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Which means : With the grace of the Lord, let us recite the True
Name and with His benevolence let us sing His praises. Whether
sitting, standing, sleeping or being awake, or being busy in any
activity, let us remember the True Name of the Lord throughout
our life.(1)
I have gained the True Name, the harbinger of peace (panacea
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for all ills) at the lotus feet of the saints, as a result faithlessness the
True Name has freed me from the shackles of my doubts,
faithlessness and sins, thus resulting in joy and happiness, freeing
me from the pangs of ego and jealousy.(2)
(ii) Then again Guru Arjan Dev (the 5th Nanak) has stated vide
Dhanasari Mahala 5 (Page 675) as follows : Aukhad tero Naam dayal. Moahi atur teri gat nahi jani, tu aap
kareh pritpal. (Pause-I)
Q(i)iRal ~ 1I11
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Which means : 0 Lord-benefactor! Your True Name has acted
as a panacea for all my ills. This helpless and poor man (like me)
has not realised your greatness and vastness. Though you have
provided us with support and sustenance. (Pause-I)
(iii) Furthermore Guru Arjan Dev (5th Nanak) has remarked
vide the following hymn : -

Bhairon Mahala 5 (Page 1148)
Rog dokh Gur sabad nivarai. Naam aukhad man bhitar sarai.
Gur bhetat man bhia anand. Sarab nidhan Naam bhagwant.(2)

~ ~ 1I11 (tinT C\C\8t)
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Which means : The malady of ignorance and the vices like
sexual desires were cast off through the Guru's message and
guidance, when we inculcated the love of the Lord as the panacea
for all our ills. We were thrilled with joy by meeting the Guru, as
the Lord's True Name is the treasure of all worldly pleasures.(2)
(iv) Then again Guru Arjan Dev has stated vide Bilawal Mahala
5 (Page 814) as follows : 154

..Aukhadh, harka Naarn hai jit rog na viapai. Sadh sung man tan
hitai phir dookh na japai.(2)
~ufaqTO'}f~~aorO"~1I
Wtf

Jlfar HO 30 fu'3" Rra' ~ 0" ;::rii I(~)

Which means: 0 Brother! The Lord's True Name is the panacea
for all ills, by reciting which we could cast away all our afflictions
or sufferings. The person, who recites True Name with love and
devotion in the company of holy saints, does not undergo any
sufferings or hurdles.(2)
(v) Guru Arjan Dev (the 5th Nanak) has ordained vide Raag
Bilawal (page 217) as follows : "Avar upav sabh tiagia darn Naarn lia
Taap paap sabh mitai rog, sital man bhia.(I)
Gur poora aradhia sagla dukh geya
rakhanharai rakhia apni kar meya. (Pause-I)
bah pakar prabh kadhia kina apnia.
Simar simar man tan sukhi Nanak nirbhia.(2-1-65)
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Which means : 0 Brother! We have now taken the panacea of
Lord's True Name having discarded all other treatment (efforts)
which has helped us to cast away all the sufferings of the body like
fever, sins and other ailments, thus attaining peace of mind. We
have worshipped the Lord Almighty by following the Guru's
teachings as such we have cast away all our afflictions. Infact, the
True Master has protected me against all the sufferings through His
grace. (pause-I) The Lord has saved me from all the worldly
afflictions by lending His helping hand.
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o

Nank ! We have now attained peace and bliss of life by
reciting True Name of the Lord and have got rid of the fear of the
cycle of births and deaths. (2-1-65)
(vi) Then again Guru Arjan Dev (the 5th Nanak) has ordained
vide Raag Bilawal (Page 814) as follows :"Bandhan katai aap prabh hoa kirpal.
deen dayal prabh Parbrahm ta ki nadir nihal. (I)
Aukhad har ka Naam hai jit rog na viapai.
Sadh sung man tan hitai phir dookh na japai. (2)
a'qJ'
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Which means : 0 Brother ! The Lord has cut off (removed) all
our worldly bondage as He has favoured us with His Grace. The
Lord is our benefactor, through whose benevolence, we have enjoyed
the bliss and thrill of life.(1)

o Brother! The Lord's True Name is the panacea of all ills, by
reciting which, we could cast away all our afflictions. The person,
who recites the Lord's True Name with love and devotion in the
company of holy saints, does not undergo any sufferings or
hurdles. (2)
(vii) Guru Arjan Dev (the 5th Nanak) has stated vide Todi Mahala
5 (Page 714).
"Har ke charan kamal man dhiavou.
"Kadh kuthar pit baat hanta, aoukhad har ka Nao. (Pause-1)
Bal budh pooran sukh daata Nanak har har tek. (2-8-13)
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Which means : 0 Brother! Let us worship the lotus-feet of the
Lord in our hearts. The Lord's True Name would function like an
axe to smither (cut) the egoism within us. Then the panacea for all
the (ills) maladies of greed and anger, (the main maladies) and the
malady of sexual desires, which is like the affliction of the slave, is
the Lord's True Name. (Pause-I)
So let us recite Lord's True Name, which is our mainstay in life.
(2-8-13)
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(e) 'RECITATION OF NAAM'
(SIMRAN)
Sri Guru Granth Sahib begins with the elucidation of ' MooI
Mantra' (the basic gospel of the Guru, the fundamental principle of
the Guru) as follows :"ik Onkar satnaam karta purkh nirbhou
nirvair akal moorat ajooni saibhung Gur prasad. "
Then again all the hymns in the New Ragas, begin with the
above epithet or in some cases simply with "ik Onkar Satgur
prasad. "
Which means: It amounts to realizing the "ik Onkar"-the
One Lord-sublime, through the Grace of the Guru.
Infact, Guru Granth Sahib exhorts us to realize "ik Onkar",
the Lord Almighty through 'Gur prasad', the Guru's grace. All the
hymns, which follow in the great holy Granth Sahib in the various
Ragas are trying to explain the qualities of the Lord Almighty,
singing His praises, or laying down various means of attaining the
Lord, or the effects of distracting forces like Maya (worldly
falsehood) or the transient nature of this (seen) world or the benefits
of holy saints and holy congregations. But all of these hymns finally
lead to the one aim in life, that of "Recitation of Lord's True
Name." for attaining unification with the Lord.
(i) Guru Nanak Dev has stated :"Dche uper ucha Naou"
"eh vad ucha hovai koiai tis unche ko janai soiai."
'W
~W
~ ME- f3Jr W==
= rMt'
- ~~W
=
=crlT
- W<!" Hful~'
Which means the Recitation of True Name, "is the sole
objective of human life as His' (Name) 'Naam' is greater than the
Lord Himself, as the Lord has no specific fonn, shape or colour but
His Name is within our reach, through 'recitation' with our tongue,
then with our heart and soul, and then with each breath that we
inhale in or out, that means His name (Naam) should be recited all
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the twenty four hours, as the Guru has remarked
"Sas grass na visrai har Naama man mant."
'Wff 0f'l1 (') ~ ufo orw HO H3" II
That is with every breath or while taking every morsel of food
we should be reciting His invaluable Naam. (Name)
(ii) Then again Guru Nanak Dev has stated in 'jap ji' canto
(32) Page 7 as follows : "ik du jibo lakh hoiai lakh hovai lakh bees lakh lakh gerra
akhiai ek Naam jagdis."
fua" ~ ;:ftj" F.ilf frfu ~ ~ ~ m-II
F.ilf ~ a1w ~ Ea ?)T}f f1dlelR II"(~~)
- Which means: "Even if I were to possess hundred thousand
tongues instead of one, I possess and this number multiples twenty
fold (being twenty lakh) and even with each tongue I were to recite
Lord's Name hundred thousand times. These steps would constitute
the means towards attaining unity with the Lord."
(iii) Then Guru Ram Das has instructed us vide the following
hymn that life without 'True Name' would be futile.

Asa Mahala 4 (Page 366)
"Merai man tan prem Naam adhar.
Naamjapi namo sukh saar.(1)
Naam japoh merai sajan sena.
Naam bina mein avar na koiee
vadai bhag Gurmukh har laina (Pause-l )

JHIW ~ 8 II
>fa- Hfo "3fo i{H" OTH" ~ II
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Which means : 0 my friend ! I have always depended (by
body and soul) on the love of True Name. I always recite the True
Name as the greatest bliss (oflife) I find in True Name only.(l)
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o My companions ! Let us sing the praises of the Lord (I
have realised this as the only solution). There is no other support
except True Name for me, but it is with great good fortune that
we could recite True Name through the Guru's Grace (and
guidance) (Pause-I)
The Lord-sublime is attained only through good fortune (as
pre-destined by the Lord's Will) 0 Nanak ! The Lord has bestowed
on us the gift (boon) of True Name, through the support of the
Guru-minded persons. (4-4-56)
(iv) Then Bhagat Kabir has suggested that this life is being
drained off gradually, and this human being does not realize the
basic need of the soul, to recite True Name, for getting united with
the Lord, vide the following hymn :-

Rag Dhanasari Bani Bhagat Kabir ji ki (Page 691)
Din te pehar pehar te gharian aav ghatai tan chheejai.
Kaal aheri phirai bhadak jiou kahoh kavan bidh keejai.(l)
Kehat Kabir sunoh re prani chhodoh Man ke bharma
Keval Naam japoh re prani paroh ek ki sarna (3-2)
Q1'qJ' Q6 i Rcit

urc:!t 9"aT3' Cflffir ;:it cit II (tinT ~ t c\ )

fen ~ 1JUO 1JUO ~ ~ ~ ~ '30 mil

mmr ~ cruy CRO fufq ~ ,'" II
ctU3" a'lfto ~ ij' lfOl m
cl 9CfHT II
~ ))ffraT fR

}{O

~ OTH" m.@" ij' lfOl t«I'Y ~ at ROOT I~ IR II

Which means : The human age is nearing its end and this body
is perishing slowly with the passage of each day, every hour and
every second. Infact, the god of death is watching man like the
hunter, ready to pounce at its prey any moment, so what action
should be taken to escape it ?( 1)

o Kabir ! Let the human being cast away all his doubts and
misgivings of mind and recite the Lord's True Name, Taking the
support of one Lord-sublime. (3-2)
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(v) Guru Nanak Dev has explained vide Asa Mahala 1 (Page
360) how to get involved in the recitation of Lord's True Name:
Gur'r kar gyan dhian kar dhavai kar kami kas paieeai.
Bhathi bhavan prem ka pocha, it ras amiou choaieeai.( 1)
Baba man matvaro Naam ras peevai sehaj rung rach reha.
Aehnis bani prem liv lagi sabad anahad geha. (Pause-I)
~ HQW
qJif afa ~ ~

ct II (tinT ~EO)

afa ~ afa arm CiTff ~II

cmr

groT ~ i{H' (Xl" iffir fu?
~ ~ II ~ II
l:JTW HO ~ (')T)f aB' 1M' JJUtr
ofu <Jfuw II
»\ Fu F(*) FA aoT i{H' ~ graft ~ ~ 0Tful)fT" II~ II ~ II

aar

Which means : HLet us make knowledge as our sugar molasses
alongwith meditation of the Lord as the flowers and virtuous deeds
should form the wood, burning in the furnace for extracting wine.
The world's perishable nature should be the furnace for wine
extraction alongwith the love of the Lord's worship as the cooling
measure (means), thus extracting the nectar of True Name, as the
wine from the furnace of life of a human being. (1 )
o Baba ! Thus the heart enjoys the eternal bliss of life by
reciting Lord's True Name in the fourth state of Equipoise (sahej).
Then we get imbued with the love of the Lord during day and
night, listening to the unstrung music (all pervasive music) of Nature,
having sought refuge at the lotus-feet of the Lord. (Pause-I)
Says Nanak, 0 Bharthar Yogi! Listen to me and enjoy the
bliss of life by partaking the nectar of True Name, by leading a
fruitful life. (4-4-38)
(vi) But it is only through the Guru's grace that one may enjoy
the bliss of reciting Lord's True Name, as explained by Guru Arjan
Dev (the 5th Nanak) in the following hymn : 161

Gouri Mahala 5 (Page 192)
Tumri kirpa te japiai Naou. Tumri kirpa te dargeh thaou.(I)
Tujh bin Parbrahrn nahi koiai. Tumri kirpa te sada sukh hoiai.
(Pause-I)
Nanak Naam milai sach raas. (4-64-133)

aIQal

HiJl'5T ~ "

(t.ffi1' '1 t:~ )

~~3"m.iPH"~II~~3"~~lIctll

~ ftfg ~oulcifull~ ~3" JreT ~ ~lIct I~II
0T0Cr ~

nm ~ 0Tfir1l81~81r\~~ II

Which means : 0 Lord ! It is with Your grace alone that we
may be able to recite Your True Name and we could find favour
and acceptance at Your court through Your grace.(l)
o Lord-sublime ! There is no other support and solace for us
apart from You and it is with Your grace alone that we may enjoy
peace and joy at all times. (Pause-I)

o Nanak ! I pray to my True Guru, the Lord, to grant me the
boon of the wealth of True Name; (so that I may enjoy true bliss.)
(4-64-133)
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CHAPTER-V

LORD-SUBLIME (OMNI-PRESENT)
(i) Guru Nanak Dev has given a full perception of the Lordcreator in the following hymn beautifully : -

Rag Asa Mahala 1 Chhant Ghar-l (Page 438)
'ik Onkar Satgur prasad'
"Tu sabhni thaiee jithai hoan jaiee sacha sirjan haar jiu. Sabhna
ka daata karam bidhata dookh bisaran haar jiu".
Har Har kareh se sookeh nahi Nanak peer' na khahe jiu. Naam
lain se sohai tin sukh phal hoveh maneh se jin jahe jiu. (4-1-4)

error ))f'W HCJW C\ i3' UJg C\ II (tinT 85t:)
~ JJ9'OT ~ ·rnt ~ ;:rrel WW rndfl<!\I l d ~ II
H90T crt' BT3T CifO}f NQ I

aI

~ NH'd<! UTg ~ II

ufa" ufa" emu fir ~ OTUT 0T0a" ~ 0" lfTfu ~ II
~ Mo fir ffiJfJ fao Blf ~ ~ wofJ ~ iiTfu

*

~ 118 11'\118 II

Which means: 0 Lord-creator! I perceive You pervading
everywhere in full strength as I look around. You are bestowing all
your benedictions on us, thus shedding our afilictions as a reward
for our (virtuous) actions.
o Lord! Destroyer of our sufferings! Your Will pervades
everywhere and You cast away all our sins in a moment.
o Lord ! You sustain all of us whether anyone is a hypocrite
like the crane, or a swan capable of separating truth from falsehood,
blessed with your grace.
o Lord! I perceive You and You alone wherever I go. (I)
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The persons, who listen to the Lord's True Name and then
follow it in life, are successful in this world and are received with
honour in the Lord's presence (Kingdom of heaven), enjoying the
bliss of life. They attain the true knowledge of the Lord, as He is
pleased with them, and they receive the reward of their prayers for
ages to come. Such Guru-minded persons do not suffer the problems
of old age or death and are not thrown into hell.
o Nanak ! The persons, who meditate on True Name of the
Lord never undergo any sufferings or losses, rather they are received
with honour at the Lord's court. They proceed with flying colours
from this world by following Lord's Will, and meditating on true
Name, thus they never come to grief (4-1-4)
(ii) Guru AIjan Dev (the 5th Nanak) has ordained vide Rag
Dev gandhari (Page 534) as follows :Amrita pria bachan tuharai. at sunder Manmohan piarai sabh
hun madh nirarai. (Pause-I)
Deen duarai Thakur saran pariou sant harai. Koh Nanak prabh
milai manohar man sital bigsarai. (2-3-29)
~ a"IQial ~ II

(tinT ~:.I8)

"~~~~II
lJffir~~~JJ9~Hfu~JRJJ~JJ
ot;:r 0" ~ ~ 0" ~ Hfo l.{tf3' ~ ~II

'tUH" Hfur fi:rq ~ ~ Hfu org"(T tit ~ IR II
tfto ~ ~ org"(T J1cJfo trfa§" Hd ~ II
~ 0T0a'l.{9

fim' ~ Hg ~

f~dlR'd IR I~ IR4 I~'

Which means : 0 beloved Lord ! Your speech and words are
as sweet as the nectar (Of True Name). 0 Lord, the beautiful and
bewitching and charming Lord! You are pervading every being
and are completely distinct (Aloof) at the same time. (Pause-I)
o Lord! Neither am I interested in any kingdom, or country's
control nor am I keen on attaining salvation even. I only seek the
dust of the lotus-feet of the Lord, which should continue forever.
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o True Master! I perceive You in gods like Brahma, Shiva,
Indra and all the Sidhas or Munis and their actions are reflecting
YOul greatness.(l)
o Nanak ! My heart blossoms forth with joy and peace when I
gain unison with the Lord. 0 True Master ! I have sought your
support only, having taken refuge at the lotus-feet of the holy saints,
and pray for unification with the Lord. (2-3-29)
(iii) Further more Guru Tegh Bahadur (the ninth Nanak) has
stated in Rag Bihagr'a (Page 537) as follows: 0 Brother! No man
realises the secrets ofthe Lord, including the details of His Greatness
(or vastness). Many celibates (like Gorakh or Hanuman) have
struggled in vain or many others engaged in penance and many
learned and intelligent persons have tired themselves out of their
search (for Truth). (Pause-I).
The Lord could make a pauper into a king in no time or
displace a king from the throne and make him a beggar; infact His
dealings are such that He could fill up the empty vessels or make
the filled containers empty in no time. (I )
The Lord has organised this worldly falsehood (Maya) Himself
and watches this worldly drama, infact the Lord pervades in all
sorts of forms and hues in this world while remaining aloof at the
same time.(2)
o Nanak ! The Lord has made the world wonder with His
drama, as He is beyond any count, without any family and is beyond
. our comprehension and above the worldly falsehood (Maya). 0
Man! Let us take refuge at the lotus-feet of the Lord leaving all our
doubts so as to gain salvation (3-2)
The original hymn is as follows :"Har ki gat neh kauoo janai. Jogi jati tapi pach harai or boh
log sianai. (Pause-I)
Sagal bharam taj Nanak prani charan tahai chit laieou. (3-1-2)

arqr FeiJldld l HQW ~ II (Unr ~a~)
ufo aT orfa' ofJ ~ ~"
#aft ;:raT 3tit ~ »fg l@ ~ ~ IR II ~ II
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HOm" 9(J}f 3f;:r oroq

tr<ft ~ m- fu? ~ I~ II' IR II

(iv) Then Bhagat Namdev has stated vide following hymn :-

Asa Bani Sri Namdev ji ki (Page 485)
Ek anek biapak poorak jailt dekhon tat soiee.
Ghat ghat antar sarab nirantar keval ek murari. (4-1)
))f'W

m 'it ~ ;:it ~ II (tinT 8t:~)

~~~yaqmr~~itelll

~ ~ ~ ~ f1:raw ~ &'eT11<t II
q'Ud ~ ufo oft ~ ~ fa"e" t:ffiJraT II
UR' UR' ~ Half

FodaFa

~ ~ ~11811<t II

Which means : The one and only Lord pervades everywhere
in various forms, so wherever I look around I perceive Him all
around Man is always enamoured by various beautiful forms of
worldly falsehood (Maya) by watching the worldly drama of Nature
in different shapes and hues whereas few Guru-minded persons
realize the Truth about Lord's secrets.(I)

o Namdev ! On a thoughtful consideration, one would realise
that this creation is a wonderful drama of the Lord, as He pervades
all beings and all sides of the Universe in equal measure and could
be perceived everywhere.
(So we should meditate on Lord's True Name alone with the
Guru's guidance). (4-1)
So from the above (Guru's word) it would be amply clear that
the Lord is pervading everywhere within and without us, and the
ideal of life is unification of the soul with the prime-soul. This
could be attained by follo~ng the Guru's guidance and reciting
True Name alongwith singing His praises.
(v) Guru Nanak Dev has explained vide Sri Rag (page 23)
beautifully that the Lord is the cause and effect of everything
happening in this world, as shown below :166

..Aapai rasia aap ras apai ravan haar. Aapai hovai cholr'a aapai
sej bhatar. (1 )
Rang rata mera sahib rav reha bharpur. (pause-I)

fRal G'CD' HaW ct urcr ~ ~ II (Unr
>JfTll ~ »fTft.r OB'))fTQ" diee<!iji~ II

~S)

>JfTll ~ ~ ))fTQ" ffi:r 93Tij" lret. "
Mar ddT >faT ~ ofee" afu))fT ~1ret.1I

~ II
Which means :-The Lord Himself is the lover, also the beloved
and the love, all combined in one. He Himself is the bride, in the
bridal dress and also the spouse to enjoy her company.(I)
My Lord pervades everything around us and thoroughly enjoys
the worldly drama, being a party to it at all times. (pause-I)

o Nanak ! My supplication to the Lord, who Himself is the
player and the playing field, like the swan and the lake, is to
unite me with Himself in the drama of life. The Lord Himself is
the lotus and the Kamina flower which blossoms on the sight of the
moon, so the Lord pleases Himself witnessing all this fun in the
world. (4-25)
(vi) Guru Gobind Singh (the Tenth Master) has stated vide
•Jaap Sahib', while singing the praises of the Lord vide Canto (81)
..ek moorat anek darsan keen roop anek.
Khel khel akhail khelan ant ko phir ek." (81)
~~~~cftogtr~11
l1g l1g ~ ~ ~ ~
~11t'\)

m-

Which means : The Lord has one entity but presents himself in
many forms, thus appearing in countless beings. Thus He conducts
his wonderous drama but when he wraps up his drama, then again
he appears as a single entity. (81)
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In the final analysis, while trying to meditate on the omnipresent Lord-sublime, the following aspects of the True Lord are
discussed under subheadings (a) to (d) as shown : (a) Wonderous Drama
(b) Attainment of Bliss
(c) True Sikh
(d) The Ultimate Truth.

(a) WONDEROUS DRAMA
(i) Guru Amar Das (the 3rd Nanak) has described the wonderful
drama of the Lord in some of The hymns in Gujri ki Vaar Mahala 3
(page 514) as follows : Nanak ! The Guru-minded persons, who contemplate on the
Guru's word (for better understanding) are tempted by the Lord to
recite the Lord's True Name in the form of "Vahe Guru" (Wonderful
. Lord). But there are a few Guru-minded persons who sing the
praises of the Lord. The Lord's sayings, in the form of Guru's
word, are also wonderful and True, with the help of which we
could unite with the Lord. The Guru-minded persons, who are
fortunate enough, have sung the praises of the limitless Lord and
attained the Lord by meditating on True Name (1).

o

M-3
The tongue, which repeats the True Name of the Lord,
through the Guru's Word, is worthy of respect and such persons
are united with the Lord. The hymn is as follows : "Vaho vaho aap akhaienda Gur sabadi sach soiai.
Vaho vaho sift salah hai Gurmukh boojhai koiai. "

m1tclr Hm¥ :J II (tinT

1I~8)

~ ~ >JfTfl.r ~ QJ<f ~ ~ Hft: II

~ ~ film" WWU ~ ~ ~ &full
(ii) In the next hymn Guru Amar Das has further elucidated
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the wonderous drama, by saying.

Siok Mahala 3 (Page 514)
Vaho vaho kartian rein sukh vihaie.
Vaho vaho kartian sada anand hovai meri mme.
Nanak vaho vaho sat rajaie. (1)
~ Hm¥ ~ II
~ ~ ~Me

(t.int' 1IC\8)

Bfu" F'ii)ire II

~ ~ ~ JRT ~ ~ HaT wrell
0T0Cf ~ ~

Hf3" ~ IIct II

Which means : 0 my mother ! We could spend this life in
comforts and peace (in bliss) by meditating on True Name and
singing the praises of the wonderous Lord. We could experience
real happiness and joy by enjoying the wonderful Nature of the
Lord and expressing its charming character.

o Nanak ! We could enjoy the bliss of the Lord's True Name
and the Lord's wonderful Nature as per the Lord's Will alone. (1)
(iii) Then again in the next hymn, the Guru has remarked :
Vaho vaho tisno akhiai ji sacha gehar gambhir
.
mtci Hm¥ S II
~ ~ faJr % ~ ft:r HW orfu<r aT9icr II
Which states:
o Nanak ! Let us sing the praises and proclaim the Lord as
"Wonderful" ! wonderful Lord !" who has been made known to us
by the True Guru, and we could express the Lord, who is an
embodiment of Truth and too deep to be probed (understood) as
wonderous. Lord, who is the benefactor of all virtues and a bestower
of patience and consolation to the universe.

o Nanak

! The Guru-minded persons, who meditate on True
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Name, while singing His praises, and attain realisatin of the threeworlds.(2)
(iv) Then again Guru Amar Das in the next hymn vide Slok
M-3 (Page 515), has further stressed on His wonderous drama as
follows : (Vaho vaho so jan sada kareh jin kou aapai dei bujhaie.)
~ )«)'W ~ II
~ ~ it ;:ro JfeT qofu-

(tfot'

~C\8)

ft:to ~ ))fTif ~ ~ II

o Nanak ! I offer myself, body and mind, as a sacrifice to the
Guru-minded persons, who perceiving the Lord's Nature all around,
hail the Lord as 'Wonderous Lord' or wonderful Master and recite
Lord's True Name.
I only wish to recite Lord's True Name, while singing His
praises and exclaiming. "0 wonderful Lord".(l)
(v) Then Guru Nanak Dev has stated as follows, vide Gour'i
Mahala-l (Page 153) :
"Vaho vaho sachai mein teri tek.
Hoan papi tu nirmal ek." (Pause-I)
dlQHt
"CfT}f

)«)'W

C\ II

(tfot'

C\~5)

~ ~ Hfu~"!O r~C(lrd ;::pit fuo~"

"0 wonderful True Lord! I only seek Your support. I am a
great sinner whereas you are the only pure one. "
Thus Guru Nanak Dev has addressed the Lord as the
wonderous Lord while seeking His support to purify himself
(vi) Then again Guru Arjan Dev (the 5th Nanak) has remarked
as follows : -

Pour'i (Gurji Ki Vaar Mahala 5) (Page 521)
"Vaho vaho sirjan haar paieean thandh aap.
Jia jant meharvaan tis nu sada jaap. "
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~ (~cit ~)fiJW~) (t,fnr ~~Cl)

~ ~ Mdi'1<!iJid ~ 0Tfe" »fT'fu-"
tfP,r iTa" fiw d '@ i () fuJ:r ~ JRT wfql)f ;:rn.r II
Which means: 0 Lord-creator! We offer ourselves as a
sacrifice (surrender ourselves) to Your Nature, and we are wonder
struck with it. Which has produced a soothing effect on our minds.
o Brother! Let us recite the True Name of the wonderous Lord,
who is the benefactor of all beings, being a True Master."
(vii) Then again Guru Ram Das (the 4th Nanak) has remarked
vide Slok Mahala 4 (Page 1421) as follows :Vaho vaho Satgur purakh hai jin sach jata soiai.
Jit rniliai tikh utrai tan man sital hoiai.
Vaho vaho Satgur satpurkh hai jis nu samat sabhkoiai.
Vaho vaho Satgur nirvair hai jis ninda ustat tul hoiai.
Nanak Satgur vaho vaho jis te Naam prapat hoiai.(2)
~ Hm¥ 811 (t,fnr Cl8~Cl)

~ ~ HF3~g ~ ~ f;:rfo lW ~ Hren
ft:& ~ ~ ~ dO HO ~ frfE"11
~ ~ Hr3~d Hfa' ~ ~ f;:m ~ ~ H9 &full
~ ~ HF3~g F(*)d~g ~ fMB" fliRT QHaF3 ?fg 5ren
~~HF3~g ~~fMB"~~~n
~ HF3Ci!d ~ ~ f;:m ~ 0'1J ~ frfE"IR II

Which means :"Blessed is the True Guru, a personification of Truth who is
blessed with the attainment of the True 'Lord, and deserves all our
greetings and approbation. By meeting such a Guru, we could
quench our thirst of worldly desires, as our body and mind gets
eternal bliss and peace. Wonderful and worthy of our prayer is the
True Guru, an embodiment of the prime soul who has realised the
state of Equipoise, with the knowledge of the Lord's secrets. The
True Lord with enmity towards none, is really wonderful, deserving
all praise, who takes praise or vilification on par. Blessed is the
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wonderous Lord (True Guru), whose possesses all the wisdom and
meditates only on True Name. Wonderful is the True Lord, whose
greatness and grandeur is beyond our comprehension. The True
Guru is truly wonderful and blessed, deserving all our praise.
o Nanak ! Blessed is the Guru, deserving all our praise and
greetings, who enables us to attain the True Name of the Lord.(2)
(vii) Then Guru Amar Das (the 3rd Nanak) has remarked vide
Rag Malar (page 1276) as follows :"How wonderful and blessed is the Guru's word which is
Truth personified. Let us therefore sing the praises of the wonderful
and beloved Lord. He enables us to unite with Him through His
grace, when we are blessed with His benevolence.(3)
(The original hymn is as below) :HWO HVW ~ II (U?>r C\~9~)
"~
~ 010Hf1f
- ~
- ~
- - d
= &full

ma-

~~.

em- w A'M'J1~ f3!r ~ ~"O &full"(~)

(viii) Then Guru Ram Das has stated vide Swaiyyai Mahala
Choutha ke (Page 1403).
o Wonderous Lord ! The drama of this worldly creation has
been enacted by You throughout the ages. 0 Guru! You have been
responsible for illuminating the universe with the light of the sun
and moon.

o Guru-minded persons

! Let us all meditate on the Lord in
the company of holy saints and watch this wonderful drama of the
Lord Almighty. (2-12)
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(b) ATTAINMENT OF BLISS
(ANAND MANGAL)
(i) Bhagat Kabir has explained vide Asa (Kabir jiu) Page 482
as follows : Gaou gaou ri dulhani mangalchara.
merai greh aie Raja Ram bhatara. (Pause-I)
JH'H1' (~~)

(tinT

8t~)

yo ofu qfo ~ ~ ~ lfaT3TII
orH orfu ~ ~ ~ >waH f3u ij-ar ~ IJCl II
~ ~ eft ~8u(*)~ Hdl8'3 i d i II

3g ijoT HQ

~ furu ~

(JT"fJT

orH 93Ta"" II~ II ~ II

The main purpose of this human life is to enjoy the bliss of life
by attaining unison with the Lord-sublime, as stated by Bhagat
Kabir in the above hymn, which means :
"0 my senses imbued with the Lord's love! Please sing the
praises ofthe Lord in support of my successful married life, (spiritual
marriage), as my Lord-spouse has appeared in my heart with all his
pomp and show. (Pause-I)
I have made my body as the utensil (or the material) for dyeing
it, and have dyed my mind (soul) with the hue of virtuous deeds.
All the five elements (air, water, fire etc.) have joined together to
attend this beautiful function (or five virtuous deeds like mercy,
duty). Now I will undertake the marriage ceremony with the Lordspouse, as my soul is completely imbued with the hue of Lord's
love and am immersed in Lord's love and devotion."(1 )
(ii) Then Guru Ram Das (the 4th Nanak) has further explained
vide Rag Suhi Mahala 4 Chhant Ghar 1 (Page 773) as follows : Sat santokh kar bhaou kuram kurmaiee aya balram jiu.
Gurparsadi brahm pachhata Nanak gwmi gaheera.(2)
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arqr !Fit HQW 8

i3" Ulg <t (Unr "":J)

H?Aa~afo~~~~~~11

qrcr ~ ~ l.fi:T3T 0'(I)Cf ~ ~ IR II
Which means : -

o Lord! It appears as if we have got Lord's love, truthfulness,
contentment and peace in the form of sweets for the auspicious
occasion and the Guru's word (studied) read (to others) as the
songs sung at such auspicious occasions. When we attained salvation
through the study of Gurbani (Guru's word) we got the company of
such Gursikhs who helped us to complete our functions successfully.
Now we have shed our anger, and the burning desires for worldly
possessions have disappeared and all the misgivings and formal
rituals including all vices have been eliminated. With the ridding of
egoism, the sufferings (physical) gave way to all sorts of comforts.
o Nanak ! Now we have realised the Lord, the fountain-head of
all virtues, through the Guru's grace. (2)
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(c) The Ideal of Life
A TRUE SIKH
Definition :-Guru Amar Das (the 3rd Nanak) has defined
the requirements and qualities of a True Sikh vide Rag Sorath
(page 601) as follows :(i) "So sikh sakha bandhap hai bhaiee je Gur ke bhanai vitch
avai. Apnai bhanai jo chaIai bhaiee vicchar chotan khavai. Bin Satgur
sukh kade na pavai bhaiee phir phir pachhotavai.(l)
Harke dass suhalai bhaiee. Janam janam ke kilvikh dukh katai
aapai mail milaiee. (Pause)
Nanak Naam vasai man antar vichoh aap gavaieeai. (4-6)

R'afo )fiJW ~ II (tinT eo C\ )
H" my- RlfT frqy ~ 9l'it ft1 QJO ~ ~ f.rnJ ~ II
~

n

H ~ 9l'it F'i~F~ ~ ~II

AFdqjd fflf cR" "0 tR- 9l'it fda fda ~ lret II
uftr~~~~11
;:ro}f ;:ro}f ~ Fa MF'itf ~ ~ l)fTi( Hfg ~ II ~ II

fug

(';TO({ ~ ~ HO ~ ~))fTy dl~IEl~118 liE II
Which means :-The sikh, who follows the Guru's Will
(without a murmur) is my true friend and my brother and close
associate. The person, who follows his own mind (follows his own
will) gets separated from the Lord and gets punished (by the Varna).
o Brother ! No one could even enjoy the bliss of life without the
Guru's guidance, and repents (for his folly) time and again.(l)
o Brother! The devotees (slavesy:.of the Lord are always
enjoying the eternal bliss as they have been united with the Lord by
casting away all their ills and sins of the ages. (Pause)
o Brother ! The whole world "is lost in wilderness due to the
bondage of worldly falsehood, as all the family members are a
source and cause of this worldly bondage. The worldly bondage
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cannot be eliminated without the Guru's guidance as it is through
the Guru's teachings alone that we could attain salvation, however,
the faithless persons are erigrossed in sinful actions due to the
worldly falsehood and without realiZing the value of the Guru's
word.(2)
o Brother ! The whole world is engrossed in the vices of
egoism and attachments, and no one renders any help to others.
The Guru-minded persons, (faithfuls) however;,sing the praises of
the Lord in the company of holy saints (sadh sangat) as such they
have merged with the Lord through self-realisation. The Lord is
always by the side of the person, who has attained self-realisation
and the secrets of life.(3)
o Brother ! The Guru is always our benefactor, bestowing His
favours throughout, but without good fortune and Lord's Will,
nothing could be achieved. Though the Lord treats everyone with
equal love and care, but it is through His grace alone that different
people reap the reward of their own actions. 0 Nanak ! We could
inculcate the love of the Lrod's True Name in the heart by getting
rid of our egoism. (4-6)
(ii) Then Guru Ram Das (the 4th Nanak) has listed the
requirements or requisites of a True Sikh vide Gouri Ki Vaar Mahala
4 as follows : ..Gur Satgur ka jo sikh akhaie. So bhalkai uth har Naam dhiavai.
Udam karai bluilkai parbhati isnan karai arnritsar navai. Updes Guru
har har jap japai sabh kilivikh pap dokh leh javai. Phir chareh divas
Gurbani gavai behdian uthdian har Naam dhiavai.
Jan Nanak dhur' mangai tis Gursikh ki jo aap japai avrai Naam
japavai. "(2)

dlQa1 cit ~ HQW

8 II (tinT ~o~)
qra RFdqjd err ~ ~ ~ B" ~ ~ ufo ~ ~II
~ ri ~ llCJ"i'T3T fuR(*) '6 ri ~ llfa" ~ II
~ QJl ufo ufo ;:ry wO" Hfg FensFfiE tf trTl.I' ~
;:R II
fmr d' ~ qjdiN~l ~ ~mFelJfi" QoFelJfi" ufo ~ ~II

m
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Which means :-The Guru's true sikh should get up early in
the morning and recite the Lord's True Name in the ambroisal
hours of the morning; he should make an effort to wake up in the
morning, then have a bath and join the company of holy
congregations in singing the praises of the Lord reciting True Name.
He could cast away all his ills and sufferings by repeating Lord's
True Name constantly according to the Guru's teachings. Then by
day dawn he should sing the Guru's word (Gurbani) and recite the
True Name while in sitting or standing postures. The Gursikh, who
recites Lord's True Name with every breath or morsel of food, is
appreciated and liked by the Guru. The Gursikh who is bestowed
with the Lord's grace and benevolence, is favoured with the Guru's
message of True Name and worship.
o Nanak ! I would seek the dust of the lotus-feet of the Gursikh
(Guru's follower) who recites Lord's True Name himself and helps
others in remembering the Lord with the Guru's guidance.(2)
(iii) Then Guru Arjan Dev (the 5th Nanak) has explained the
requirements of a human being in leading this life fruitfuly vide
Rag Ramkali (Page 889) as follows :(Terai klij na greh raj maal).
~ ~ ~ 11 (Uor t:t:t)
~ cM;:r 7) faN CJTff Wff II
(I)TO"C:f ~

,..

"3T Cf ""g""'d""a"""'~r
, lIB IR ~ II

o human being ! None of the worldly possessions like riches
and kingdoms are of any avail to you; even the worldly bondage is
of no use to you. All the friends and companions are an embodiment
of deceit and selfishness, infact only Lord's True Name will keep
you company in the next world (after death). (1)
o friend ! Let us sing the praises of the True Lord, by reciting
True Name as this worship of the Lord will help us to protect our
honour and prestige. Even the yama (god of death) does not come
anywhere near us (to punish us). (Pause-I)
The holy saints have the support of the True Lor<t alone, as
their mainstay in life, and have made a success of this human life or
battle of life.
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o Nanak ! whatever the saints say or practise in life, is accepted
by the Lord with pleasure. I would offer myself as a sacrifice to
such noble souls with self-surrender. (4-11-22)
(iv) Then Guru Arjan Dev (the 5th Nanak) has further clarified
vide Pouri (Gouri ki Vaar M-5) (Page 320) :"Tisai sarevo primioh jis de Naou palai.
Nanak pakrai charan har tis dargeh malai.(8)

dlQ:iI cit ~ Hm¥ ~ II (tin'r :J~o)
m ~ l.{'<!T ~ fror ~ ~ tr*1I
~~~~?)l'fgdll

(")TO({

l.lCffl' ~ ufcr f3H' ~ ~ lit II

Which means :-0 human beings! Let us serve the person,
who has inculcated Lord's True Name in his heart, as this Name
will help us in this world and accompany us to the next like a pillar.
a Nanak ! Let us take the support of the Lord, who will protect us
in this world and the next. The person, who has taken refuge at the
lotus-feet of the Lord, finds an honourable place in the Lord's
Presence even.(8)
Then again in the next Pouri (9) Page 320 the Guru has
remarked beautifully the state of affairs there :Pouri : athai arnrit vandiai sukhia har karnai. Jam ke panth na
paieeaih phir nahi marnai
Pelch
darsan Nanak jivia man ander dharnai.(9)
~ t II (tin'r :J~o)
W-~~~ ufcr ~II
ffif et tffir 0" ~ fm" 0Ttit ~ II
fror ~ ~ l{H CJB"
tit ;:rai" II
~QildriJ Wtfffi')~~mll
ilfu ~ ~ ~}fO ~ tree!'11t II
Which means :-10 the company of holy saints, the nectar of
True Name is being distributed to all those present, which gives joy
and comfort to all. Such persons do not follow the path leading to
the doors of Yarna, nor do they undergo the cycle of births and
deaths. Whosoever has inculcated the Lord's love in his heart, can

m
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tolerate the rude talk of others, due to his virtues. The saints speak
such a beautiful language that fountains of nectar sprout up.
o Nanak ! The person, who had got a glimpse of such saints
or listened to their noble discourses becomes alive with joy and
peace of mind. (9)
(v) Guru Nanak Dev has ordained a True Sikh (follower) to
inculcate such qualities as stated in the following hymn in Rag
Bilawal (Page 795) : .
"Gurbachni man sehaj, dhianai.
Harkai rung ratta man manai.
Manmukh bharam bhulai bouranai.
Har bin kiou rehiai Gur sabad pachhanai.(l)
Jan Nanak har Naam dhan raas. (4-4)

111M' ct:M Hij"liI5T

~ II

(tior "t ~ )

QJO ~ HO ffiJt=r ~Ir
ufo it afar <J3T HO ~ II

HOYfu'scmr i8 sgai<S II
ufo 1lrg ~ ~ QJO ~ ~1I<:t II
ufo fcrol.fT ~ ~ ~ II
;:ro ~ ufo 0Tlf trg 0Tfir lIB lIB II
Which means :-0 Brother ! I have been immersed in the
recitation of Lord's True Name by following the Guru's word in (a
state of) equipoise. I am enjoying the bliss of the Lord by imbibing
the love of the Lord in my heart. However, the faithless persons,
being devoid of Guru's teachings, are wandering like foolish persons.
o friend ! How could any person rest in peace, without having the
love of the Lord in the heart with Guru's guidance. So it is very
essential to realise the True Master.(l)

o Nanak ! The persons, who are blessed with Lord's Grace,
have attained True Name and crossed this worldly ocean successfully.
(4-4)
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(d) THE ULTIMATE TRUTH
The question arises : If God is Truth, what is Truth?
This has been amply clarified by Guru Nanak Dev in his
composition of Asa-ki-Vaar, which is sung every morning by the
Sikh devotees in the various worship places or Gurdwaras.
(i) In the second canto Guru Nanak Dev has stated as
follows : -

Siok M: 1 (Page 463)
Sachai terai khand sachai brahmand.
Sachai terai loi sachai akaar.
Sacha tera hukam sacha phurman.
Sacha tera karam sacha nissan.
Nanak sach dhian sach.
jo mar jamai so kach nikach. (1)
~ HUl¥ <til

(tfo"r 8E5)

~~1:is~~II~~m~»fTQT01I
~ ~ ~ ROlf ~II mJT

30T >m@" mJT ~II
mJT 30T ~ m:JT ~ II mJT 30T oratr mJT ~ II
~ ~ >Wlffi:r ~ ~II ~ Hfg ~ ~ Hfg;Wa1l
m:ft 3'aT fi:r:6fu" m:ft ~ II m:it 3'aT g€a Fa ~ ~ II
(')TOCf ~ ftp,pfufo ~ II ;:r HfcJ AA B" ~ foav II~ II
Which means: 0 Lord! Your creation of this whole universe
is really wonderful and true alongwith various continents and
countries. True and real are all the human forms and bodies created
by you, alongwith various thoughts and functions being performed
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by them ! This whole vast expanse of your creation is really
wonderful and True and it is your Will, which directs all this creation
and even your court (Kingdom of Heaven) is True and real. Your
Will and your dictates are true, alongwith the functions alloted to
each. One of them and the system of your functioning is equally
True alongwith all your manifestation and your enlightenment. True
Lord ! Millions of people have explained and described you as
Almighty, limitless and Truthful. This whole drama of creation is
really true, eternal everlasting based on your might and limitless
power, and all your praises being sung throughout the universe are
an eternal truth. 0 Nanak ! The Guru-minded persons who remember
and meditate on the Lord are also true and immortal, however, the
self-\\rilled persons, devoid of this Truth realization, are taken through
the cycle of Rebirths.
(Infact, True is your creation, Nature and the holy saints engaged
in your worship.) (1)
(ii) Then again, in canto (10) Guru Nanak Dev has remarked :-

M-l (Page 468).
Sach ta par janiai ja ridai sacha hoiai.
koor' ki mal utrai tan karai hachha soiai.
sach ta par janiai ja sach dharai pyar.
Nao sunn man rehsiai ta paie mokh duar.
sach ta par janiai ja jugat janai jiu.
dharat kaya sadh kai vitch dei karta biou.
sach ta par janiai ja sikh sachi lai.
Sach ta par janiai ja atam tirath karai nivas.
Nanak vakhanai benti jiu sach palai hoiai.(2)
H't:J1i5" ct "

(tlcv 8 et: )

~ dT UO ~ ill" fcre" ~ ~II
~ cit}fff ~ dO era- ~ ijfu II
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JJV dT l«r ~ w Hfu" ~ ~ II
~~Hg~dT~Hlf~11
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Which means : Man could realize Truth and attain the True
Lord, provided his heart is pure and truthful. Let us keep our body
clean and pure by getting rid of the dirt of cleverness and cunning
attitude.
Infact, we could realize Truth only if we inculcate the love of
. the Lord in our hearts. By listening to True Name, the mind gets
elated with the joy and bliss of life, and the door to salvation opens
up, but all this is possible if we know the path to Lord's attainment.
Let us sow the seed of True Name in the body by preparing it for
the purpose. We could attain the True Lord provided we follow the
Guru's teachings. We could realize the True Lord within ourselves,
provided the Lord bestows His Grace on us. Then we should
remember the Lord by concentrating within, through the Guru's
guidance. It is Truth alone which is the remedy for all our ills and
washes away all our vicious thoughts. 0 Nanak ! I pray to the
Lord, that the person who has inculcated Truth within his heart,
may he merged with the Lord. (2)
(iii) Then Guru Amar Das has remarked vide Rag Vadhans
(Page 564) as follows :o my mind! I would sacrifice myself on True Name. When I
were to become the slave of the slaves of the Guru, I may attain the
True Name, by ridding myself of my egoism. (pause-I)
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Blessed and truthful is the tongue which is imbued with the
love of the Lord, and the body and mind also become pure.(2)
The faith in the Lord is the true form of farming where the
seed of True Name is sowed and then listening to the Guru's
message or propagating it also constitutes a true business in life.(3)
The Guru-minded person has taken the support of True Name
as such his daily chores like taking food or dressing himself is also
pure and truthful and worthwhile. But this virtue of reciting True
Name is attained by the person who is blessed by the Lord Himself
and then such a person attains self-realisation and Truth within hIS
innerself. (4)
Blessed is the time, the moment when the love of the True
Lord is developed in our hearts.(7)
o Nanak ! It is only when the True Guru is pleased with us
that we are united with the Lord and finally merge with Him,
attaining ultimate Truth, through His Grace. The Lord always
maintains us in a state as it pleases Him and enjoys sustaining us as
per His Will or ordains. (8-1)
The original hymn is as follows : -

Vadhans Mahala 3 (Page 654)
ik Onkar SatGur prasad
Sachi bani sach dhun sach sabad vichara.
andin sach salahna dhan dhan vadbhag hamara. (I )
Nanak sachai maile ta milai apai leie milaie.
jiun bhavai tiun rakhsi apai karai rajae. (8-1)
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